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WINS FIRST PRIZE
COST

MAYFLOWER

SANTA MARIA

THE SHIP THAT BROUGHT THE PILGRIMS

THE FLAG SHIP OF COLUMBUS IN THE

TO AMERICA.

DISCOVERY OF AMERICA IN 1492.

Size: Height,

25 in.

Width, 11 in.

Size: Height,

Length, 27 in.

Mrs. Clarrah J. Bierbower of Philadelphia wins first prize in Science

and

Invention

model

model entered by Mrs. Bierbower are supplied by MINIATURE SHIP MODELS at

a

25 in.

contest.
cost

Width, 9 in.
The

parts

of $4.98.

Length, 27 in.

for the ship

The model entered

was the same as the "Santa Maria" pictured above; no extra parts were added to those supplied by us.
This is the first time that the Grand Prize has ever been awarded to a woman. You can build a prize winner from parts sup-

plied by MINIATURE SHIP MODELS.
As THE WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS OF SHIP MODELS WE WILL HELP YOU BUILD A PRIZE WINNER by
supplying all the parts cut to fit and ready to assemble, for either the "Santa Maria" or "Mayflower."

LIST OF PARTS SUPPLIED
LIST OF PARTS SUPPLIED FOR
"SANTA MARIA"; space does not perrnit;,describing the parts for MAYFLOWER, li`at it
is just as complete in every detail. Hull and
keel, 3 pieces ; rudder ; rudder support ; 6 hause

ings ; side balconies ; side cabins ; flags ; ladders ;

18 bumping strips ; jib sail ; fore sail ; main sail ;

pipe rings ; 6 cannons ; 6 port shutters ; 11 shields ;
front and poop deck sides ; railings ; upper deck

top sail and mizzen sail ; stand, 3 pieces ; hull

with decorated stern; colored picture for stern;
rigging channels ; anchor ; lamp and bracket ;
crow's nest ; bowsprit and yard arm ; 3 masts,
fore, main and mizzen; spanker boom; jib yard
arm; fore mast yard arm; main sail yard arm;

cheap cardboard imitation. Shipping weight 6
pounds, all Canadian and foreign orders must be
accompanied by Money Order for $4.98 plus a
sufficient amount for Parcel Post charges.

3218-20-22-24 Baring Street

and parts are made of wood.

This is not a

A pleasant and

MINIATURE SHIP MODELS

Philadelphia, Pa

Please send me the completed parts, cut to fit, and ready to
assemble for the Model
I will pay Postman $4.98, plus postage (a few cents).
PLEASE PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS PLAINLY TO
AVOID DELAY.

profitable

pastime
for everyone.
Thousands being
sold everywhere at
astonishing
prices.

high

Order your prize
winner today.'
MINIATURE
SHIP MODELS

Name

Street or R. F. D.
City
State

top sail yard arm and lateen sail yard arm ; wire
for sails; brass name plate; rigging cord (light
and heavy) ; brads ; staples ; glue ; pullies or
blocks and falls ; rear balcony ; rear balcony rail-

3218-20-22.24

Baring St.,
.Philadelphia, Pa.
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Preparing

Ambitious

Placing you

you for a

in a good,
well -paid

better job

andaRaise
in Pay

F You Are
Now Earning
$40 a Week

0. C. MILLER
Director Extension Work

A Million Dol-

lar Institution

or Less -

Back of This
GUARANTEE

I guarantee to prepare you for
a fine Drafting position, right

Get this straight-the

Amerkan School was

chartered in 1897 as

standards of service

Learn Drafting-how to make and read plans, and the doors of
opportunity in all mechanical, building, and engineering lines

ing at least 50% snore than

you earn today, within 60

a fascination to Drafting that will grip you. No other work is so
interesting, so well paid - no other field offers equal opportunities for quick promotion.

small amount you pay for tuition. We make this agreement
to prove this instruction will

The Draftsman is
the Boss of the Works!

make you a real Draftsman.

Back of this guarantee are

fer. Their standing

the entire resources and reputation of this million dollar
institution.

vouches for its quality.
This is available to you
on terms of only a few
dollars a month. Write
for our souvenir book,

Destroy blue -prints and plans, and the wheels of all Industry
will stop until new ones can be made. Every move of every workman on the job is controlled by the Draftsman through his plans.
Railroads, public works, buildings of a hun-

dred sorts, machinery, electricity, automobiles-all manufacturing and construction
start on the Drafting table! That's the kind
of work to get into, friend. Where you have
the same chance as anybody else to make a

"White Magic," given
FREE in celebration of
our 30th Anniversary.

Free Job Service
'

,
,

'

0

swing open for you! There are more well -paid Drafting jobs open
today than in any other one profession or trade. There's a variety,

days after you complete this
training, or I will refund the

here as in the best resident schools and colleges. Over 200 of the
leading Engineers, Executives and Educators
of the. U. S. prepared
the instruction we of-

tin

in your home, in your spare

time; then I guarantee to help
you find such a position pay-

an educational institution, not for profit. So
you will find the same

i

Position

The American School is the first
in the home -study field -to recognise the need of guaranteeing
its courses with a money -back
contract, if the training fails to
accomplish.the benefits you expect. Thus all rink and doubt are

quick success!

- to prove you can learn
at home in spare time!

eliminated-either the training
will- help you to a better Job and
ayalse in pay or it will cost you
nothing. To better carry out this
important service, we maintain
a National employment depart-

You'll be surprised how quickly you can
learn Drafting by our new one -step -at -a -

ment which keeps in touch with
the employers of Draftsmen all

time method. We start you off doing

over the U. S.' All this without

actual Drafting room jobs from the very
beginning. Before you know it, you are
batting out professional plans like a veteran. Get the first three lessons-the coupon brings them. Do them. Test your
ability to master Drafting at home.
Without cost or obligation.

extra charge tO oUtiitudents and
graduates.

Professional
Outfit GIVEN!
You will naturally expect the American School to
give you the best kind of instruments and tools with
the best kind of training. This outfit is good enough
to use professionally after you finish your training.
Mail coupon for description.

0. C. Miller, Director Extension Work

MN

MI MI

=I MI IIII

O. C. Miller, Director Extension Work

American School, Dept D426
Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago

Your offer to send me 3 lessons free and facts about the opportunities in Drafting and about your course, looks good to me.
It is understood I am not obligated in any way in making this
request.

chool
American
Dept. D426 Drexel Avenue and 58th Street, Chicago

Name

Street No

City

State

'1"I'llfillfilf/f/f///7////
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Motor. controller and
power work. Switch board oceratina,
meter reading and teeing. Installation,

so Wank --Direct Current (D.C.)1fotera..
Armature winding and testing on Direct
Current (D.C.) Motors. You actually wind
real D. C. motor, and generators, large

repair and trouble shooting.

and small and make them work.

1
OR Weak -You

learn the secrets of

Sib Wok- A.C. Motor and power

home and commercial lighting. Work
with ell types of lighting aPPanttna.

work. Switch board operating and
power plant practice. Otte of the
most fascinating aubjects W Elew

Practice In contract estimating.

tricky.

Electric refrigerwlow

OM Wok-Industrial A.C. Endr.

3rd VIek -Splicing and soldering

ment. Motor. controls, condensers.
converters. You do installation. repair and operating work on mammoth equipment

...icing for light and power. You do

a :coal wiring in full sized house

tames. learn ....adult mooing," in.
sulation, etc.

lOth Wad-Transformer and line

lag Wad-You work on burglar

work-Sub.stationcorottruction and
power distribution. You work on
actual. complete power size equip..
merit. Electric butt and spot weld.

alarms, telephone and signal wiring.

You do circuit tracing and testing.

All actual jobs the electrka.V.i
meets in daily work.

ing.

11a VI.k -Auto ignition, tint.

111 Wad-Actual class demon-

tog. repair,. testing on real auto.
mann, aeroplane engines. Also

strations of electrical principles on

red apparatus. Your . Ann week
you learn fundamentals of practical electricity.

-farm lighting plants. tractors.
starters, magnetos, teat bench.

l211 Walk-Storage battery building,

repair, charging and testing. Lead
burning and plate assembly. Radio
construction. repair. nierchancliking
and selling..

12 weeks from to.

today you can demand big pay, and
GET it-if you mail

the coupon from
this announcement NOW. 12 weeks from today
you can have your choke of big pay jobs-in the
world's most fascinating and interesting field.

Earn s50 to .200 a WEEK
In ELECTRICITY

Yes Coyne Is daily turning out men for big pay
Electrical Jobs. Every day, graduates walk out of
COYNE right into jobs that pay them double what
they earned before coming to COYNE. Get the
wonderful big COYNE Electrical Book FREE!
Read how COYNE takes discouraged, dissatisfied
men, like yourself, trains them for 12 weeks. then
helps them into real jobs. See how men and boys
with little education, no experience, no knowledge
of electricity at all; men and boys who have been
working their hearts out for small pay, come to
COYNE, then step Into big ELECTR IC AL
jobs at 550 to $200 a week! And this great book
shows exactly what YOU will do at COYNE-Piglet
you will do each week you're here-how COYNE
will quickly and surely re -make YOU into a big pay
manl Send the COUPON at once.

LEARN BY DOING
COYNE Training All

Practical

COYNE is different. COYNE is a practical school.
COYNE instruction is PRACTICAL. You don't learn
from lemmas at COYNE. You learn from doing JOBS!
You learn how to DO. And, you learn how to DO. by
actually DOING. At the end of your 12 weeks of
COYNE training you will have DONE practically every
job the big pay electrical expert does in his regular work.

No useless

kinds of automatic control boxes and all other apparatus
used in modern electrical installations. You'll do house
wiring, "run" conduits and learn the secrets of factory

er.

BIG PAY!

After 12 Weeks at Coyne
You Can Handle a
BIG PAY JOB

COYNE School cele-

;i404iit

The electrical industry is tired of
trying to use men who know only
theory. This great industry is

brates the end of its 28th

successfulyear. In honor of

this event I am making a
special offer NOW. This

begging for men who know how
to DO things in Electricity. The
Big Pay goes to the man who

offer means EVERYTHING to YOU. I'll send
it along with the big FREE

can step right in and tackle the

job. That mans YOU-after
you've been thru COYNE. You

can Bay to an employer, "I

COYNE Electrical book. All you have to do
is send the COUPON. This COUPON is the
most important thing in Your life right NOW.
Clip it! Fill it in! Let me show you how you

KNOW I can handle this job
($504200 a week) because I

Have DONE theworkbef ore!"
Think what this means to you.

can be a sure success in ELECTRICITY.
Mail the Coupon at once if you want to qualify
for a big pay job in 12 weeks. Mail it right

You can step rightoutof

COYNE into a BIG PAY job.
You can't fail-you're bound to
succeedbecauseyouwill already

NOW for my Special Offer and FREE Railroad
Fare to Chicago.

have DONE-at COYNE-the
things you'll do on the job.

Done For Thousands

IN IM =MB IM NI 1111 SW its-----.

MAIL NOW I

I
I

I want to show you what COYNE has done for
H. C. Lewis, President,
thousands just like YOU. I want to send you over
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
a hundred photographs of the great COYNE Shops.
1300-10 W. Harrison Street, Dept. 47.83 Chicago, Illinois
I want to PROVE to YOU that COYNE can make
Dear H. C.-Send me FREE the big COYNE Electrical Book.
yod a big pay SUCCESS-$50 to $200 a week! I'll II
Also tell me about your Special Offer and free railroad fare to
do all this FREE. Simply send the COUPON.

H. C. LEWIS, President

COYNE

United/

COYNE-trained men are in big demand at

Work on Real Generators Let Me Show You
Switchboards,
Motors, etc. What COYNE Has
theory. Every minute of your time at
COYNE you spend DOING jobs on real equipment.
You'll build, repair and install alternating and direct
current motors and generators; small ones, large ones.
huge ones! You'll work with, repair and install all

ecial

and home illumination. You'll work on airplane
and automobile ignition systems. You'll work on
the famous "Liberty" motor and other wonderful
apparatus. In 12 weeks you'll learn with this vast
equipment, more than most electrical experts
learn in a lifetime of regular work. No wonder

I

II Name

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL I
Established 1899
1300.10 W. Harrison Street I
Dept. 47.83

Chicago. Of course, it places me under no obligation.

II

I
it
V
V

I

Address

Town

III

Sale

CHICAGO a
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BURIED

TREASURE
can still be found in

CHEMISTRY
Good Chemists Command High Salaries
and you can make yourself
independent for life by unearthing one of chemistry's
yet undiscovered secrets.
Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted

seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you

would regret that such things were no longer done. But that

is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on

desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works.

T. O'CONOR SI.OANE.

A.B., A.M., LL.D., Ph.D.
Noted Instructor. Lecturer and Author. Formerly Treasurer Amerilean Chemical Society and n practical chemist with many well known
achievemenis to his credit. Not
only has Dr. Sloane taught chemistry for years but he was for many
years, engaged
in commercial
clumdsl cv work.

His work is difficult, but more adventurous than the bloodcurdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers
wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to humanity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite-these

are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have

come

through their chemical achievements.

What Some of Our
Students Say of This
Course:
I have not written since I received the big
I can still say that it far exceeded my

set.

Since I have been studying with
your school I have been appointed chemist for
the Scranton Coal Co. testing all the coal and
ash by Proximate analysis. The lessons an,
helping me wonderfully, and the interestin,
nay in which they are written makes the wall
anticipations.

patiently for each lesson.-MORLAIS COUZENS.

I wish to express my appreciation of your
prompt reply to my letter and to the recommendation to the General Electric Co. I in-

tend to start the student engineering course at
the works. This is somewhat along electrical

lines, but the fact that I hod a recommendation from a reliable school no doubt had considerable influence in helping me to secure the

job.-H. VAN BENTHUYSEN.
So far I've been mare than pleased with
your course and am still doing nicely. I hope
to be your honor graduate this year.-J. M.

NonroJs.

JR.

I find your course excellent and your instruction, truthfully, the clearest and best assem-

bled I have ever taken, and yours is the fifth
one I've studied.-JAMES J. KELLY.
From the time I was having Chemistry it
has never been thus explained to me as it is
now.
I OM recommending you highly to my
friends, and urging them to become members
of such an organization.-CHARLES BENJAMIN.
I shall always recommend your school to my
friends and let them know how simple your les-

sons arc -C. J. AMDAHL.
I am more than Pleased. You dig right in
from the start. I am going to get somewhere

I am so glad that I found
I use your lessons constantly as I find it
more thorough than most text books I can
with this course.

you.-A. A. CAMERON.

Now Is the Time to
Study Chemistry

secure.-WM. IL TIBBS.

Thanking you for your lessons, which I find

clear and concise, but wonderfully
interesting. I am-R013T. H. TRAYLOIt.
I received employment in the Consolidated
not only

Gas. Co.
I appreciate very much the good
service of the school when a recommendation
Not only are there boundless oPPortunities for amassing
was asked for.-JOS. DECKER.
wealth in Chemistry, but the profession affords congenial
employment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands who
merely follow out its present applications. These applications are innumerable, touching intimately every business and every product in the world. The work of the
chemist can hardly be called work at all. It is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of pleasure.
The days
In a chemical laboratory are filled with thrilling and delightful
experimentation.
Prospect of a discovery that MZY spell Fortune always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.with the alluring

/

You Can Learn at Home

To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate specialized training. Formerly it was /
necessary to attend a university for
years to acquire that training, but thanks to our
highly perfected and thorough systemseveral
of instruction,
you can now stay at home, keep your
CHEMICAL
Position, and let us educate you in Chemistry during your spare time.

Experimental Equipment
Furnished to Every Student

Even with only common
schooling you can take our course and equip yourself for immediate practical
work in a chemical
INSTITUTE
laboratory. Dr. Sloane gives every one of his students the
careful, personal super- /OF NEW YORK
vision that made him celebrated throughout his long career assame
a college professor. Your
instruction from the very beginning is made interesting and practical,
Home Extension
we supply YOU /
with apparatus and chemicals for performing the fascinating analyses and
and experimental
Division 4
work that plays such a large part in our method of teaching, and you are
awarded the /
66-S-West Broadway
Institute's official dip loma afteryou
y have satisfactorily completed the course.

Easy Monthly Payments

/

New York City

Please

send

me

at

once

You don't have to have even the small price of the course to start.
without any obligation on my
We give to every student without additional charge this Pay for it in small monthly amounts-so small that you won't feelYou can oe Part, your free Book "Opportunlchemical equipment, including forty-nine pieces of labora- The cost of our course is very low, and includes everything, even them.
ties for Chemists," and full par the
tory apparatus and supplies. and forty different chemicals chemistry outfit-there are no extras to buy with our course. Our plan / ticulars about the Experimental Equip and reagents. These comprise the apparatus and chemicals of monthly payments places a chemical education within the reach of A. ment given to every student. Also please
used for the experimental work of the course. The fitted everyone. Write us and let us explain our plan in full-give us the I tell me about your plan of payment and
heavy wooden box serves not only as a case for the outfit opportunity of showing you how you can qualify for a highly trained
your special 30 day offer.
but also as a useful laboratory accessory for performing technical position wthout even giving up your present employment

countless experiments.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE

OF NEW YORK, Inc.
HOME EXTENSION DIVISION 4
61- S-WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

Special 30 Day Offer

furnishing the student

Equipment, we are making an additional special offer for / /NAME
a short while only. You awe it to yourself to find out'
about it.
Write toCay for full information and free
book "Opportunities for Chemists." Send the coupon
right now while it is fresh in your mind. Or just / ADDRESS
write sour name and address on a postal and mail
it to us. But whatever you do, act today before
Resides

with his

Experimental

/

this offer is withdrawn.

DON'T WAIT-MAIL COUPON NOW!

RTATIC

A/ CITY
S
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FREE

`MEN! Here's

the`clope'you've
been looking forHow 'ID GET INTO THE

RADIO BUSINESS"

If you're earning a penny less than $50 a
week, clip coupon now for FREE BOOK!
New book, profusely illustrated, tells al]
about the Radio Profession, thousands of
opportunities-in work that is almost romance! YOU can learn quickly and easily

at home, through our tested, improved

methods, to take advantage of these great

G

ro opportunities! Why go along at $25 or $35 or $45 a
week, when you can pleasantly and in a short time
learn to be a Radio Expert, capable of holding the
big pay jobs-many men in Radio now earn $50 to
$250 a week.

Clip Coupon for Free Book

These Instruments

FREE of Extra Cost

4.4,==e)

All instruments shown here and others-SIX
BIG OUTFITS-sent to all students free of
extra cost.

Clip coupon now-find out all about this big
unequalled offer while you still have time to take advanintage of it. Our training is intensely practical-these
struments help you learn to do the practical work. Receivreceiver.
thousand
-mile
to
front
simplest
kind
ing sets,
Many other big features.

J. E. SMITH

Don't envy the other fellow who's pulling down the
big cash. Our proven home -study training methods
make it possible for you, too, to get ready for a better
job, to earn enough money so you can enjoy the good things of
life. Most amazing book ever written on Radio tells howthis great field, and how we
thousands of interesting facts about
can prepare you, quickly and easily in your spare time at home.
to step into a big -pay Radio job. You can do what thousands of
others have done through our training. GET THIS NEW FREE
BOOK. SEND COUPON TODAY.

J. E. SMITH, President

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

/'

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Dept. DD -6

My Radio Training Is the Famous
"Course that Pays for Itself"

Radio

Needs

President
Spare time earnings are easy in Radio when you know it the way we teach
through
from the start of your course job,
you. Increase your income almostWe
then
show you how to hold the
practical knoWledge we give you.
our big Free Employment Department helps you get one. Free Book "Rich

Ilrainedste., oe

National
Radio
Institute,

Men

Dept. DD -6

Rewards in Radio" tells how.
during his spare
Howard B. Luce of Friedens, Pa., made $320 in 7 weeks
"While taking the course 1
time. D. H. Suitt of Newport, Ark., writes,
$900."
Earl
Wright
of Omaha.
earned in spare time work, approximately
reports making $400 in a short time while taking his course-working at

'41AV4

Washington,
D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith

Radio in his spare time only. Sylvester Senso, 207 Elm Street, Kaukauna.
Wis., made $500.
to step into a real big
And when your training is completed you'reofready
Radio job like C. C. Gielow, Chief Operator the Great Lakes Radio Teleof Station WRNY; Edward
graph Company; E. W. Novy, Chief Operator hundreds
of other N. R. I
Stank°, Chief Operator of Station WGR; and
originators cf Radio Home Trained men. The National Radio Institute,
offers
you
the
same
opportunity
Study Training, established 1914. today
you full satisfaction or money
these men had, under a contract that pledges
It's
your
big
chance
to get into
refunded on completing our Joining.
Radio-mail coupon for PT!..EE Book and proof.

e Without obligating me in any

way, send me your FREE BOOK,

"Rich Rewards in Radio," and all
practical

information about your
home -study, Radio Course.

Tctro
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IN THE WORLD

BRULTOBFYA.WITTUES

CLEMENGER
opening of any new
cause anticipation of
corn forts.

theater
new

is sure to
delights and

It remained for one of America's greatest showmen, Mr. S. L. Rothafel-known
to radio listeners throughout the country as
"Roxy"-to conceive a theatrical organiza-

THE THEATER

a seating capacity of 6,000 and accommodates 10,000, all portions of the house included. It is, by quite a margin, the largest

The Roxy Theater, situated on Seventh

Avenue, between 50th and 51st Streets, has

Among other "largests" in the new theater is the switchboard, below, which
controls all the electrical mechanisms
from one point. The switchboard is

tion dedicated to the presentation of feature
motion pictures which would overshadow
everything which had been attempted before
this work.

in

over 12 ft. in height, unequaled by any
we know of.

Mr. Rothafel started his

metropolitan career at the Capitol Theater.

where he was director for a number of

years. Some time ago he resigned from this
organization so that he might devote him-

to the financing and development of
the wonderful new theater which bears his
self

name.

On March 4th of this year, Mr. Rothafel
realized the accomplishment of his amazing
plan, when a distinguished first -night audi-

ence attended the most unusual performance which Broadway has seen for many a
year-the inaugural program of the Roxy

Mr. S. L. Rothafel, affectionately known as
"Roxy," is shown in the photograph as he
stands

at the main console of the grand
organ of the new theater.

Theater.

WATER COOLING
TOWER
STAGE VENT

rBROADCAST
STUDIO
LIGHT COVE
AND WALK

GRID IRON
4

1

SUSPENDED
JA(IRON WALK

CYCLORAMA
COUNTER WEIGHTS
CYCLORALAA
CURTAIN
LINE

SWITCHBOARD
r.

CURTAIN
COUNTER WEIGHTS

FOOTLIGHTS_
ORCHESTRA LIFT

PASSAGE!

METAL
GRILLE

tflogIoW

SWELL
SHUTTERS

--

STAGE FLOOR
ON LIFTS

7

ORGAN
PIT

It may be easily seen that the auditorium incorporates a number of new
and radical innovations in design. The stage is located in the corner of
the approximately square auditorium, and this stage is made the center

of interest of the entire theater. The auditorium is lighted entirely from
the stage, as shown elsewhere. The stage and orchestra pit are provided
with elevating mechanism illustrated elsewhere.
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Magnificent Theater Accomodates 10,000 Patrons
motion picture theater in the world, and it

is equipped with every conceivable mechanism which would aid in the presentation
of feature photoplays and incidental programs. The theater building is divided into
three main sections : The Lobby, the
Auditorium and the Production Department.
As one enters the theater from the

Seventh Avenue doorways, the first impres-

sion is one of imperial richness and excellent taste. The Grand Foyer is oval

in shape, flanked. on one side by a broad,

curving stairway
which

to

leads

accomplish this, it was necessary to con-

struct a deep well of brick and cement,

patrons' attention from the performers by
eliminating all lights which are not abso-

reinforced by concrete, into which the two
sections-front and rear-could descend on

lutely necessary.
The stage elevating mechanism, the organ

A permanent cyclorama"

consoles, and the scenery shifting mechan-

found

switchboard and from elsewhere by relays.
The ventilating system is a very complete unit, located in the basement immediately under the auditorium. Pure dry air
is introduced into the auditorium under
pressure from a number of ducts scattered

electric elevators.
was

first

suggested, but

it was

possible to build one out of steel and concrete which could be raised into the flies

just as a piece of scenery might be dealt
with. A glance at the sectional drawing on
the

foregoing

pages will

indicate

more

plainly some of these features.

throughout the wall and ceiling, and the

waste air is drawn
o u t through similar
openings. The ca-

the

upper level, and surrounded on all sides

pacity of the cooling
plant is sufficient to
provide a constant

by massive columns
rising to a vaulted
roof.

moderate temperature

during

The Auditorium is
upon the left as one
enters the Foyer, and
is separated from the

THE GREAT ORGAN
An entirely n e w

idea is tried out for
the first time in the

nothing less than immense. It achieves
an effect of grandeur

installation of
Roxy organs.

appear-

the

hottest

the

summer months and
the January ice.

Foyer by a Lobby
The Auditorium is

without

from the main

are all controlled

ism,

the

One

ance of coldness, and

immense organ is ar-

cording to Mr. Roth -

it is played the sound

ranged under the
stage so that when

the color effects are
most striking. Ac-

sweeps out from the

a fel, the idea of the

orchestra pit exactly

architectural arrange-

the way it does when
the orchestra itself is

Audi-

the

of

ment

torium is to give the
impression of an immered -bronze

bowl.

The general shape of
t h e Auditorium
roughly that of

a

tier,

feature is peculiar to

this theater alone, and

should provide the

musical director with

100

feet

an

opportunity

for

unusual and striking

from the level of the
orchestra floor to the

balcony

organists

This latter

time.

with the seats ranging
on

three

playing at the same

Auditorium,

tier

consoles in

by

ated when compared
with that of the usual
movie house. It is
placed in one corner
back,

of three

it may be controlled

most peculiarly situ-

the

The organ

different positions in
the orchestra pit, or

square. The stage is

of

playing.

may be controlled by
one organist from any

mense, inverted, ham-

effects.

The

organ

installation is said to
be one of the most
complete to be found

above.

One of the most
interesting features,

The auditorium of the Roxy Theater presents an appearance without parallel in the history of
anywhere in the
the stage. The general impression is that of an immense, inverted hammered -bronze bowl sufworld.
The
lights
are
concealed
in
a
pit
immediately
fused by the radiance of concealed flood lights.
PRODUCTION
in front of the footlights, whence their rays are projected through diffusing screens to illuminate
DEPARTMENTS
the entire auditorium.
fan is that the seats
The production and executive departELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
are luxuriously upholstered, and plenty of
The entire electrical equipment of the ments are housed in offices and various
room is allowed between rows to make it

from the standpoint
(or should we say
"sitpoint" ?) of the

unnecessary for patrons to rise for others
passing.

There is not a seat in the house which
has not a perfect view of the stage and
which is not placed so that every sound
can be heard clearly. It is amazing to
realize how close the most remote seats
are to the stage, this being made possible
through the utilization of so much space
which is wasted in the usual theater.
THE STAGE
ideas

into

practical

shape.

The

stage is always the center of interest in

any theater, and in a theater of this type

it is particularly worthy of the greatest attenion to detail in designing. The engineers decided that it would be wise to build

the stage in sections, so that portions of it
could be elevated or depressed at will. To

special rooms situated throughout those por-

rheostats for all the lighting circuits, and

tions of the building not occupied by the
theater proper. Among other interesting
special departments might be mentioned a
complete tailor shop, kitchens and dining

vided to simplify the control for special
effects or routine lighting.

directors.

is the largest in the world, has controls and

the entire electrical mechanism of the stage
and auditorium. Master controls are pro-

features of
peculiar interest is the lighting system. This
One

of

the

engineering

very unusual, as the entire auditorium
is lighted from the stage. The theory is
that the stage is the center of interest in
is

Many sleepless nights were spent by the
stage contractors in developing Mr. Roth a f el's

theater is operated from a master control
switchboard, situated in the wings at the
left of the stage. This switchboard, which

the theater, and every effort should be made

to concentrate attention on that nucleus.
With floods arranged as they are in a pit
in front of the footlights, it is possible to
produce marvelous effects and keep the attention of the audience confined to the
scene of action.
Exit lights are of course used, but every
effort is made to keep from distracting the

baths for employees, magnificent
offices for the executive staff, and rehearsal
and practice rooms for the artists and

halls,

Above the theater

is

found the broad-

casting studio, where "Roxy and His Gang"
enact their internationally famous broadcasting programs. It is through this
medium, the radio, that Roxy will reach
the greater portion of the American public,
but the theater alone is sufficient to attract
visitors from all over the world, who have

heard of the wonderful co-operation and
hard work that have made this project
possible.

The writer was privileged to visit the Roxy

Theater about a month before its opening.
(Continued on Page 1144)
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Gunprints Help to Catch Gunmen
New Science Makes Possible Identification of Weapons
and Bullets Used by Criminals
By H. H. DUNN
AT three o'clock of a dark morning a
patrolman saw a negro working on
a store lock. He called on the marauder to throw up his hands, at the
same time drawing his own gun. The burglar wheeled, whipped out an automatic and
sent a bullet into the right arm of the policeman, rendering him unable to use his own
weapon. The negro escaped.

without altering the caliber of the rifle, pistol or revolver,
as

ca se

the

may be.

Similarly,

each gun

leaves its
special a n d

.

Three

weeks

later

the

criminal

was

caught, identified, convicted and sentenced,
all because of a line, finer than any hair, invisible to the unaided eye, scratched on the
bullet extracted from the policeman's arm.

A few days later a wealthy bootlegger
and a young woman were found shot to
death in the girl's apartment. One bullet
had killed each, but there was a third bullet
embedded in a wall.

There were guns

aplenty in the apartment ; none had been fired.

A week later a man was found shot to
death on a lonely road near the city in which
t h e rum - runner
and his "girl"

had been

If the bullet can be found, the gun which fired it can be identified. This makes easy
the first, longest and hardest step in the discovery of the criminal. Every bullet ever
fired from revolver or rifle bears its own tell -tale markings.

Method of studying and recording "gunprints." At the
left is the camera by which
the pictures shown herewith
were made. At right is the

identifies a gun by the marks it leaves on

gunprints

and as certainly as a criminal can be identified by the prints of his fingers on objects

identified.

are

found

and

In the center is

Philip Richardson, expert in

the

new

study,

who

has

formulated a system, similar
to that in use for fingerprints, whereby weapons may
be identified by either bullet
or cartridge, or both.

ki

1

1

e

d.

the murder. He confessed that he had waylaid and killed the second man because he
knew that his victim had shot to death the
bootlegger and the woman.
Both criminals were identified, and one
of them caught, from that same fine line on
each bullet.

These incidents occurred in two cities on
San Francisco Bay. They are practical exemplifications of the results of the new science of gunprints. In criminology this development

bears

the

same

relation

to

weapons that finger prints bear to the criminal users of these weapons. In both instances, it was used by a young graduate of

the University of California, Philip Richardson, working in the new and novel department of forensic ballistics, established
by August Vollmer, chief of police of
Berkeley. Incidentally, all the members of

the police force of the university city, which
has about 75,000 inhabitants, are university
graduates.

The principle of the new science is that
every gun leaves its own individual mark
on every bullet fired from it; that the mark
left by one weapon differs from that left by
every other firearm in the world, and that
nothing can be done by the most expert of

gunsmiths to change the mark left by any gun

The ejector on

each make of

firearm

"This method of 'finger -printing' firearms, which I have called `gunprinting,'

delicate measuring gauge and

holder whereby the tell -tale

From the bullet in the wall, the
slain man was identified as the murderer of
the pair. From a bullet taken from the
body of the lone dead man, his murderer
was identified, caught, and charged with

weapon of each company's make leaves a
mark differing from that made by each and
every other weapon produced by the same
factory. As Richardson says:
the projectile it discharges just as accurately
he handles.

"It has been known for a long time that,

even when no weapon is available for examination, a study of the recovered bullet will
reveal the

police to center their efforts on locating a
weapon of this size and manufacture. But
it has always left the identification of the particular, in-

dividual

weapon difficult,
sometimes impossible. Many
obvious criminals have escaped
punishment by inability of

makes

different

a

the
the
discarded shell.
mark on

base of
Right :

the authorities to identify the
weapon with which the crime

Base

was committed.

of a 45 -caliber
shell

from an

"With the development of
the new science, however, it
is possible to identify exactly
the particular weapon which
fired the bullet or ejected the

automatic pis-

tol. By it the

pistol was
identified, i t s

owner learned.

cartridge. Possession
of a weapon so identified goes
empty

and a murder
mystery solved.

The mark

far toward conviction of the
man carrying it. Beyond this,

of

ejector, as well
as of firing
pin, may be
seen in the

it is now possible
sible

outer rim

particular mark on every cartridge shell
ejected, a mark different from that made by
any other firearm. Thus, when the discarded shell can be found at the scene of
a crime, even though the bullet itself may
be missing, the weapon can be identified.
Then it is up to the police to find the owner.

If both shell and bullet are obtained, there
is a double check on the user of the gun.
The development means not only that the
Colt leaves a different gunprint from the
Luger, the Winchester. the Browning, or
any other make, but that each individual

to trace

`wanted' to dishonest dealers
in firearms, just as it is pos-

upper center
of

caliber and the make of the

weapon which fired it. This has enabled the

to

trace

crooks

by

(Continued on Page 1157)
Here are
two bullets;
the identifying marks
are the fine
lines cut by
the "lands"
in barrels.
"Land"
marks differ
in every
gun.
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GASOLINE ENGINE
VERSUS SAND

MOTOR. SHIPS
neers have succeeded in designing a suitable
automobile for negotiating the desert routes,
this automobile being illustrated in the pic-

ture on the opposite page, where we also

see the famous camel taxi known as a BussThe automobile, of which many are
in use for desert travel today, represents one

oura.

of the units of the French military trans-

port service. The car is fitted with a tractor
belt tread at the rear, this belt being driven,
by a gasoline engine. An extra large water
cooling system is fitted to these engines.

Referring to the Bussoura or camel taxi'
shown in the same photograph, this name
comes from the tent -like basket or cabin
fitted to the camel's back, and which provides protection against the hot desert sun
for two passengers.

The feature which we wish to speak of
here, however, is the new giant motor ship
for desert transportation of passengers and
freight; which is shown in the accompanying

artist's picture, on its way across the desert
at night. This strange land craft is the
brainchild of a German inventor, one. Johann

Cristoph Bishoff, who is working out his
ideas in conjunction with other engineers
and with the cooperation of industrial interests. This future ship of the desert will
have a capacity of 300 passengers and fifty
tons or more of freight.
As the illustrations at the bottom of this
page show, the craft greatly resembles an
ocean liner mounted on huge wheels. Many
of our readers will doubtless remember that
hack in July, 1917, during the World War,

An unusual scene on the desert with the
new motor ship carrying several hundred
passengers in comfort and safety. A Ger-

man engineer, Bishoff by name, is responsible for this latest means of desert

transportation.

OR. ions people have traveled across the

Sahara Desert on the back of a camel.
F
the camel being a very important part of
the setting

for such a journey, owing to

the fact that it can go for several days with -

out a drink. The great problem in attempting to travel across the desert has been the
lack of water and the terrific heat caused

by the tropical sun beating down on the
sand. In the past few years French engi-

The end view of the new motor ship for desert transportation of passengers
and freight, shown at the right, reveals how the huge gasoline engines
.000.--1.
drive the wide tread wheels by means of worm gears.
The picture below shows external side view as well as semi -sectional view
of the new motor ship of the desert designed by a German engineer. The
and stands 50 ft. high, the
desert ship is 300 ft. long, 38 ft. in breadth,
wheels being about 40 ft. in diameter. Capacity 300 persons and 50
tons freight.

ittlidittihttAC

Fig+ ill JF

167.1.11

Mr. H. Gernsback published an article in
this journal, then known as The Electrical
Experimenter, entitled, "Old U. S. Battleships to the Front," as the cover of that issue of the magazine reproduced on the opposite page shows. Mr. Gernsback's idea at
that time was that we should take some of

our old battleships, cruisers, etc., steam them
across the ocean under their own power, and
then fit them out with the steel girder wheels
as illustrated, so as to form huge battle
tanks. It is quite possible that the idea pub-

lished at that time provided the spark of

genius behind the newly devised desert
motor -ship. This ship of the desert will make

twenty miles an hour and better under ordinary conditions, and a speed of at least ten
miles an hour if the sand is soft and deep.
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SANDY DESERT
LOSES TERROR.
15 CENTS

OLD U.S. BATTLESHIPS
TO THE FRONL:

it
The old camel taxi with its
enclosed cabin for two passengers is shown above in
marked contrast with the

Ships to travel over the land are not so new, for above
we see that this journal, then known as "The Electrical

special automobile having a
tractor drive, many of which
now cross the desert regu-

Experimenter," back in July, 1917, advocated putting

wheels on old battleships to provide huge "tanks" to

larly.

smash the enemy lines and fortifications.

the improvement in the traveling conditions and
the speed, a trip across the desert may conceivably become a quite inviting proposition instead of a journey filled with dread and fear.
The two photos occupying the lower part of this
page shows one of the latest developments of the
famous French automobile concern bearing the
well-known name of Renault. It will be possible now with these motor transports to shorten

THE pictures on the
opposite

the

latest

page show
and largest

motorized method o f

transport for both" passengers and freight over
desert regions, such as
the

Sahara.

The

pic-

tures on the present page
are very interesting also
as they show how special
automobiles

have

the time of making a trip across the Sahara

Desert to at least one -tenth that previously occupied in making the trip by camel back. Extra

been

devised by French engi-

neers so as to be suit-

able for traveling at fair
speed over the burning
sands

of

the

desert

Sand storms on the

Above we see interior of new

desert are one of the Sahara Desert bus, the seats
forming beds at night.
factors which has to be
conjured with, and the

motor ship and the motor bus represent a distinct
advance in desert transportation means for this reason particularly. The windows can be closed and
the passengers as well as the driver thus protected
against the swirling sands, which have spelled death
to more than one traveler. These sand storms spell
ruin to any ordinary automobile engine not fitted
with a sand filter or screen. Thanks to the new

sand and dust filters brought out in the past few
years for attachment to the intake pipe of the carburetor, it is now possible for motor cars to travel
over such treacherous sandy wastes as the Sahara
Desert, without ruining the engine after a relatively
short time.
Up until recently it took many days to cross the
Sahara Desert on camel back, and aside from possible hold-ups by brigands, there was always the dis-

comfort due to the burning heat of the tropic sun
beating down on the sand. There was also the
menace of desert sand storms, not to mention the

boresome conditions occasioned by the slow speed of
the camel transport and many other factors.

Not only is radio and the gasoline engine, not
to mention the possible adaptation of the Diesel
engine,

revolutionizing desert travel, but due to

Giant auto car sleeper for trans-Sahanan service. It accommodates eight passengers and seats
can be converted into beds. The bus is fitted with every modern convenience, including drinking water. Instead of a tractor drive this car is fitted with twin rear wheels.

supplies of water and gasoline are carried in the motor bus as well as in the
French military automobiles, shown in

the top picture; while a special grade of
oil

is also utilized, this oil being of a
heavy quality.
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Pneumatic Suit Aids Heart
By JOSEPH H. KRAUS

EXHAUS
THROUGH

SHAFT

AIR TANK

The above illustration gives us a phantom view
through the mechanism which operates the
sections of the pneumatic suit primarily intended
to relieve the work of the heart.

The diagram at the left shows how the various
sections of the suit are tied together. Each
band has seven tubes and the respective num.F.E.114.bers are all inflated at the same time.
RIGHT ARM

lapsible tubes to which air under pressure
may be admitted in such a manner as to
inflate the tubes one after the other in successive groups, so as to cause the garment

IN the illustrations on this page we find
a very clever therapeutic device primarily

-rmomme,

-k

intended to assist in the circulation of the
blood and also serving to massage the human body. The inventor, Joshua Rosett,

LEFT
ARM

of New York, believes that this type of

portion of the trunk of the patient towards
the region of the heart. The compressed

pneumatic suit will provide relief to a certain extent for the work of the heart where
such relief is necessary. This is accomplished by propelling the venous blood at

air is admitted from an air tank to a distributor which respectively passes the air
into any one group of seven tubes each in

the surface of the body from the limbs
and from the trunk toward the heart. By

successive order.

the accompanying kneading of the muscles

and tissues, the circulation of the deeper
fluids of the body such as the blood in the

TRUNK AND
RIGHT LEG

inner veins and the lymph in the lymphatic
spaces is consequently enhanced.

to exert waves of pressure from the extremities of the limbs and from the lower

177Lift3 LEFT
iwLEG

Generally

speaking the device consists of what may
be considered a pneumatic suit or garment
adapted to be applied to the trunk or limbs
of a patient. This suit is made up of col -

The diagrams above show how the various portions of the body are affected
are inflated.
by the inflated bands. First the tubes indicated in Fig.
Then the air passes out of these to enter the tubes as indicated in 2 and
1

Each unit of the gar-

ment is represented by seven tubes evenly
spaced so as to form distinct hose -units.
For convenience in handling, the garment
is so arranged that it may be quickly
snapped around the body and the limbs.
The tubes themselves are made of an airtight textile fabric such as rubberized silk
or cotton. Referring to the picture above,
we see a patient having suit adjusted.

movement
so on the stages progress, until in stage 8. a repeti., ,,r
started at reoccurs. By passing the eye across the page quickly, one
produced.
can see the wave -line motion which will be
1
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A new system of examining the sinuses, those very important head cavities
which sometimes become diseased and cause a lot of trouble, is here
shown. The sinuses are made visible by a powerful concentrated electric

light held against the skin immediately under the eyebrow, right and

By holding the small, yet powerful, light in the mouth, the Maxillary
Sin uses light up in a dark room, and the physician can immediately tell
whether there is any pus present, which would indicate a diseased condition of the Sinus.

The Ethmoidal Sinuses are also examined in this way.

left alternately.

Are Your Tonsils and Sinuses Healthy?
By H. W. TOWNSEND

Modern Science Aids Diagnostician to Tell Exact Condition of Sinuses and Tonsils
THE physical condition of the tonsils
and the all-important sinuses, up until

recently, have been judged a great deal

scribe a gargle or nose and throat spray.

,.

..-- ... s

The inflammation of

%.

1

used against the skin
or inside the mouth

without burning.

wvomsmmamma.mcm.lq,npItio

with this treatment
and appear to be

sils are diseased, they
cause further
will

MMINIONMPMMW,Mil

to have frequent colds
in

the patient's throat and if he saw no inflammation and if the tonsils were not enlarged, he was quite likely to decide, natliable

surgeon to tell,
by means of a
drop of the pa-

tient's blood

whether or not
A drop of blood
is placed on the glass prism; it must show coagulation in a certain time when air from the bulb
is blown against it.

liable to have a slight cough, and, moreover,
will tire easily from talking or singing.

The writer recently underwent an examination by a well-known throat specialist,

It was thought at one time that the re -

to

This device
enables t h e

the blood will coagulate properly.

feeling of the patient in general and he is

urally enough, that the patient was in good
healthy condition. We now know, according to medical science, that inare

the head, due to

the slightly inflamed condition which is always more or less present in the throat in
such cases. Such conditions also affect the

the tonsils. The average doctor looked down

tonsils

re -occur-

frequent

rences of the inflammatory trouble. They
also cause the patient

by their appearance, at least in the case of

fected

(

the throat lining may
temporarily disappear

cured, but if the ton-

This illustration shows

how the powerful, yet
small, incandescent lamp
is arranged inside of a
thick glass housing or
shell so that it can be

the page show. The physician or surgeon
diagnosing sinus ailments has new diagnostic methods now available to him.

average physician will probably think that
the patient has had a severe cold and pre-

and the method of examination
the latter, utilizes is that here

brothers with Guinea pigs and

illustrated, where a new and
powerful diagnosing lamp is
pressed against the skin just
under the eyebrow, first right

with the poisonous pus from

frontal sinuses.

cause Bright's disease or rheu-

TO VACUUM
VACUUM
PUMP

VACUUM
TUBE

Recent experiments
matism.
made by the famous Mayo

rabbits, which were innoculated

and then left, to light up the

diseased tonsils, showed that in
practically 100 per cent. of the
cases either severe rheumatism

of

occurred,

or

else

eventually

Bright's disease appeared.
These

serious ailments are

ous pus given off by the tonsils drains away into the blood

stream and innoculates the
whole body. People who feel
greatly fatigued early in the

pus

The presence

in

these

sinus

chambers is indicated by a dark
OBTAINING PUS,
FROM 'BUM)" OR
WELL LOOKING
TONSIL

shadow or spot.

mouth and closes his lips over
the stem of the lamp, when the
Ethmoidal and Maxillary sin-

TONSIL

Tonsils frequently look very healthy when observed with the naked eye. The
throat specialist, however, makes doubly sure as to whether the tonsils

are diseased and contain pus or not, by applying, for a few seconds, a
warmed glass tube connected with a vacuum pump; the suction causes a
sample of the pus, if present, to be drawn from the tonsil.

day are often victims of dis-

eased tonsils, the poisonous secretions from
the tonsils affecting their whole bodily state
of health.
Another peculiarity of diseased tonsils is

moval of the tonsils, where they happened to
be diseased, affected the voice, but it is now
believed that such is rarely the case and
that one of the most important factors

chronic inflammation of the throat and nasal
membrane, which is hard to diagnose from
the ordinary observation, by simply looking

sinuses,

khat they may cause a chronic or nearly
into the patient's mouth and throat.

The

The patient

next holds the light in his

often caused by diseased tonsils,

due to the fact that the poison-

any

which determines the quality and strength
of the voice is the physical condition of the
those important cavities

in

the

front of the skull immediately below and
above the eyes, as the pictures at the top of

uses just below the eye, become
illuminated by the light shininn;

through from the inside of the
head.

By means of a mirror

patient can see sinuses also. Another new method of examining

sinuses is that in which an assistant strikes

a large tuning fork on a table, causing it

to give forth its own particular note; while
the tuning fork is vibrating, she holds it on

the top center of the patient's head. The
sound waves from the tuning fork are carried by the bony structure of the skull and
naturally the sinuses, which are nothing but
(Cointinued on Page 1153)
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Protective Coloring in Insect Life
By HERBERT C McKAY, A. R. P. S.
Perhaps there are no more striking
examples of this phenomenon than those
exist.

found in the insect world.
The modern man, even slightly interested
in science, is somewhat familiar with microscopic organisms, and naturally we all know

the objects of every -day life, but very few
persons indeed have had the pleasure of ob-

serving the inhabitants of the middle -ground.
Here we find a new universe. The animal
life is highly organized as in the usual gross
animals, and 'so is more interesting to the
The grape beetle can be
quickly seen when placed
upon a white background.
The same grape beetle is

hardly more than barely noticeable when placed upon a
grape vine bark as the photo

A vividly colored group of
small beetles and flies which
live on the lichens of
orange trees, easily seen

Above, lichen louse which
infests orange trees as it
never appears in nature.
Left, the insect encased in

below shows.

except when placed upon a
lichen as indicated in the
Only the
photo above.
sharpest eyes can pick

its web and hardly visible.

layman than the simple forms which constitute the usual microscopic world. At the

7.

them out.

same time these forms are so small that

while they are visible as a whole, details of

WHEN we see a woman wearing a leopard -skin coat upon the street, we
may admire the design and coloring,
which appears so brilliant in the sordid dun gray of the city background, but we seldom

moderate -power glass. In this world we find
some striking examples of protective colora-

liant coat is practically invisible.

phases.

their anatomy is seen only by the aid of a
tion.

This form of defense

stop to think that in the jungle this bril-

is

found in two

In the first we have that coloration
and form which makes the insect inconspicuous, but does not fully disguise it. This is
usually accompanied by coloration which
will enable the insect to blend more or less
perfectly with its background. In this class

Much has been said on both sides con-

cerning protective coloration in the animal
world. But whether it be admitted that such
coloration is a result of. selection or purely
accidental, there is no doubt but that it does

The mantis at home.

Here the insect

is

fall the small beetle shown as well as the

shown upon the lichen where it feeds in its
natural life. Due to the enlargement, and
the monochromatic rendition of the camera,
it is here more easily seen than in nature.
Most people cannot see the insect even when
Photo below
it is pointed out to them.
shows it as it appears when placed on white
background.

/The pumpkin bug

is

easily seen

when re-

moved from his natural haunts, but when
placed upon a green lichen, the color of the
bug blends with that of the plant. This is
an example of inconspicuous coloration. Left
-the apparatus with which these photographs
were taken.
4-4144-

pumpkin -bug (Nezara viridula). These arc

shown about six times natural

size.

The

beetle is a dark reddish brown with irregular
light gray markings. This is the usual appearance of the woody stems of the grape-

vines upon which this insect lives. The
pumpkin -bug, on the contrary is of a light

green tone, with brown, yellow and dark
(Continued on page 1155)
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Auto Show Presents New Features
HOOD
PROTECTOR__

DAMPS
DISC

SAFETY
GAS

THINNER

TANK
CAP
RANSMISSION

PREVENTS
RONT WHEEL
SHIMMY
,COLD WEATHER
DOUBLE CHARGE RATE
THERMOSTAT

6;i)
CHARGING

FABRIC BODIES

He automobile show held at Grand Central
Palace in New York
City during the first week in January, introduced a number of new ideas
and devices to the motoring public. Some of the most interestinz

of these innovations are illustrated on the
borders of this page. Fig. 1 shows a

hood

protector

which

prevents

DYNAMO
LOCKING COTTER PIN

rattling

and protects the engine from extreme cold
weather.

- INSERT

Fig. 2 is an anchored gas tank

cap, to prevent loss. Fig. 3 shows a method

of thinning the transmission oil by adding
a special liquid which lightens the consistency of the lubricating fluid. The Ford
owner will appreciate the device illustrated
in Fig. 4, which is a damper disc to prevent the front wheels from shimmying.
Fig. 5 shows one of the new fabric bodies,
which are so flexible that they may be bent
by a slight pressure : They return immediately to their normal shape. Fig. 6 illustrates a thermostatic switch which doubles

MOTOR

the charging rate of the dynamo in cold

AUTOMATIC WINDOW
CLEANER
SPOT

LIGHT

weather, to make up for excessive drain on
the battery. Fig. 7 is an automatic windshield cleaner which travels the full width
of the windshield, giving the driver an
unimpeded view of the road. Fig. 8 is a
cotter pin which automatically locks itself

into place upon being driven into a hole.
It is unlocked by twisting slightly, as shown.

LOCKED

TIMING
SPARK

ELL TALE

SHOW-LITE

ENGINE ANTI -STALL
SPECIAL
STARTER
SWITCH

r.

WHEN
DYNAMO
VOLTAGE
FALLS RELAY

CLOSES

10,

is a clever arrangement for reflecting part
of the beam of the headlight backwards,
so that the driver may easily tell whether
both lights are burning without getting out
of the car. Fig. 11 illustrates a spotlight
which is designed for use on enclosed auto-

UN
LOCK D

GAUGE

cellent check up on the condition of the
Fig.

ii d

MAGNETO
COMPRESSION
VALVE
TIMING

A combination gauge which affords an exmotor is illustrated in Fig. 9.

DRIVE

IGNITIO

SWITCH

STARTER
AGNET
COIL

MOTOR

.1/

Iri

11

CLOSE D

mobiles, and which is fully controllable in
all directions by a handle within the driving compartment of the car. Fig. 12 shows
an anti -stalling device, which automatically

OPEN

turns on the electrical starter when the
dynamo voltage falls. Figs. 13, 14, and 15
explain themselves. Fig. 16 tests the con-

dition of the valves as to leaks. At the

top of this column are shown the compara-

tive sizes of the largest and smallest cars
entered in this show. A man could look
over the top of the small car.
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Speed at the Motor Boat Show

The baby of this year's New York Motor Boat
Show was the little outboard motor hydroplane
illustrated above. With a 30-1b. motor, a speed
of 26 m.p.h. was attained. At the right, the
"Whistler"-a shallow draft boat with airplane

The sea -sleds were among the most popular
exhibits. The new sea -sled sedan is shown
above. It is a fast and perfectly seaworthy

motor and air -screw propulsion.

speedster.

The 151 -Class hydroplanes were
represented by several record breakers powered with very
small motors.

The fastest boat exhibited at the show was the famous "Horace," a displacement boat designed to
race in the'unlimited class. 80 m.p.h. is her speed

ea,:
__doer",
-1605'-

At the left is the illustration of an experiment conducted on the
west coast, when a 151 -class hydroplane was equipped with a
pair of wings. Result, 65 miles per hour. At the right, our artist's impression of a craft shown at the San Diego races. The
U. S. Navy for the first time gave a public demonstration of

a speed test of one of their 90 -foot torpedo boats. Although
heavily armored, she made a speed in excess of 60 m.p.h. While
going at this tremendous pace, the boat threw a bow wave 50
feet high, almost swamping much larger craft which were stand ing by to watch the races.

ORS

Two Scientific Marvels of the Year
ROWS OF
PERFORATIONS

KEYBOARD

SPEAKER

CONTROLLING

LAMPS

PHOTOELECTRIC

CELL

-

--

VACUUM TUBE LIGHTS WHEN

- PLACED IN FIELD

--

OF COIL

AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

Dr. E. E. Free gave an interesting lecture recently at the New York
Electrical Society, in which he described the Light -ray Piano, and the
Wireless Light shown above. The operation of the "piano" is obvious
from an inspection of the drawing. The "wireless light" consists of a

large solenoid of copper strip, which is energized with high -frequency A.C.

from the output of two 250 -Watt vacuum tubes. Into the field of this

solenoid is inserted a gas -filled "vacuum" tube, and the molecular acceleration in the gas causes a strong light to be emitted by the tube.
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110 -Story Uptown Skyscraper
to Top New York's Skyline
FOR a number of years, the Woolworth Building has enjoyed the distinction
of being the tallest business structure in the world. But it has suffered
a double eclipse in the past year, first when the Book Building in Detroit
was announced with its height of 873 feet, and again when a real super -sky-

scraper was proposed in New York City. This latest project is peculiarly
interesting, less because of its extreme height than because of its history.
The fact is that the building was not specially designed to be taller than other

buildings.

The architects simply endeavored to provide the greatest amount of
permanent light and air to the greatest possible proportion of floor area, with
a surplus of elevator service. The projected building came naturally out of
these conditions. The architectural aspect of the structure is featured by its
severely simple lines, approaching an ideal of skyscraper construction. The
building, called the Larkin Tower, will front 226 feet on the south side of
42nd Street, 300 feet west of 8th Avenue, and run through the block to a

is

frontage of 250 feet on 41st Street. The height of the building from the
ground to the base of the flagpole is to be 1208 feet. From a first cost of
$22,500,000, the buiklers expect to realize a yearly rental of approximately

$3,000,000. Its 1,450,000 square feet of floor
space will make it the fourth largest building

in the world.

1584 -Ft

This immense area will be

served by 60 high-speed elevators, affording
the 30,000 occupantg the finest possible ser-

The photograph at the right is from
the architect's drawing, showing the completed building as it will appear in its pro vice.

w

posed location.

1208
F T.

.. . ..
CARS REQUIRED
FOR STEEL IN
, LARKIN TOWER

984 Ft

792 -FT

The architect's drawing, superimposed upon a photograph
as shown above, brings out its striking appearance.
1000 FT.

873 FT.

- 30.000 PEOPLE CAPACITY OF
LARKIN

TOWER

W

200 FT.

(-rani g

5
MILES

t 4

48FT

WOOLWORTH

BUILDING
LARKIN TOWER

El FFEL
TOWER

Some of the interesting features of the new Larkin
Tower are illustrated in the drawings above. The
famous Woolworth Building will be "just another
skyscraper" after the uptown giant is completed.

BOOK

FLOOR AREA OF

BUILDING

LARKIN TOWER

Even the Eiffel Tower, that well-known feature
of the Paris skyline, will be dwarfed by comparison with the Tower's 1,208 feet of height. A new
subway is being built under Eighth Avenue, which

LARKIN TOWER POPULATION

GOING TO WORK

will run directly beside

the new Tower.

This

should relieve the otherwise inevitable congestion
which would result from the presence of a build ing of this character in this neighborhood.

Testing Glass Products for Strain
A SOURCE OF ILLUMINATION
B

GROUND

GLASS

A piece of suspected glass is placed in
the beam of light between the polarizing
plate (D) and the
Nicol
prism
(G).
Parts of the glass

will seem colored dif-

ferently than the
original field. If well annealed glass is examined, practically no
change in color will

be seen, and if a highly strained

piece of

glass is used, the colA schematic diagram of the apparatus used at
the Bureau of Standards for testing samples of
commercially produced glassware for strain.

ors in striations will
be vivid. If the sensitive tint plate (F)

is removed, and three

differently strained pieces of glass are examined, the first (moderate strain) will appear brighter in certain areas, the second (no
strain) will produce no change, and the third (high strain) will be
very bright, or even colored in some places. This process has been applied commercially to the testing of glass products such as jars and
bottles in industrial use.

The engineer shown in the photograph above is demonstrating the use of
the Strain Detector in testing storage battery cells.
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Famous Inventors I Have
Interviewed*
By H. WINFIELD SECOR
dozens of which he has had recorded in pat-

ent applications standing for a number of

years, the more one becomes convinced that
he is a man of tremendous intelligence and
far-reaching vision.
Just to give you a slight idea of the clever
way in which Tesla brings together a number
of ideas, and out of which he evolves a single
new idea of superior merit, the speaker might

mention Tesla's prediction in regard to the
outcome of the late World War. About the
time we went into the conflict, the speaker
asked Dr. Tesla, who he thought would win
the War and why. His prediction was that
the Allies, with the aid of the United States,

DR. NIKOLA TESLA

ANYONE connected with journalistic
work will usually come in contact
with inventors and men of science at
sometime or other in their career. It
has been the speaker's good fortune at various times to interview and become acquainted
with some of our leading electrical and radio
inventors. The first inventor I shall intro-

duce to you to -night is Dr. Nikola Tesla.
Nikola Tesla is a Serbian by birth and was
educated in the best schools and universities
of Europe. Dr. Tesla has lived in this country for thirty years or more, and Americans

Gave doubtless come to the offhand conclusion

that he is an American by birth.

Several years ago SCIENCE AND INVENTION

Magazine published a series of articles en-

titled, "My Inventions," which were prepared
63 the famous Tesla, and it was at that time
the speaker had a good opportunity to become
quite well acquainted with this master mind
in the field of electrical and radio invention.

Doubtless those who have heard of the

many inventions of Tesla have thought that
his ideas have been mostly along the line of
electrical and radio subjects. However, he is
a mechanical engineer. It was through his
deep insight into the subjects which mechan-

ical engineers study, that he brought forth

his first, and what many people consider his
invention-namely, the induction
motor, which the Westinghouse people first
placed on the market.
Dr. Tesla not only thought out the remarkgreatest

ably simple idea involved in the induction
motor, which is in use today by the thou-

sands for driving machinery in our shops and

factories, but he also went much
further. He evolved the idea of
the complete alternating current
transmission system, with transformers for stepping up the voltage and again reducing it at the
consumer's end of the line.
Tesla came to this country at
about the time Thomas A. Edison was installing his first electric light plant

would be successful in winning the War, and
his reasons given at that time, were remarkable for their clearness of thought and logic.
Tesla, whose name is known around the
world, has patented dozens of electrical radio
and mechanical inventions, from which of
course he has received thousands of dollars
in royalties. He is a man who has devoted

columns of SCIENCE AND INVENTION Maga-

zine, he remembers with pleasure a visit

during the hectic War days to the radio laboratory of Dr. James Harris Rogers, located
at Hyattsville, Maryland, just outside Washington, D. C. Dr. Rogers is a courteous
southern gentleman of the old school, who
makes you feel at home as soon as you come
into his presence. Dr. Rogers is internationally known among radio men for his invention of the underground antenna, for both

transmission and reception of radio messages.
When the speaker visited Dr. Rogers' laboratory in 1918, he experienced the unusual nov-

elty of hearing the great radio stations in

Rome, Nauen, Stavanger, and other points in
Europe and some in South America received

the best part of his life to invention and

thought on scientific subjects. Dr. Tesla is
a bachelor, and while he likes luxurious surroundings and fine foods, he has a number of
deep founded ideas in regard to his daily life
which are well worth duplicating. He has
not smoked for twenty years, he once stated
at a luncheon, although he delights in seeing
his friends enjoy a fine cigar. When he or-

DR. JAMES
HARRIS
ROGERS

ders a meal, he believes in selecting a few
dishes of substantial food in preference to a

lot of fancy dishes. Dr. Tesla, who lived for
many years at the Waldorf Astoria hotel, and
who dined at Delmonico's and other famous

New York restaurants, conceived a number
of delightful dishes, several of which bear
his name. So we see that he is a man of
many parts, as the saying goes, and has not
confined his inventive genius to the mechanical and electrical laboratory.
Tesla, as every electrical student knows,
produced many years ago out in his Colorado
laboratory the greatest high frequency, high
voltage electrical discharges ever beheld by
man.

Dr. Tesla's office walls are covered with
large photographs showing the tremendous
sparks produced in his laboratory years ago,
some of these sparks having been many feet
in length and involving electrical energy
measured by millions of volts and hundreds
of amperes. The "so-called" Violet Ray machine, thousands of which are in use today,
are a direct off -shoot of the Tesla high fre-

quency coil, which he built and demonstrated

to a curious public over thirty years ago.
These gigantic high frequency
sparks and the experiments connected with them,
basis of Tesla's

formed the
dream of
dreams- namely, the wireless

transmission of electrical power.

Tesla is the father of this idea
without a doubt, and it will not
be so many years perhaps before we see his dream realized.

in New York

In brief, Tesla's idea of the
radio transmission of useful
power is to use an ultra powerful transmitter similar to
a broadcast station. All

City. and he was associated with

Mr. Edison for a short time at
that period.

It has been said of this
great genius, Tesla, that
he is one hundred years
ahead of his time. The
more one becomes acquainted with him and
learns of his many ideas,
Talk Delivered at
WRNY. Tuesday evening,
Jan. 18, 1927, 7:45 p.m.

Among other inventors and engineers
whom the speaker has interviewed for the

*Radio

DR. LEE de FOREST

by a single vacuum tube detector, with
the unarground antenna. Long ditches had

been dug radially like the ribs of an umbrella,
all over the Rogers' estate, and in these

ditches in the ground he had buried various
kinds of wire, both bare and insulated. The
insulated wires used at the time the speaker
visited the laboratory were enclosed in iron

pipes and buried about three feet in the
ground. The free ends of the antenna pointed

east and west, but Dr. Rogers had others

which he could connect to.
Dr. Rogers had a long legal fight with the
Government experts as it seemed for a time
that two radio engineers connected with the
Navy Department had thought of the under-

ground and undersea radio system, prior to
its invention by Dr. Rogers. Before the advent of the Rogers system of intercepting the
radio

waves

by

means

of

an

antenna

you have to do in order buried in the ground or lying under water it
to pick up useful power was impossible for a submerged submarine
and operate motors, or to pick up radio messages at all. A submalight lamps, is to erect rine can now sink and still pick up radio
a capacity, such as an waves from stations thousands of miles away,
antenna, and absorb the as actual tests have shown. This clever indesired energy from the ventor had bethought himself also to try out
electrical force radiating transmitting on an underground antenna, and
from the transmitting sent out messages, which were picked up
station.

(Continued on page 1158)
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Utilizing Ocean's Temperature for Power
French Scientist Shows How the Warm and Cold Waters in the Ocean Can Be Employed
to Make Steam and Operate Vast Engines
IN July,

1923, SCIENCE AND INVENTION

Magazine described a power plant which

was intended to use the differences of
temperature of sea water for creating steam
and which employed the steam to drive immense turbines, The turbines were then to
be connected to dynamos and develop electrical power or they were to be used for any
other desired power purpose.

ex

a

At the present time many reports are
being circulated concerning the researches of
Prof. Georges Claude, undoubtedly the
greatest living authority on the liquefaction
of gases, and P. Boucherot, who demonstrated before the French Academy of
Sciences almost primitive appliances for
utilizing the temperatures of the water of
the ocean at various levels for operating
a turbine. By means of a simple piece of

apparatus in which a difference in tempera-

tures of 20° Centigrade (68° Fahrenheit)

was obtained, steam was generated and this
steam drove a turbine for a mumber of min-

The illustration at the lower righthand corner shows the elements of the apparatus. Let us imagine that there are two
flasks, one containing water and the other
empty, and these are, connected together by
means, of a pipe, in the middle of which a
turbine has been placed. The first flask
containing water at comfortable room temperature, is placed on a straw ring and the
other flask is encased 'in a chamber of ice.
When the vacuum pump is operated the
water in the flask boils,' and steam is generated. Here we have a steam engine, the
utes.

heat of which would not be felt by the hands.
Nevertheless,' the steam generated drives

the turbine at a speed of 5000 turns per

fathoms) has a tem-

perature in the neighborhood of 3° Centi-

g r ade (about 37°
Fahrenheit). So here
we have the condi-

tions for practically
applying the really
astonishing experiment

of Messrs. Claude and
Boucherot. The water

the ocean can be

in

obtained at the temperatures necessary to
properly operate the

turbine which in this
particular case should
be of immense proportions,

but

which

could operate just as
well

experi-

as the

mental model. In the

laboratory model,

electrical current was
produced from a gen-

erator driven by the
turbine. This current

was employed to light
three lamps. Coincidentally, in the larger
construction it would
be possible to develop a tremendous

amount of power lim-

ited only by the size

of the available apparatus.
The inventors cal-

culated that a definite

VACUUM PUMP' ie- TURBINE

The above photograph shows Prof. Georges Claude who has developed a
process for obtaining power from sea water. The apparatus in the picture
is used for experimental demonstration of the principle of operation of this
invention.

the tubes.

BOILER IN SECTION

A feed -pump supplies the rela-

tively small amount of water to be evap-

(

orated. The condenser is supplied with water

pumped from a depth of 600 fathoms or

'.1.......

,

thereabouts and this is used to keep the condenser cold. The pipe from the depths of
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This diagram above illustrates the principle of operation of the method for utilizing differences of

temperature of the ocean levels for producing steam and this steam in turn being the power
which drives the steam turbines. With this method we can make cheap ice in the tropics.

minute.

The difference of pressure between

the two vessels in the experimental apparatus was less than three one -hundredths of
an atmosphere.

It is clear that if we had some method of

maintaining the condition described, that the

turbine or other motor could be driven as

long as our supply of water lasted. The water

should be as warm as possible and in some

way, the condenser, as we may term

it,

should be maintained at as low a temperature
as possible. These conditions can be ob-

tained from the tropical seas.
The tropical ocean has a surface temperature of from 26° to 30° Centigrade, practically 80° to 86° Fahrenheit while the water

at a depth of 1000 meters (close to 600

generated steam.
Offhand it would seem that there is a good
deal of power lost in the pumping operations
but it will be observed that the net heights
to which the water is raised, are quite insig-

nificant and by placing the boiler and the
condenser in the hold of the ship instead of
on the deck, as we have shown them, the
height would be zero and the pump would

do nothing more than just circulate the water.

The efficiency of the apparatus would be

very low, but where an entire ocean of
water can be drawn upon, for the hot and

cold water supply, efficiency plays a very
minor part.

amount of water vaporized under these conditions, developed energy equal to that which
the same water would produce when falling
from a height of 300 feet. It, therefore,
follows that if we had pipes big enough we

could obtain more power from the ocean

for a given quantity of water than we could
obtain with similarly sized pipes in Niagara
Falls power plants. Thirteen hundred cubic
yards of water vaporized by this system at a
speed of 1 second for the entire vaporization
would develop a power of 400,000 kilowatts
of electrical energy.
The diagram on this page shows the principle of this process as applied on the tropical ocean. A tubular boiler is heated by
surface water which is kept flowing through

E001.ED BY ICE

STRAW RING

Water at room temperatures was made to

operate a small turbine

as

indicated in the

diagram above.
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Cultivating and Propagating the Cactus
By DR. ERNEST BADE

the air lies far below the normal of most
other plants. Then, too, their flowers are
exceptionally showy not only in form, but

also in size, and their colors vary within the
most extended range of tints. Furthermore,
many of them exhale a delicate and exquisite
odor. With the exception of the extraordinarily beautiful flowers of the "Queen of the

Night," there are few which can compare
in size and individuality with the common
leaf

cactus, Phyllocactus.

smaller flowers have their own peculiar
charm as, for instance, the violet -red flowers
of Echinocereus from whose calix tube the
emerald green pistil rises, providing a contrast of exceptional beauty.
It must be conceded that these charming floral offerings are very shortlived
and that many cacti only flower at

rA series from
bud to flower
of the night

Even when not in flower, the
cacti are always peculiar and interestnight.

bloomingIt

Cereus.
opens at 3:15
P. M. and is
fully open at
7:50. The

ing plant growths,
their unique shape

always interesting a
lover of plants. Such

morning

next

peculiarities as the
spine s, sometimes
wonder fully dainty,

it wilts.

4

at others thick and

massive, the arrangement of these
spines upon the

ITH but few excep-

W-

cacti

the

tions

are

natives of the tropical

and subtropical regions of South and Latin
America, where, in certain

slight protuberances,

their color, and the
formation

places, they have attained such
prominence as to become the
characteristic flora. These succulent

But even the

the

al-

growths,

stemmed

of

most invariably provided with
small and degenerated leaves,
have accustomed themselves to

desert quarters and dry barren
It. is for this reason that the precious, life-giving fluid is stored either in
certain cells, or within the entire tissue of
their structure until such time as it is re-

quired by the assimilating organs and hand
in hand with the accumulation of the water,
transpiration is reduced to a minimum.
fuse supply of mucus which tenaciously retains all water. It is this which makes it
a possibility for the. plant to shrink quite
considerably only to resume its normal appearance after it has been well supplied with
moisture.

Of all window -garden plants, none are so

well adapted for indoor cultivation as this
group of extremely interesting growths, for
their demands upon the moisture content of

4
-

garden.
They all flower
frequently.

liks.

wool between them,
tend to make for an
individuality

not

ii
,Y

family of plants.
On cultivating a
cactus, the fact that
the majority of speare

Dur-

ing the months of March and April they

are again placed in the light of the sun, and,
when growth begins and new life pulsates
through the plant, a larger quantity of moisture becomes a necessity. Then, too, a liquid
fertilizer may be given ; this not only stimulates the plant's growth, but also aids in the
formation of buds and flowers.
As a general rule, the younger plants are

always transplanted every second year in
the month of May, the older forms remaining for three or four years before the pot
must be changed. The containing vessel
should rather be too small than too large
so that roots may spread through the

A

CFI"

cio

Opuntia tuna
has a rich yellow flower. In

fact all types of

opuntias

are

characterized by
this color.

4

11.41

flower is carefully watched

one can see
the motion of
the sepals

as

they untwist
themselves, unfolding the
flower.

easily be provided with too much water,
especially if they have been placed in pots
too large for their requirements.

just be covered

When the

by wilting or drooping when moisture
is lacking. But then, too, they can

Aks

air requirements are slightly reduced.

'IPA

leafless,

On the other hand, it is wrong to
keep them too dry during their period
of growth. They do not warn one

1

'

The wintering of the cactus should take
place in some temperate or cool room and
it is during this period that the light and

(Continued on Page 1154)

ture should never be forced upon them.

,

_

them must be sprayed energetically, but then
the water collecting in the joints and cavities
found on such species as Mamillaria, Echinocactus, and Echinopsis, will usually evaporate quickly, otherwise it is to be removed
with a sponge.

roots should

found in any other

water as readily as other plants, since
the surface for transpiration is much
restricted, therefore, too much mois-

/ \

window

The flowers are

of a fiery red
color.

and facilitates the rapid drainage of the water. The pot also
receives a foundation of potsherds. The plants are not to
be set too deeply, the upper

consideration. They
cannot evaporate

,

.......

the stem is more
than fully covered with spines.

make the whole extremely loose

must be taken into

shaped cactus
which is often
found in the

leaves.

In spite of this

ture of sand, broken pot -sherds

cies

flora is a melon-

veloped

and fragments of lime, which

Within the trunks of the cacti is a pro-

\

a

which

has normally de-

The old, exhausted soil is shaken from
the roots, and this is best accomplished by
keeping the plant dry for about a week previous to its being taken out. The roots are
not to be pruned. For soil take a clayey
woodland type which is still
further prepared by an admix-

tracts.

Echinopsis tubi-

is

cactus

pot.

a life in

ti?

Peireskia

Since

they have difficulty to thoroughly root in such

containers, the soil becomes acid and root
rot soon attacks them. Under such conditions it is advisable to transplant the cacti
at once into smaller pots containing a fresh
sandy soil.

In general the cactus is an unassuming
plant which quickly responds to a little care

and attention. A soft damp piece of cloth
gently rubbed on the joints, frees them from
the dust of the room. Occasionally some of
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Science As Seen by the Camera
Some of the Month's New Developments in Various Fields of Research
Electric

tugboats

were tried out for

the first time in
New York City
recently. Here is
one of the new

New York Central
electric tugs showing

its paces

against one of its
steam -driven predecessors. T h e
boat is controlled
from the pilot

house by the vari-

able voltage system. -10)14-).

At the left is a photograph
of the control board of one

of the new electric tugboats.
Current is generated aboard

the craft, and the speed of
the propeller -driving motors
is controlled from the pilot
house. The boat illustrated

above is 108 ft. long and 26
ft. wide, and it is able to
travel at a pace considerably
above the average of tugboat
speed. One of the most noticeable attributes of this
boat is the fact that it is
possible to keep it much

Every possible precaution for safety was observed in arranging for the Air Service Good
Will Flight which started some time ago from
Kelly Field, Texas. One of the most interest-

cleaner than most boats are.

4-4** It

is smokeless.

ing devices used is the pressure fire extinguisher
illustrated above. It is located under the cowling and occupies waste space.. Each plane has
a reservoir holding two quarts of extinguishing
chemical, distributed to gas tanks by small pipes.

A Berlin engineer, Alexander von Kryha, has developed a
typewriter which automatically codes or decodes secret mes1 sages. This should be of great assistance in preventing the

leakage of military and industrial information. The machines
are operated by a series of relays and solenoids.

z
A thrill specialist,

Finney Henderson,
decided to crash
his plane into a
building from a
height of one thousand feet just to
prove that the

stunt could
done.

dust

be

After the
had settled,

he emerged unin-

jured -b u t just

look at the plane.

The Rev.

F. Rigge, of the

Creighton University, has developed
a harmonic motion
machine capable of
describing the in-

credible number
of

7,618,782,498
curves.

harmonic

A few samples.o.)y
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This Month's Scientific News Illustrated
By GEORGE WALL

BOLT OF

4 LIGHTNING

tics which wiil be
seen extensively at
the popular beaches

next season is

illustrated above.
The "horse" is
of
balsa
made
is
and
wood,

buoyed up by four
inflated rubber
tubes. There are
other designs.

AU;01`
A news item from North Orange,
Mass., tells us that a ladder is required to pick corn on the farm of
W. E. Blackmer. Four of the stalks

FISH PARALYZED

put on exhibition 111 a local hardware

Oh BOTTOM OF
POND

store were 14 feet high each and
weighed a total of 28 pi unds. This

cL'Ir

unusual magnitude was made pos-

441

sible by modern methods in fertilization and cultivation. Good climatic
conditions are also conducive to extraordinary crops.

1_,,e4.

Fish are subject to paralysis caused by lightning,
the Bureau of Fisheries has found in a study conducted at its station at Craig Brook,

Maine.

After a bolt of lightning struck trees bordering
a fish pond, several of the larger fish were found
lying apparently lifeless on the bottom of the
pool. They temained in this condition for several

In preparing an hy-

draulic tunnel in completing a power development near Balch.

days.

Calif., it was founci
necessary to drive ,

2 -mile tunnel through

Nevada
Sierra
Mountains. The tunnel was drilled from
the

both ends toward the
center, and the work
was so accurate that
the walls and room of
the tunnel showed no

TIME

LOUD

!SPEAK..

I.

ERS

.4414tt

mark to indicate where

the two had met.

CHOIR

The Southern Pacific
operating

Railroad,

throughout the west-

ern

portion

the

of

LEN'
HIDDEN
CAMERA

-IP

United States, has inaugurated a new syssengers in
by
cars

pilifier will

Burrott

tem of awakening pas-

The Cathedral of St. John the Divine. non
under construction in New York City, is
to be equipped with a complete system of
voice amplifiers to enable the listeners in
the most remote portions of the auditorium
to hear the sermon perfectly. The am-

chimes with an elec-

Perfection of a new process for the treatment of
bone injuries-a process

tric clock mechanism.
The same system may
be used for announcing meals.
4.1011.

foiling devices

lustrated above.

that works anywhere from
a week to several months
FOOT
CONTRL

is il-

It is

a camera invented by
John

E.

Seebold

of

Indiana. that may be

concealed in a house,

or in a bank, to pho-

tograph criminals in

operator.

to

sleeping
ringing

The latest in thiet-

be monitored by an expert

the act at any time of
the day or night. In the daytime, the camera may be worked by the pressure
of one or more buttons: it continues to operate as a motion picture camera.
At night, it operates automatically when intruders come in contact with triggers
attached to door knobs, safe dials, etc.

more quickly than
other method-was

any
an-

nounced by Dr. Frank H.
Walks of Shreveport, La..
at a recent session of the
convention of the American College of Physical Therapy in Chicago. The new process consists of
the application of high frequency electric currents from two opposite
directions to the afflicted parts. These electrical discharges, meeting at the
fracture, virtually weld the tissues together, according to Dr. Walk. It
is more probable that the precise action involved is simply an acceleration through some electric stimulation of the re-formation of broken-down
bone structure. It is also possible that some advantage is obtained
through the natural effect on the surrounding tissues of the passage of
the high frequency current.
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A weight was attached to the string in the bottle. It swung and struck the
sides of the bottle and in this manner answered questions.

Our Spiritualistic Investigations
FRAUDULENT
mediums
differ
greatly in their methods. There are
those known as trance mediums, who
do not resort to any secretive paraphernalia. They simply go into an apparent

trance,

and

with

tc-

wilderment of their followers. Then there
is the materializing "machine," which produces ghostly forms and visions, which they
spiritually term, "ectoplasm." The fortune
telling medium has also gathered armies of
followers in the past several years, and uses
spiritualism as a basis, or acting force, for

clever misrepresentation. Recently, while in
Cincinnati, I listened with great interest to

description of an entirely new kind of

spirit mystic.

This lady, known as Madam
Bowerman, had become fairly prosperous,
by demonstrating to numerous wealthy followers, that she possessed a gift of forcing

her mind over matter. I found myself
questioning many of those who had witnessed one or more of her seances, and
learned that her offering was impressively

unusual. Like many of her professional
sisters, this wonder worker, was supposed

to be difficult to see, and it was only those
who came recommended, who were able to
secure an audience with this gifted person.
Through two gentlemen, who, by the way,
are prominent business men in Cincinnati,
a meeting with the wonder lady was finally
arranged. Both of these gentlemen were
originally non -believers, but, as they explained, they had been converted after several seances with this unusual person. I

was asked to promise that I would in no
way interfere with the lady's demonstration,
nor was I to make my identity known, as
these gentlemen, who so kindly arranged

OF A SERIES

the meeting, were convinced of her genuineness. They were, therefore, not anxious to
have the lady provoked through any series
of questions, or tests, that they thought me
likely to present.

their eyes closed,

seem to receive messages from the dead,
which they call aloud, much to the be-

a

By

111

NO. 9

$21,000.00
for Spirits
Dunninger, who writes exclusively for
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine
and who is the Chairman of our PSYCHICAL INVESTIGATION Committee will

personally pay $10,000.00 to any medium or

spiritualist who can present any psychical
manifestation in so-called spiritualism, that
he will not explain or that he cannot reproduce by natural means.

More than two years ago SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine offered a
prize of $11,000.00 to anyone who could
demonstrate his or her ability to communi-

cate with the spirits or to give some definite
form of a psychical demonstration which in
itself was not trickery.

The result has been that mediums and
spiritual organizations have been afraid to
place proofs before us. Those weak attempts which have been made to demonstrate psychical phenomena were almost instantly proven fraudulent, and no medium
has dared to contradict our findings.
In view of these facts, should we not con-

sider all mediums fraudulent?
To the $10,000.00 which has been offered
by Joseph F. Rinn through this publication
for Spiritual proofs and the $1,000.00 in

addition offered by SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine we now add Dunninger's $10.000.00.

So now we have a total of $21,000.00 offered for proofs of Psychical Manifestations.
Spiritualists-get busy.

I agreed to their re-

quests, and the appointment was made.
Busy as the medium was, an immediate
sitting was quite out of the question, as I
understood that no more than fifteen persons were allowed to be present at any one
seance. The medium's popularity covered
so wide an area, that I was obliged to wait

for four or five days, before I would be
ing of high intellectual order, and operating in a lavishly furnished apartment, the
lady considered ten dollars a fair asking
permitted to be among the chosen few. Be-

price for those desirous of a spiritual interview.

Upon

the

eventful

evening,

my

friends and I entered the mystic's parlor,
and were greeted by an elderly lady of extremely fine type, who, with a broad smile,
extended her hand to my friends, whom she
called by name. They, of course, had been
constant visitors, and were treated accordingly. They presented me, using a fictitious
name, and the pleasing old lady, with a
warm hand -shake, extended a most cordial
greeting of welcome. I was impressed by
the lady's fine

personality, and was surprised when my friends quietly informed
me that she was the medium.
I was introduced to many of the others
present, all of whom seemed to know one
another, and were evidently constant visitors to this house of mystery. As we
reached her abode rather early, we were
obliged to wait a half hour or so, until all
the expected guests had arrived. A tall
grandfather's clock, in mellow tones, struck
ten.

Automatically,

the

guests who had

(Continued on page 1152)
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The Sun and Its Neighbors
By W. J. LUYTEN,
OF THE HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY

IF you have ever looked up to the sky
on a dark night, free from moonlight,
and have seen the thousands of twinkling stars, and if, furthermore, you
have heard astronomers tell you that with
ORANGE

----Ipi MOVES

around each other in eighty years. The
brighter and bigger one of the two is a twin
brother of the sun in almost every respect.
If we were able to put them side by side we
should find that this star is of the same size
as the sun, weighs only about one per cent
more, gives within a few per cent the same

of Alpha Centauri. This third partner of
the firm is very small, and insignificant ; it
gives less than 1/10,000 of the light of the
other two. But whereas the average distance

between the two brighter ones is twenty
times that between the earth and the sun,
this small imp is almost twenty thousand
ORANGE

1 MILE

IN 100 YEARS

2600 MILES
FERRYHOUSE
WOOLWORTH TOWER
SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK
Compared with their own sizes, the mutual distances between the stars are so enormous that there is no
danger of a collision.

their telescopes they can see, not thousands,
but millions of stars, you have perhaps wondered how there can be room for all of them.
Why don't they run into one another? Do

the stars obey the traffic rules of the uni-

verse? These and other questions have now
been answered and we know exactly what
the habits are of our neighbors in space, in

fact, we have grown to be quite friendly

with each other. But before we actually go

to pay a call on them let us examine our
means of locomotion and make sure that
we sha'nt run out of gas on the road.
THE CELESTIAL YARD -STICK

Here on earth we measure in inches, feet,

and miles, but the moment we leave the
earth behind us, a mile is of no use to us ;

The space between two average stars is represented in the diagram above.

times as far away from the two brighter

THE present article is the first
of a series which are to appear

stars. It is also a little closer to us: Alpha

is 4% light years away, the little star only

articles on our celestial neighbors
in space, prepared by Prof. Luy-

years 3 months. It is "three months closer
to us." Yet in spite of all this, the iron
hand of the law of gravitation makes it unmistakably a companion to Alpha, and together they travel through space. It looks
as if Proxima, for this is the name of the
faint little red star, was just put there to

daily press. We think the author
has a way of presenting this subject which will appeal to all of our
readers, both young and old. We

number plate of the system ; on the books
of the Celestial Police Department it is registered as C.P.D. -60 -5483.

and come from the pen of
Prof. W. J. Luyten of Harvard

College Observatory. Many of our

readers no doubt have read some
of

the

many

popularly written

ten, and which have appeared in the

shall be pleased to have your comments.

4

serve as the tail -light of the celestial omnibus,
of which the two bright yellow stars form the
headlights. The faint star also carries the

HOW STARS MOVE

An( so we come to another point of in-

it is so small that we must look for something else. Even our own satellite,
the moon, our very next door
neighbor, is 240,000 miles away ;

terest about the stars. They move.
Although Alpha Centauri is one of

the "fixed stars," it moves, as
all the others do. The spectro-

the sun is even 92,000,000 miles
distant. And when it comes to the

stars, we need a

scope has shown us that it is approaching us with a speed of 14
miles a second.
Fifty thousand
miles per hour. Almost half a

whole line to

write down their distances : 25 tril-

lion for the very nearest, 25,000,Obviously we had to
do something about it, and nat-

billion miles per year. But, since
the distance from us is 25 trillion

000,000,000 !

miles, it

urally we have made use of the
speed of light. Light, going 186,000 miles a second, is about the

has a long way to

go.

And even then it would never hit
us, for it also moves sideways.
Alpha Centauri is changing its po-

only thing fast enough for us. In
an hour it travels more than half a

sition in the sky ; it is running

light more than 4 years to reach

northwestward toward the top of
the Southern Cross. If you want
to know how much it moves in

tauri, ten years to bridge the gap
between us and Sirius, the Dog Star, so that really Sirius is only
telling us what happened there in

night you put a dime on the sidewalk on lower Broadway, with a
small firefly in the middle. Then
climb on top of the Woolworth

billion miles, in

one year more

than five trillion. Even so it takes

year,

imagine that some one

the nearest of all stars, Alpha Cen-

a

fall of 1916. Pollux, the
brighter and nearer one of the
Twins, is still farther away; we
are only just receiving the messages it sent in 1893. Castor, its
twin brother in the sky, is much

Building and (taken for granted
the dime is still there) see if you

the

can find the firefly. If you can see

see still in

eighteenth century, and the Belt of
Orion is still struggling in the

The photo shows the southern cross and Alpha Centauri. Proxima

Centauri is the faint star in the center of the black cross.

(Southern) Cross, but unfortunately inOnly
from New York City.

visible

Florida and Texas have the privilege of
seeing it. Looking at it now, we see it

just as it has begun the year 1922, and we
is

suns we may

Alpha

Centauri, our nearest star, is the bright star to the left of the cross.

This is the third brightest
star in the sky, a faithful follower of the

tauri.

see that it

fly crawls to the

tauri does. You may not think
much of it, but we do. Our best
telescopes would show us the motion of that firefly in ten days, and
we call this motion very large. At
any rate, at the distance of Alpha

The Pole star we

the beginning of the

Dark Ages. Let us not go back
too far into history, however, even
the stars might resent our inquiring
into their past ; let us rather make
the acquaintance of Alpha Cen-

the

edge of the dime in one year, you
have seen something that moves
relatively as fast as Alpha Cen-

more remote, it is twenty years be-

hind Pollux.

and if

it,

composed of two stars,
call them, which revolve

Centauri this corresponds to
miles a second.

If we combine this motion

with

amount of light, has the same temperature
and is composed of the same chemical elements. The other, fainter component of

the double star Alpha Centauri, is like a stepbrother : it has received a little bit less of

everything from Mother Nature. Very recent observations have shown us that there
is yet a third star belonging to the system

rate of

13

14

the
miles

approach
per

second,

at

we

the
can

lay out the complete course along which

Alpha Centauri is navigating through space.
And we calculate that in about 25,000
years it will be as close to us as three lightyears, its minimum distance. It will then
be much farther north, in the constellation

Hydra, and well visible from New York
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In the meantime it will give us some
magnificent spectacles in the southern sky.
City.

Around A. D. 6000 Alpha and Beta Centauri,

two of the very brightest stars in the sky,
will be about fifteen times as close as are
now

the "pointers"

of the Big Dipper.

Around the year 14,000 Alpha will shine
north of the Cross and form an extension
of it. As little as one thousand years back,
i. e., long after the Arabs began naming the
constellations, Alpha Centauri was in a posi-

tion in the sky which we now consider to

belong to the constellation Circinus. Wel!,

one may ask: What is in a name? when
even star names are no longer permanent,
but prove changeable by Time.
MEET SIRIUS, THE BRILLIANT
DOG STAR

Another neighbor whose acquaintance it

well worth making is Sirius, the Dog
Star, most brilliant of all stars and the gem
of our winter skies. It is a good deal
is

larger than the sun and between two and
three times as heavy. It gives in reality

twenty-five times as much light as the sun,
but because it is ten lightyears away from
us, it appears to us ten billion times fainter
than the sun. Like Alpha Centauri, it has
a little companion trailing along behind it.
The history of its discovery is one more incident of the marvelous precision of astronomical measurement. It had long been
known that Sirius was moving in the sky,
and that it had a large motion. Using again
our observer standing on top of the Woolworth tower and looking down on Broadway,

we should say that Sirius moves the thickness of a half dollar piece in one year! In
addition to this, it was soon found that Sirius

did not move regularly in a straight line,
but advanced more in some years than in
others and swayed to and fro.

Astronomers did not like it : no decent star

allowed to behave that way. So they
started figuring, and soon found that there
must be another star going around Sirius,
which made the bright star deviate from its
path. They knew this for certain and even
predicted the place of that little star-it was
discovered before it had been seen. When
later on they looked for it in Cambridge
is

with a telescope which had just been finished,

they saw it, too.
This little star is the pride of present

day astronomy, one of the most cherished
and most miraculous objects in creation.
Listen only to this: Astronomers soon found

out that it went round the big star in fifty
years, and from that they calculated that it
weighed about as much as the sun. They
measured its brilliance, and since we know
the distance, we also know its total light,
its candle -power, which is 400 times smaller

than that of the sun. The third quantity
they measured is the temperature that gives
us the brightness per square inch, and since
we know the candle -power, we can calculate

how large the surface and therefore. what
the size of the star is. And thus we came
to the remarkable conclusion that this com-

How some of the stars are moving in space. The little group on the right gives an idea of the real
position of the Big Dipper family pancake, with the sun and its motion relative to the pancake.

panion to Sirius is but little larger than our
earth, but weighs as much as the sun. One
cubic inch of this star must weigh more
than a ton on the average. The substance
this star is made of is 2,000 times as heavy
as gold. And yet the outside layer of the
star contains principally Hydrogen, the light-

est of all gases.
It all comes down to the old, old theory
that matter is really full of holes, so full
that if we could take these holes away, we
could compress matter to ten or a hundred
thousand times the density of gold. And,
curiously enough, the only way we can attain this is at very high temperatures, several million degrees centigrade. The only

place where we find such temperatures is in
the interior of a star. And so here we are:
On the outside this star is several thousand
times rarer than the air we breathe, and several thousand times as heavy as gold in the
inside.

Unlike the sun, with its planets, or the
triple system of Alpha Centauri, Sirius and
its companion do not form a solitary system
in Space, but are members of a very large
family-the group of the Big -Dipper stars
or the Ursa Major Cluster, as astronomers
call it.

AD 1900C
CENTAURUS

*

The main body of the cluster

motion.

*

DELTA

A D 16000

inated
know.

t GAMMA
* DELTA
ALPHA

BE TA

the only reason that we see them all over
the sky is that the sun just now happens to
be inside the pancake, athough not made
of the same dough. An official from the
Celestial Ticket Offices (consolidated) has

informed us that this Ursa Major cluster
has bought tickets on the express going in
the direction of the constellation Aquila,

whereas our sun has reserved a drawing
room for all the planets on the Herculean
Limited, a fairly slow train going in the

direction of the constellation Hercules, with
a speed of no more than 12 miles a second.
Consequently we are gradually leaving the
pancake -family behind us; in 50,000 years
we shall be able to see the whole pancake at
once, but it will take several millions of
years before the pancake has shrunk to the
size of the full moon.
STARS OBEY TRAFFIC LAWS

Of course, the Sun, Alpha Centauri, and
Sirius aren't the only stars moving in the
universe. All the "fixed stars" are moving,
some slow, some fast, but none of them
stay put. At first sight this chaos of millions of stars moving with different speeds
in different directions is bewildering; a little
study soon shows that the Universe has its

This is more than just a law, it is the con-

not

are allowed ! Next-the tendency of all stars

we

do

large their

family

dividing them -

No star shall surpass the speed of light.

stitution of the Cosmos, and no amendments

to move parallel to the Milky Way, or even
more specialized to follow one particular
boulevard along the Milky Way. There are
far more stars moving along this highWay of
space, than there are stars moving across it,
and it seems almost as if the Cosmic Traffic
Department had instituted

SOUTHERN ''ROSS
1.1111.111111111t1:n1.11.111.1,11zrJ111.111.1111TiEssIlln

ALPHA

If we should make a small

model of this group we should find that the
stars in it form a pancake -like figure and

when

but

Like the cells
in animal and vegetable life, they can enby

themselves.

Doubtless

they are of common
ancestry,

through space, driven by the same hidden
force, onward to the same, unknown destiny, they must travel alone, rely only upon

traffic laws, not man-made laws, but laws of
Nature from which there is no escape. To
begin with there is the speed limit. There
is only one, but this one is really universal:

and where they orig-

AD 13000

AD 6000

is

formed by the five central stars of the Dipper, and we know that a great many stars
all over the sky belong to the same groupdistant cousins, we may perhaps call them.
The tracing of pedigree in the Universe is
very difficult because it has to be so exact,
in fact, the criterium to which the members
of this cluster must
conform is that they
must all have precisely the same speed and
the same direction of

selves in two, but alliances with chance acquaintances are strictly forbidden in the ethical code of the universe. In their journey

The changing sky-How
Alpha Centauri will be-

have during the next 200
centuries.
ut....1111111

a

"boulevard

stop" for all stars crossing this "Great White

Way"; all stars must slow down before
they cross. This is probably done to give
more freedom to the speeders along the

boulevard, for we know a great many stars
(Continued on Page 1160)
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Into the Fourth Dimension
EIGHTH INSTALLMENT
First American and Canadian Serial Rights

By RAY CUMMINGS

"Our advance was followed up above. From every window people were
peering fearsomely down at us. The cross streets were jammed. But

CHAPTER XV

THE MARCH OF THE GHOSTS
/REMAINED a captive of Brutar; and
at length the time came when he was
ready to start his conquest of Earth.
His army, his followers, quietly had
departed from the encampment, and were

ahead of us, policemen were clearing them. And down empty Broadway,
and down each of the avenues, troops of the State Militia were marching."

He brought then a bowl, or brazier, in

which like food the dried burning blood of
the lobos was glowing. It was a dull red in
the gloom, with tiny green tongues licking
upward from it. I could not see the smoke.
But I could sense it-smell it. We reclined

waiting for him in the Borderland. He stood
before me-we two the last living minds remaining in his self-created realm. Around
me I could see it even then beginning to rot
and crumble.

He said, "The blood of the lobos is ready
for us, Rob. But before we start I will
warn you-if once more you try to escape
you will be killed." I could not doubt but
that he spoke his true intent.

by the brazier. The fumes brought a reeling
of my senses. Unpleasant, frightening. . . .
Then pleasant indeed. A drowsy drifting into
rosy vacancy. I had intended not to yield
myself wholly, but my will weakened . . . I
told myself that Brutar would guide me. . . .

Out of the darkness at last with returning
consciousness I found a gentle net of Brutar's thoughts cradling me. And himself regarding me impatiently.
"Come, Rob. We are here. Stay close by

me-and if you help me as I wish, reward
shall be yours."

There was a tenseness to his voice. I
gazed around. We were in the Borderland
-that same dark void with its rolling slopes.
Near at hand I saw some two hundred of
Brutar's workers-his fighters-drawn up in
orderly array. Shadows like myself. And
behind them a rabble of Egos in the fashion of men, women and children. His followers, waiting to enter the Earth -realm
when the fighters had conquered it.
I saw, too, hovering near Brutar and me,
a dozen shapes of men-the leaders of Brutar's army awaiting his instructions.
When I was more fully alert Brutar drew
me aside. He spoke with a new force and
succinctness. Because now the time for action had come and I think also that as we

neared our Earth -state, there was a tendency

Synopsis
Robert Manse, a correspondent in the New
York Office of a Latin-American export house,
in company with Wilton Grant and his sister
Beatrice, saw the first of the ghosts in February, 1946, a few miles from Rutland, Vermont.
These ghosts were semi -transparent, glowing
figures much resembling human beings. Attempts to destroy them with bullets or clubs .
had no effect on the shadows.
Some time later, Will calls Rob on :the
telephone, saying that his sister Bee is quite
ill and asking Rob to pay them a visit. During
the visit Will mentions that the ghosts have
already arrived in the Borderland lying between their world and ours, and that they were
on the point of coining into our world. Will
himself has discovered a means of entering
into this borderland, and declares that even
though he is being watched by many of the
ghosts he will make an attempt to enter their
realm and turn the spirit -like creatures back
into their former paths. While he makes the
journey, Rob is to stay behind with Will's sister, Beatrice.

for the experiment are
made, and Will clasps upon his arm a connection to the vibration -transformer which, by
altering the vibrations of his body, is to transform it from normal substance to the wraithlike material of the other world. They see a
ghostly form watching them as Will's body becomes transparent. Finally the apparatus is
disconnected and they wait for his return.
Five hours later, Will returns saying that
they must go back with him to save the world
from an invasion of the ghostly hordes.
Robert and Beatrice, though face-to-face
with the unknown, succeed in suppressing their
fear, and agree to accompany Will across the
border. The three adventurers don their metallic garments, attach the batteries, and swallow the acrid compound which is to transform
their tissues. In a few minutes they find themselves transposed into the Borderland.
They meet Ahla who takes them to the big
The triplet is told that Brutar is incity.
ducing his followers to enter our world. A
battle of thoughts takes place among the ghosts.
The preparations

Brutar captures Rob and Bee with thought
waves, and tells them that he can use them
for his conquest of the earth. Will and Ahla
go to the rescue.
Brutar brings a young man, Eo, on the
scene and they both listen to descriptions concerning earthly life. Brutar shows how material

things are made from thought waves. He also shows Rob and Bee the lobos plant which
has a conscious mind. The blood from this
plant enables the ghosts to enter our realm.
During the demonstration Bee and Eo escape.
Eo is stricken by Brutar by an evil power
of mind and becomes insane, passes to the
realm of death and leaves a ghostly body behind. This dissolves like a fog. Thone describes to Bee and Will how thoughts create
new life. He also states that his own men are
preparing to attack Brutar if they can locate
him. Suddenly Ahla exclaims she knows of
Brutar's encampment. On reaching the place,
they find everything dissolving. Brutar, taking
Rob with him, starts his invasion of the earth.
Now continue with the story.
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toward restoration of all Earthly qualities.
"Rob," he said, "I'll tell you now my plan.

Your greatest city is near at hand-some
where near here."
"New York," I said.
"Yes.

I plan to attack it-demolish it.

It's a very small portion of your Earth, of

course, but with that evidence of my power
I think your Earth -leaders will cease to fight

me-will admit my supremacy.

If not-

well then I shall demolish each of your great

cities in turn-"

9

He told me then that these two hundred
men, with his :dozen sub -leaders, were all
the fighting force he at first proposed to use.
We were abo-ut to attack New York City.
His people -Wcibld wait, here in the Borderland, for our success; then would enter the
Earth -state to take possession of it.
"You can help me, Rob, because,youknow
your city better than I do. LOok around us
now-tell me exactly, where are we?"
I saw then the shadows of ghostly houses.
My own world! Grey, spectral houses . .
streets . . . a church . . . trees lining a
street of residences in a small quiet town.
It lay in a plane tilted at a slight angle, and
perhaps thirty feet above us. I looked up
to the street overhead.
Quiet? It was

Machine guns were posted at most of the

street corners now; and as we passed beneath them they were moved swiftly forward to other streets ahead of us. The
boat traffic of the river was being cleared.
Police boats, armed and ready, were parallel-

ing our march. A war -vessel lay anchored
ahead, off Grant's Tomb. Its funhels were
smoking, and as we neared it, very slowly it
steamed along with us.
And over in Jersey and on Long Island
I had no doubt they were ready with watching troops and every precaution. Let one

of us who now were mere ghosts dare to
materialize further, and at once we would
be killed.

What could Brutal- do?
He laughed at my thoughts. "You shall

see,

Rob, when we get among the great

houses and I lay my weapons."

I could not fathom- what he meant, but

the sure confidence of his tone had an omi-

nous ring to it. Weapons?

I saw none.

We were empty-handed, Brutar and
And
the twelve sub -leaders were empty-handed
as well. But of Brutar's attacking force
marching behind us, I had noticed 'that each
man was carrying a single article. I could
not call them weapons; I did not know what
they were. They seemed more like grey,
ghostly bricks, each man carrying one.

What were they! I could no more than
Some material, doubtless of Brutar's creation, brought into this Borderland
state. Would these ghosts, each with a simple brick like these-would they dare to materialize-dare to enter our Earth -state upon
an equality of being with the armed, massed
guess.

troops awaiting them? It seemed incredible.

Two hundred ghosts marching in spectral
array beneath the city, with soldiers above ;

.

-At

with people - ghostly shapes
crowded up there staring down at us. It
thronged

seemed to be night up there; I could see the
street lights ; spots of light in the houses,
and the headlights of scurrying automobiles.
The town was in a turmoil. I knew that

its people saw us down here as a myriad

half -materialized ghosts. They were crowd-

ing to watch us. They realized that now at
last the ghosts had come in a horde! Per-

haps to attack. I saw policemen on the
streets ; and presently a company of sol-

diers came along. Spurts of flame showed
as evidently they fired tentatively toward the
ground.

But there was no sound.

Brutar chuckled. "Well, they're really
frightened now ! And they have cause to
be. Where are we, Rob?"
It semed possibly a suburb of New York
City. I did not recognize it at once. Then
off to one side I saw a shadowy river, with
ghostly cliffs on its further bank. The
Hudson!

"I don't know where we are," I said care-

"Where do you want to go first,
"To New York City-down there where

fully.

Brutar ?"

there is river all around, and a great pile of
buildings."

Lower New York. But I would not lead
I protested ignorance.

him.

A shape approached us, a man. He es"I know it is that way, Brutar.'
We started. The two hundred fighters
in a triple file came after us. Brutar had
tttred.

ordered the mob of men and women to wait
where they were. We advanced slowly, and

I saw with sinking heart that we were go-

ing southward. Upper New York City soon
lay close ahead.
It was a strange, soundless march. The

slopes of the Borderland carried us sometimes above, and sometimes below the ground

of Earth. But generally we were below it.
Up there over our heads the shadowy landscape was silently slipping backward. It

was all too familiar now. We were under
Huge apartment houses
loomed high up there, with the Hudson almost at our level to the right.
Our advance was followed up above.
From every window people were peering
fearsomely down at us. The cross streets
were jammed. But ahead of us policemen
were clearing them. And down empty
upper Broadway.

Broadway, and down each of the North and

South Avenues troops of the State Militia

were marching, keeping as nearly as possible
directly over us.

"Brutar," I said, "you cannot fight this

world. Look at them there.

-waiting."

They're ready

"A breathless instant. Slowly at first, like a felled forest giant, the grew. Woolworth Building
was coming down. Slowly, then with a rush, it fell to the sauth-i'ell in great shattering segments.

Crashed with a soundless crash upon the several blocks of nearby buildings. Crashed
and tore with the thousands of tons of its weight, smothering everything beneath its crashing
masonry and steel."
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FIRST AWARDS IN
At the left
Rose
Miss
Bloomberg is

$3,000.00

shown demonstrating t h e

Wirekrafters send in your models

wirekraft
toaster.
toaster

hold
pieces

1927

now and win one of the monthly
awards offered by SCIENCE AND
INVENTION Magazine. Three

The

will
four

thousand

dollars

in

are

prizes

to be awarded during the fiscal year.
The first prize is for utility only.

of

bread at one
4-.4411* time.

The

second

and

are

succeeding

awarded for either utility or artistic,
decorative or constructive effect.

IFirst Prize-$100.00, awarded to
the constructor of the gas toaster illustrated above. The model arrived
untagged and consequently no name
can be given. The toaster is a utilitarian object and therefor is of the
type suited to the first prize award.

Fifth Prize-$15.00 was awarded to Mr. J. Hess for his model
of the baby carriage shown here. The carriage is entirely constructed of wire. The body is cleverly made from enameled

if

copper wire, which has been woven to imitate wicker.

Fourth Prize-$20.00 was awarded to
Mr. H. Vogt of Marshall, Michigan.
It is an exact replica of the gun used
by the United States Navy. This gun has

Sixth

Priz e-

$10.00 awarded to

4141,40.-0.

Mr.

a calibre of fourteen inches and a range of 35 miles.
The reproduction in wire is a working model complete in every detail. By turning the small wheel
at the side, the elevation may be changed.

of

J. Williams
Chicago,

nois, for the switch

or cut-out shown.

Above

and

41.1110-*

to

the

right may be seen an

interior view of the
automatic swit c h.
Note the simplicity
and neatness of the
construction. The re-

movable cover, which
is constructed entirely of wire, is shown

Photonext to it.
graph directly below

this is a rear view of
the same article.

Eighth Prize-$5.00 awarded to Mr. H. R. White for his model of an automatic
music leaf turner. Letter A in the photograph shows the catch holding the leaf
in position. B shows the handle which releases the catch A. C shows the
piece of rubber used as a spring. When handle B is pushed to the right the
sheet of music is automatically turned. The rack will conveniently hold an
ordinary sized sheet or book. The page to be turned is held in place by two
clips, one at the bottom and one at the top. The model is painted white and
presents a very neat appearance.

The automatic switch in the above photograph is constructed
entirely out of wire. The builder even went so far as to make
the nuts from pieces of bus bar. When the radio set is turned
on, the B eliminator is connected to it, and the A battery trickle
charger is automatically turned off.

When the A battery

is

turned off, the trickle charger is then automatically turned on
and the B eliminator turned off. The model was carefully soldered and presents a sturdy and neat appearance and will prove

to be a most valuable adjunct to any radio

set.
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Second prize-

WIREKRAFT
CONTEST

$50.00,

awarded

to

Mr. W. F. Saunders
Louis, Mo..
f or his wirekraft
necklace worn by
Miss Lucy de Corredor, shown in the
photograph belo w.
of

St.

4 -4.111 -

To the left we have a close-up view of the fine necklace. The necklace is correct in every detail and is
of

exceptional construction.

Ninth prize-$3.50, awarded to Mr.
R. Henry of Fox Lake, Wisconsin,

its

being

of

by Miss

pair

Cleo Frager.
the

lamp

of wire.

of
is

are

Tenth prize-$2.00, awarded
to Mr. C. W. Vandeusen

glow upon the

The frame

links

constructed with patience and care.

lamp is shown

book
read

small

largest of the three stones is a fancy net work or
border of wire. The necklace has evidently been

for his wire model of the bird
lamp shown in the above photograph.
The

casting

The

carefully fashioned from fine silver wire. The novel
mounting of the three stones in the pendant should
be noted. Around each stone is a border of fine
wire which adds to the decorative effect and also
helps to keep the stone in place. Surrounding the

Auburn, Ind., for the
of candlesticks shown

at the
I

structed

left. These are confrom heavy iron

wire which has been painted

black.
The
holders
are
simple in construction and
yet will grace any home.

Fifteenth prize-$2.00
prize-$2.00 awarded to Mr. Pearl Loomis. Gloucester,
Ohio, for his wirekraft model of a work basket shown in the
above

photograph.

The

basket

is

constructed

entirely

of

enameled copper wire which has been artistically woven. The
top of the basket is decorated with rings and tassels made from
wire. The woven effect of the wire greatly adds to the appearance of the basket and also
helps to strengthen it. The basket is not only ornamental but is
useful as well.

Eleventh prize-$2.00, awarded to Mr. E. F.
Baker of Tannersville, N. Y., for his model

of a tooth -paste and tooth -brush holder.

Sixteenth prize-$2.00, awarded to Mr. R. J. Williams, Chicago, Ill., for the ice pick and holder
shown above and a little to the right. The model is constructed from heavy nickelplated wire and is
mounted on a hard wood base which serves to attach the holder to the wall or ice box. The model is
simple in construction yet its usefullness is obvious. The point of the pick fits snugly into a coil of
wire at the bottom of the holder. The top is also held in place by means of a ring of wire.

The

model is constructed of heavy wire, one end
of the tube is inserted between the cross bars
of the holder. Any pair of the four legs of
the end pieces may act as the base of the
holder. The loops in the end pieces may be
used to hold a tooth brush if the holder is

used for tooth paste or a safety razor and a
shaving brush may be inserted if the holder
is used for shaving cream. The users of the
holder are enabled to use the full content of

Rides for Wirekraft Contest will be found on page 1164

the tube.
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FURTHER WIREKRAFT AWARDS
Seventh prize-$7.50, awarded to Mr. C. W. Vandusen, Auburn, Ind., for his model of the wirekraft
schooner shown in the photograph below. The vessel, a fore and after, is constructed entirely of wire, a
bit of solder and a little paint. The body of the ship and the sails are constructed from ordinary screen
wire. The flags and pulleys are also made entirely of wire. The masts and ladders are ingenously constructed

from

heavy wire

and are securely soldered
in place. The

constructor
calls this the

"Phantom
Ship."
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Twelfth prize-$2.00,

awarded to Mrs. R.
B.

Garside,

This

Idaho.

scouring powder can
holder which may be

Third prize-$25.00, awarded to
Mr. J. G. Dengler of Pittsburgh.
Pa., for the wirekraft model of a
lamp and flower basket which is
shown in the above photograph.

seen in the photograph appearing at

the left. This holder
is constructed out of

Miss Ann Reynolds is shown demonstrating lamp and flower basket.
The lamp consists of a flashlight

heavy

wire

and

enameled white.
The constructor
h a s suggested
that an adver-

with bulb. A very novel
switching arrangement has been procase

vided in the base of the lamp. The
model is constructed entirely from
wire which has been shaped very
artistically.

Boise,
is a

is

t is e ment be
placed

on

the

*.-*(.back.

The upper part of the

lamp may also serve as a flower
basket, if so desired. The shade
has a wire frame and is subsequently covered with silk. It is held

place by a small ship which is
of the lamp
adding to the artistic effect of the
in

screwed on the top
model.

Fourteenth prize-$2.00, awarded to Mr. E. Longinett,
St. Louis, Mo., for the ironing -board holder shown
at the left and also below.

4-4(44.
The thirteenth prize-$2.00,

awarded to Mr. F. Rorkoof Bridgeport, Ohio,
for his wirekraft model of

vich

the lamp shown at the left.
The

base of the lamp

is

constructed of gold bronzed
wire. The shade is made of
square bus -bar wire and is

lined

with

pink

tissue

its

artistic

The shade rests upon the bulb
and is thus held in place. The lamp is
paper.

simple

in

construction

yet

value can not be denied.

The
shown

4+40-0.
ironing -board holder
at the right will

prove to be a boon to any
housewife.

The ironing

board is slipped beneath the

and rests upon
L-shaped projections,
thus it is securely held in
place.

wire
two

clips
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Bananas a Nutritious Food
A COMPARISON OF 77-1Z

ENERGY VALUE OF BANANA,
EXPRESSED /N CALORIES PER

ED% Z L E PORTIONS OF
BANANA AND POTATO
THE humble banana retains the distinction of being the only fruit immortalized in song. And that's about as

CALORIES PER POUND

Banana 46o
Potealo 385

POUND, COMPARED WITH MILK

AND CEREALS

much as the average person knows

about it.. The banana, however, has been

used as a staple food in the tropics for many
years, and its utility has been recognized to
some extent in this country as a delicious
but hardly nutritious food. The medical profession has expressed itself rather thoroughly recently on the dietary uses of the banana,
BANANA POTATO

Water

Protein
Fat

75.3% 78.3%

z3

0.6

2.2
,

0.1

ToIa/ Car6oh_ydrafes 22.0

/8.4

0.8

1.0

Mineral Matter

and it will be of some interest to the layman to set forth some of the virtues of the
fruit for his benefit. Unlike many fruits,
the banana reaches the consumer in a germ proof package sealed by Nature, herself.
The thick enveloping skin effectively protects the edible portion from bacteria, moulds
or other contaminations. Furthermore, the
pulp is peculiarly immune from insect pests
-a worm-eaten banana is unknown. Bananas

are always harvested and shipped

ENERGY VALUE OF BANANA,
EXPRESSED /N CALOR/ES PER
POUND, COMPARED WITH VAR/OUS

VEGETABLES

in

the

green state, and are ripened in specially constructed rooms, where it is possible to maintain the temperature and humidity necessary

BANANAS -460
Macaroni, cooked 4/5-ifillk,who/e325

Oatmeal, boded 285

to develop the proper color, ripeness and

6

and flavor when harvested green and allowed
to ripen off the tree. One point in this con-

ENERGY VALUE OF BANANA,
EXPRESSED IN CALOR/ESPER
POUND COMPARED WITH
VARIOUS F/SH

It is one of the few fruits that,
reaches the highest perfection in food value
flavor.

nection that is often overlooked, is the fact

that the banana is not really fit to eat raw
until it begins to turn brown and dark spots
appear on the skin. This change in color
may be sometimes due to careless handling,
which causes bruising, so the best index of
its condition is the solidity of the pulp. It is

not often realized that the banana may be
cooked and served in a large number of very

BANANAS 460 -''
Parsnips 300 String Beans 195
Onions
225 Cabbage 145
Beefs
215 Spinach fro
Carrots 210 Asparagus 105

ENERGY VALUE OF BANANA,
EXPRESSED /N CALOR/ES PER
POUND, COMPARED W/TH
VARIOUS FRUITS

appetizing ways, and that it may also be
used as a substitute for other less palatable
foods. Bananas which are not ripe enough
to be eaten raw may be baked or fried and
served in a variety of delicious ways. If
you have never 'tried bananas fried in butter,

by all means make the experiment and introduce yourself to new delights of cuisine.

Don't be afraid to feed bananas to the
youngsters, so long as they-the bananasare thoroughly ripe. The banana is not so
constituted as to fully substitute for other
articles of infant diet, but the fruit is so
easily digested and assimilated that no harm
can possibly result from a moderate indul-

gence. A glance at the illustration on the

BANANAS 460

Lobster 390

Haddock 335

Clam; raw 240

borders of this page will give you a graphic
comparison of the banana with other more
common foods. The accompanying illustrations represent a comparison of the
energy value of the banana with
other products, the energy
value being expressed in
calories per pound.

17041/701er 290

gySteri

230

---

BANANAS 460

Crapes 450 A p p/ es 290
Cherries. 365 Oranges 240

As food for

Bananas wine Ma

faaaaasare

germ-proofpackage
,Sealed by
Nature.

_pod

_,/

BlueliSh 4/0

Scallops 345

GRAMS PER /00 CRAMS EDIBLE

chilo'reo,ppe SUBSTANCE IN BANANAS, APPLES,

AND ORANGES.

PHOSPHOROUS-CA[01M -IRON

especially
Bananas are

nuirilious
and easily

assimilated

BANANAS

003/

Apples
Oranges

0.0/2
0.02/

0.009 0.0006
0.007 0.0003
0 045 00002

Ripening Bananas

in species//ycoosirac/ed rooms
CURLey
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Home Mechanics

Building a Telephone Desk and Stool
By W. M. BUTTERFIELD

."111111911.

11111111.1111

4- 26 Vz"

8-

9.
The home craftsman will find it very interesting to build the telephone
table and stool here illustrated in detail. The wood may be specially
selected, or any stock that one has on hand.

TELEPHONE cabinets become

a

household necessity and are sold in
most furniture stores. They range

in price from $18 to $100 according to
style, wood and finish. Although many
sets shown are beautiful and decorative
they are hardly useful, for there are no
pieces of furniture so constantly in use
or so roughly abused as the telephone
Consequently, decorations and
finish can very well be ignored, particularly when durability and practical utility
are represented in furniture less ornamental yet not altogether unsightly. In
view of the above fact a style has been
chosen which combines the ornamental
furniture requirements with the greatest

1

the home mechanic. The design and con-

struction charts are also especially arranged for the home worker. The intent is to assist the worker to construct
a set of "knock about" furniture that is
sightly, useful and durable.

The cost of

all materials, including

mill work, such as turning the eight legs

and gluing lumber for the seat top and
two table tops, should not exceed $10.
The sizes and amount of lumber, etc.,
required is as follows :
1 piece 62 inches long ,A" by 2" lumber
for back screen.
-N2

pieces

31

inches long '" by

lumber glued together for top.

7"

inches long

72

/2" by

lumber for directory enclosure.
2 pieces

31

inches long

glued together for top.

1

by

7"

6%"

lumber

piece 239 inches long PA" by 1"

lumber for rails on seat and table.
1

piece

125 inches long 1%." by PA"

lumber for fastening tops.
1 piece 30 inches long PA" by 1%" lum-

ber for corner pieces.

cabinet.

number of useful features possible for

piece

The details of a wooden cover to be placed over the telephone when not
in use are given directly above. This is optional with the builder. Further details of the telephone table are also given above.

1

piece

164

yards, where mill work is done, for cabinet trim used by carpenters or builders.
Make your "approach" by taking the mill

man into your confidence, show him
what you intend to do, ask his advice,
and let him use his machinery wherever
it can be used. You will be surprised
how easy making a telephone cabinet
is once you get his help. Professional

inches long 14" by lye

cabinet-makers and builders do this every
day with marvelous results. The mill

lumber

and help his customers, so have no fear

lumber for eight legs.

2 pieces 22 inches long 7/8" by

glued together for seat top.

7"

1 piece 50 inches long Ve by 91,/4" lumber for telephone screen.
1 piece 10 inches long PA" by 8/2" lumber for telephone screen top.
1 piece 50 inches long PA" by PA" lumber for corners in telephone screen.
1 piece 40 inches long %" by IA" lumber
for rim on telephone screen.
8 3/16" screws 1g" long for holding tops
and directory enclosure together.
4 /8" screws 14" long for holding top on
telephone screen.
16 3/16" screws 17/8" long for holding
top fastener.
for top of telephone
1 button (glass)
screen (fastened with screw).
Oak or maple are perhaps the two best
and most available woods to be used. It

will be advisable for estimates to go directly to one or two of the local lumber

man expects to be called on to advise

of doing something unusual.

Boards are glued together for table

tops and shelves; legs, spindles, balusters, curtain poles and a hundred other

things are turned; moulded edges are

planed out on table tops, seat -tops, and
the like; scroll work is sawed and even
laid out by machinery ; mortises arid
tenons made; and tongues and grooves
run on lumber are a few everyday occurrences in lumber yard mills. Dowel
sticks are sold by the hardware men.
There is hardly- anything of this kind
done nowadays by hand.
If the home mechanic will make
friends with some mill man, for he must
remember he is asking, not bestowing,
favors, he will find it much easier to
make furniture than it is to earn
money to buy it. And, if he is a
(Continued on Page 1161)
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MODEL DEPARTMENT.
The photograph at the left shows a view of the
starboard beam of the U. S. S. Portsmouth;
made by Fred J. Buenzle of San Francisco,
Calif., which won this month's trophy cup.
This is without a doubt, the most accurate min iature of a vessel which has ever been built.

U. S. S. Portsmouth
Built by

Fred J.
Buenzle,

Wins

Trophy
The model of the U. S. S. Portsmouth which
won this month's cup took more than a year

of spare time to build. It faithfully follows the
official blueprints of the old ship built in 1843.
The flag contains 30 stars. The sailors' "dream
sacks" are disposed inside the rail where they
were used in combat as a protection against
shot splinters. Originally this vessel had single

topsails, but in 1889 she was the only U.

S.

Navy ship in commission with double topsails.

The photo at
the left gives

us another
view of

the

prize - winning
model. It will

be observed
that the vessel
has only single
topsails, whereas the drawindicate
ings

the double topsails as the
vessel appearin
1889.
ed

It is difficult to realize that one is looking
down upon the deck of a model ship when one
views the photograph above. On the weather
side, hammock cloths have been rolled back
showing 350 tiny hammocks rolled in regulation manner
Braces and tacks are carried
down to deck and every sheet, clew line, reaf
tackle, and ether pieces of cordage are belayed
and coiled away upon their respective pins.

Note the light-

ning rods.
Right, the cup
which was won

in this month's
contest by Fred
T.

Buenzle of

San Francisco,
Calif.

Science and ,vention for April, 1927
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Hull Lines and Deck Plans of "Portsmouh"
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The above diagrams give us a view of the gun and spar decks of the U. S. S.
Portsmouth and also indicate clearly the hull lines of this famous vessel.

The corresponding letters and numbers relate to the lines of the vessel.
The sail plan is given on the following page.

Model blue prints are available from the Model Department.
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Sail Plan of Cup Winning Model
SAIL PLAN OF A MODELOF THE U.S.SLOOP
OF WAR "PORTSMOUTH"
-SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF
DOUBLE TOPSAILS -

ommummiiiiiimpiTiimmusummanammerni

THE above diagram shows the sail plan of the U.

S. Sloop of War,
Portsmouth, with the arrangement of the double topsails as given on
the official maps of this vessel for the year 1888. Previous to this the
sloop had only a single top sail arrangement as is indicated in the photographs of the model, but for those who desire its newer arrangement, the
drawings show its construction with double topsails. This sloop of war

was registered as being 155% feet long, 28% feet wide, 161/2 feet deep and
had a draught of 161/4 feet forward and 17 feet, 5 inches aft. She carried
20,656 gallons of water and a total ballast of 42,458 pounds. The vessel was
built in 1843 and was visited by Mr. Buenzle forty years ago when he en -

listed as an apprentice in the United States Navy with a pay of less than
$9.00 a month. This was the first vessel which thrilled the former Philadelphia boy and he has perpetuated his recollections of her in the model
which won for him the much prized trophy which SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine is offering monthly for the best model entered during the month. The rules of the Model Contest are found on this page and
it is suggested that all model enthusiasts enter this contest in competition
for the cup. Any type of a model can be entered /Ind it may be an airplane
or a submarine, a Diesel engine or an electric motor. For further informa-

tion we refer the reader to the rules in the first column on this page.

NEARLY a year ago SCIENCE AND IN-

Rules for Model Contest
1.

A

handsome

trophy

cup

engraved

with your name, will be awarded as the

prize for the best model submitted during
the month. The decision of the judges will
be final and will be based upon, A-novelty
of construction; B-workmanship; C-operating efficiency of the model as related to the
efficiency of the device which the model sim-

ulates, and D-the care exercised in design
and in submitting to us sketches and other

details covering the model.
2. Models of all kinds may be entered.
They may be working models or not, according to the subject that is being handled.
3. Models may be made of any available
material, preferably something that is cheap
and easily obtainable. Models made of
matches should not be submitted to this department but should go to our Matchcraft
Contest Editor.
4.
Models must be submitted in all cases.
Good photographs are also highly desirable

and where the maker does not desire the

model to be taken apart, legible drawings
with all dimensions covering parts that are
not accessible must be submitted.
5. Models should be securely crated and
protected against damage in shipment and
sent to us by parcel post, express or freight,
prepaid. Models will be returned when requested.
6.
Models for entry in any particular contest must reach this office on or before the
25th of the third month preceding date of
ublication. For instance, models for the

June contest must reach us on or before
the 25th of March.
7. Address all entries to Editor Model Department, c/o Science and Invention Magazine, 230

Fifth Ave., New York City.

VENTION Magazine inaugurated a model

Ship Model Adorns Car

contest in which a handsome trophy cup en-

graved with the winner's name was to be
awarded monthly for the best model sub-

mitted during the month. Models of all kinds
were requested and won cups when they were
considered the best entered during the month.
Among the models we find steam engines, a
war vessel of the thirteenth century, an
880 -ton bark, a gasoline -fired locomotive, a

model of the U. S. Frigate "Constitution," a
Chinese Junk, an electrically driven automobile, a model of a Roman ballista, a model of
the "Santa Maria" and others.
Many other lucky model enthusiasts will
win one of the cups which are to be awarded
in the future. The conditions of the contest
are simple. The model should be carefully
wrapped or screwed in a strong packing
case, should then be insured and forwarded
to these offices. Our artists and draughtsmen do the rest. Our judges decide on the
prizes and the model is then returned to its
owner whether it wins the cup or not, and
if it wins the cup, the cup is engraved and

with its certificate of award is also forwarded to the prize winner. Inaccessible

parts should be scaled up and sized to avoid
the necessity of taking the model apart, but

For uniqueness and originality of design we do

not know of anything superior to .the metal
ship model which is seen in the photograph
above and which adorns Clara J. Bierbower's

if this is done the work is done by experts
who replace each part as it was found in the

car and is shown in the photograph above. It
may be remembered by our readers that Mrs.
Bierbower won the model cup awarded last

Don't hesitate-don't procrastinate.
If you have built a model send it in NOW.

have a replica of a historic vessel on the radiator of her car%

original model.

month for her model of the "Santa Maria."
What then is more fitting and proper than to
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MOTOR HINTS
DO YOU KNOW, brakes are not so effective in wet weather, for the same reason that a wet hand will not grip a door

1

knob.

LOCK FOR DOOR POCKET
Rifling the side pockets of automobiles,
seems to be a prevalent sport among some

For usual purposes, one of these snaps
on the driver's door, is sufficient to protect
the numerous small articles, that the driver
desires to retain. A suitable lock can be obtained from an old bag or even a suitcase,
or better yet, the trunk and bag store will
sell you one for a nominal sum. This same
pocket provides a safe place for the operator's permit and for the registration cer-

lead coat these terminals and prevent acid
corrosion.

The sketch shows this process, consisting
of cleaning the terminals with soldering acid
and then dipping them in molten lead. Terminals thus tinned are made acid -proof and
trouble -proof.
CORRODED Alp LOOSE TERMINAL',

itficate which accompanies the license plates.
DOOR POCKET OF AUTOMOBILE

CANOPY FOR THE RUMBLE SEAT
Roadsters with rumble seats for two ex-

tra passengers, are quite popular at the

present time, but April showers are very
discomforting

to

those

occupying

these

seats. Of course the car owner may carry
along a couple of slickers for these guests,
but a better solution of the problem is the
canopy of the simple type shown in the attached sketch, as made up by a roadster

TYPICAL WIRING

T-

SHOWING GENERATOR OUTPUT

GENERATOR

DIVERTED WHEN BATTERY IS
)UT OF CIRCUIT
CLEAN WITH ACID
BEFORE LEAD COATING

owner.

The full details shown in this drawing
will enable any owner to equip a roadster
in an hour or two of spare time, providing
a demountable canopy, that folds and stows
under the rear deck.
The construction comprises two vertical
rods, placed in drilled holes or clips in the
lid forming the rear seat back.
ARTICLE'IN PncKET

;.;

It is sometimes desirable to place a lock on the
pocket found on autcmobile doors.

children, and also among grown-ups, who
are inclined to take things which do not belong to them.
To prevent the minor articles being lifted

from the side pockets of the car, one
thoughtful motorist devised and put into

practice the method shown in the attached
sketch.

This consists of small snap lock fasten-

of the kind used on brief cases and
traveling bags, riveted to the flap and the
ers,

pocket.

These are snapped shut and fastened with
a small key, making it necessary to have a
key of
readily.

=PANE

the required size to open these

A cross bar of wood, is bored part way
through with corresponding holes and rests
on the vertical rods.

The cover is made from either rubberized
cloth or khaki, being sewed and fitted with
eyelets.

Turn -fasteners are attached to the rear

edge of the top, to the seat back and under
the edges of the sides of the seat.
This cover is tacked with brass or copper
nails or tacks to the cross support and can

be rolled up on

this

while the rods are

simply slipped out of the holes.

This canopy should preferably be made
of material to harmonize with the top, and
it will form a neat fitting that is serviceable
and practical.

IMPROVING THE BATTERY
TERMINALS
The owner of a car has possibly experienced at some time, the difficulty of keeping light bulbs from burning out. If repaired by an electrical service station, the
owner obtains practically no information on
the reason for this trouble, however the
cause is simple and readily overcome by the
owner if the reason is known.
In the appended illustration a typical wiring diagram is shown, and from this it will
he clear that with a disconnected battery,
the full generator output is put into the
light bulbs. Inasmuch as the battery when

TERMINALS ARE
PROTECTED FROM
:ORROOING

TO ATTACH RODS

VALVE ADJUSTERS FROM TIN
It is always a problem in the case of engines having non-adjustable valve stems of
the Ford type, to take out the clearance of
the valve, without applying some special
device which is hard to secure.
Use strips of tin, punched at one end to

pass over the valve stem and double up

the opposite end, in as many thicknesses as
is required to take up the clearance.
These are simply slipped in place, pushing up the valve momentarily, and when in-

stalled the clatter of valve stem clearance
is eliminated in the running of the engine.
VALVE

TO R E MOVE PUSH
ROD CLEARANCE

VALVE ADJUSTER

connected, absorbs the excess current, the dis-

PUSH ROD

filaments break down under this load.

SHEET IRON OR TIN.

The ground connection is one of the of-

PUNCHED AND FOLDED
TO FORM ADJUSTER

fenders, this connection being frequently

41L-,
TYPE OF FASTENER
TO USE

.,") RUBBERIZED CLOTti
OR KHAKI COVER

How to make a canopy for the rumble seat, a
cheap and needful accessory.

MOLTEN LEAD.

Improving storage battery terminals by dipping
them in molten lead.

connection of the battery, results in the
bulbs being subject to the excess and the

HOLES OR CLIPS

BY

COATING WITH LEAD

broken because of being short and unable
to hold if the battery is loose in the fastenings. The remedy is to secure the battery
solid and use a flexible connection with fair
slack wire. A worse offender is that of
corroded terminals. Either terminal may
be corroded and cause intermittent contact.
These terminals are invariably brass and
the sulphuric acid from the battery results
in rapid corrosion. To avoid this, one of
the most desirable remedies, is to tin or

BEND

PUNCHED HOLE

Valve adjuster is easily made from tin strip in
the manner illustrated above.
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But how pure is the napthalene? A physi-

cal test can be applied to the sublimation

product and to a host of other organic compounds. It is the determination of the melting point. Pure chemical substances melt
at definite temperatures. The presence of
impurities changes the melting point and if
an accurate thermometer is used, the presence of impurities can be ascertained.
RUBBER TUBE

SUCTION

1125

stance to be tested. Ultimately the solid will

work its way in. Now affix this tube by
means of a rubber band to the stem of a
chemical thermometer and immerse the bulb
and end of the tube in strong sulphuric acid,

or a clear oil such as Nujol. Do not allow
the rubber band to come into contact with
the liquid. Slowly heat the acid to a high
temperature and watch the substance in the
closed tube. The second it becomes liquid

and in an upright position.

This tube will

serve as an air condenser. Heat for an

hour. Cool and separate the upper layer of

nitrobenzene from the lower acid mixture
by means of a separatory funnel. Now add
water to the nitrobenzene and shake. The
nitrobenzene which had floated on the acid
4 INSIDE
DIAMET ER

note the thermometer reading.

This will be
the melting point, which for napthalene is
218° Cent. If it is several degrees off, the

GLASS TUBE

thermometer may be wrong or the substance
contains impurities. The sulphuric acid can

still be used for other purposes.
Acetylene

AMMONIACAL
CUPROUS CHLORIDE
SOLUTION

-

GAS
Fig. 6. An interesting experiment. Ordinary
illuminating gas is made to produce acetylene
by imperfect combustion and its presence is
shown by its action on cuprous chloride solua red precipitate,

Cu20.

Heat a glass tube until it softens and then

draw it out into a fine thread about a six-

teenth of an inch in diameter. Break off a
11/2" length and close one end in the flame.
Fill this tube with the substance to be tested
for melting point, napthalene, sulphur, etc.

This can be done by inverting this little
melting point tube and inserting it, open
end

downwards, into the powdered sub -

MANY experimenters have
wished to study the properties of gases in their natural and
liquid states, but due to expensive apparatus this has not been
practical.

one

gases through a solution of cuprous chloride
made ammoniacal, or alkaline, with ammohydroxide.

nium

tion, giving

is an organic gas and is

of the products of incomplete combustion
formed when a Bunsen burner strikes back
and burns at the base. Light a Bunsen
burner at the base and suck the issuing

A red

precipitate of

cuprous acetylide indicates the presence of
acetylene. The cuprous chloride can be made
by dissolving the solid in a dilute solution
of hydrochloric acid and adding ammonium
hydroxide.

The use of an air condenser is shown in
the preparation of nitrobenzene from benzene. Add gradually, 100 grams of nitric
acid to 150 grams of strong sulphuric, adding a little at a time, giving time for cooling. Now to the cold mixture add 50 grams
of benzene with constant shaking and cooling by immersion in ice water. Place the
mixture in a flask and put the flask into a
water bath and heat the water to not over
60° Cent. (140° F.), determined by placing
a thermometer in the water. Attach a 2 or 3 -foot length of glass tubing having an
inside diameter of about Yi." to the flask

By WILLIAM L. LUNDBERG

I have found a very

mixture, is heavier than water and is now
the lower layer. Wash in this manner several times. Now distill the nitrobenzene
after removing the water layer. The water
serves to wash out any remaining acids.
The nitric acid does the actual nitrating of
the benzene, the strong sulphuric acid merely

serves to absorb the water which is formed
in the nitrating reaction.
in a quart vessel, and
surrounded by salt and ice.
When the sulphur dioxide
reaches the end of the tubing,
the gas is condensed into the
liquid form, and is collected in

closed

the test tube (f), which is

The first step in the prepara-

in -

Sulphur dioxide is generated in the
Florence flask, a, the gas is washed

tion of sulphur dioxide is to
place a few grams of copper

in the bottle, C, it is liquified by cold
produced by salt and ice surrounding
the spiral tube, d, and collects in the
test tube, f, also surrounded with salt
and ice.

turnings into a small Florence

(a), and then cover the

turnings with concentrated sulphuric acid (H,SO4). The acid
is admitted to the flask by means
of a thistle tube (b). The action

IlltplaimitigniimmulTlimilirirarrrunimmttnrnmutimrmr....rimmolirrir

closed in

a quart can, and

surrounded by salt and ice.

of the acid on the copper produces sulphur dioxide, and this

is

Care should be taken to see
that the ends of the thistle tube
(a), and the delivery tube to
the wash bottle, (c), are well
below the surface of the liquid.

gas is then cleaned by passing it

over to the bottle (c), in which
there is about 75 cc. of con-

centrated sulphuric acid. Next
the gas is run through the spiral
glass tubing (d), which is in-

The liquid sulphur dioxide can
be used in many interesting ex-

periments.

WE illustrate a very interesting and
ingenious apparatus for the electrolysis of water and the collection of the two
gases, hydrogen and oxygen, each from its

own evolution tube. A beaker with a tight
stopper for its mouth is shown.

ment with nitrobenzene.

The Preparation and Liquefaction of Sulphur Dioxide

inexpensive way of preparing and
liquefying sulphur dioxide.

flask,

Fig. 7. A long tube, as indicated in the illustration, acts as an air condenser in an experi-

As it

may not be easy to get an adequate stopper
which would best be made of India rubber

for a beaker, a Mason jar may be substituted. Plaster of Paris could be used for
the stopper, except for the fact that it expands as it sets and will almost infallibly
crack the jar, but there should be no
trouble in improvising a tight stopper,

using a large cork boiled in paraffin wax.

Electrolysis of Water two or three times its volume of water. On
THISTLE

OXYGEN-.

WATER.
H . OROGEN
GL ASS TUBE

One wire connects with what may
be a carbon electrode in the outer vessel.
In the inner tube marked with the letter
0 for oxygen, there is a second electrode.
The jar contains sulphuric acid diluted with

passing a current

through the sulphuric

acid, oxygen will be liberated within the
central tube and hydrogen will escape from
the vessel outside such tube. One evolu-

tion tube connects to the outer vessel and
0111111111111111111111111111111111t1111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111i1111

In this apparatus water is electrolyzed and the
constituent gases are delivered through two sepa-ate outlet tubes, for double the volume of hydroBEAKER

COPPER
RINGS

The illustration clearly shows the principle.

.1-TUBE

gen is produced as compared to the oxygen
evolved. A large evolution tube is provided for it
and for its companion gas, although this refinement is hardly necessary.
Bits of carbon will

serve as the electrodes.

/11171111111111111M.1111111T11111111111.11,111111111111111S1111111111111111111,11111111111111/111111111t11111111111111,11iii

the other to the central tube.

WATER
AND H2SO4

A thistle
tube is provided for adding more water as
needed, and it also acts as a sort of safety
valve. This makes an extremely nice apparatus and the gases may be used for

various experiments.
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JUNIOR ELECTRICIAN
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plunger in the solenoid

Experiment With an Arc

is

then drawn in,

thereby, impoverishing the mixture given by
the carburetor.

By ROBERT L. LEWIS

The following is an account of an -experi-

ment which I made.
An open adjustable arc is constructed
to operate on 110 A.C. with suitable resistance as shown. If an alternating current magnet is held below the arc while in
operation, a very loud noise is heard and
the arc is "blown" away from the magnet
SWITCHBOARD -. 0

6 et

A C ARC DEFLECTING
FROM MAGNET
CARBON

TABLE.

ARC ADJUSTER

A simple experiment showing the effect of an
electro-magnet excited by an alternating current upon the voltaic arc, the latter also being
of the A.C. type.

making a hot torch. If a permanent magnet is used the arc is attracted to one pole
and repelled by the other. If a strong direct
current magnet is held to the arc a loud
sputtering hiss is heard and the arc is
the eyes.

glasses must be worn to

By A. BLUMENFELD

The automatic arc light is too complicated

for the ordinary experimenter, and the adjustable ones too much bother to operate.
Fig. 1 shows the diagram of one that is
both automatic and simple. It was invented

years ago; it is a version of the Jablockoff
candle, and it never made a practical success, and has since been forgotten. But
for experimenters it is ideal.
As can be seen it consists simply of two
carbon rods suitably attached to a base.
There are no moving parts, and it is simple
to build. The stand Fig. 2 is made of
slate or bakelite, being %-inch thick and 2
inches square. It has two holes cut in it,

tapped for three screws, one to tighten the
carbon, one for the base, and the third for
CARBON
RODS

ti

BAKELITE

4. THICK

is

going less than 10 miles per hour, the

By ROBERT L. LEWIS
POUND WIRE WITH

-

-

FIG .3

usually crack the insulation, baring the

very difficult to strip in any other way.

ARC

TOP
VIEW

Toy Electric Engine

10

-By W. LANCASTER

SIDE
VIEW

A paper clip straightened and then cut
2/2" long and bent to have a 1/8" crank
/2" from one end will make a very good
crank shaft. The plunger is a rod with a
hole bored in the end held up in the right
line by the end of a spool as shown.

CROSS SECTIONS
OF BRASS SUPPORTS

FIG 2 13

How to get India rubber or gutta-percha insulation off of a wire.

FIG. 4

An electric arc light on the lines of the old
time Jablockoff candle.

No mechanism is re-

BEARINGS

quired with this burner.

CRANKSHAFT

a binding post. Fig. 3 shows the hook-up.

The resistance may be any one of

TO BATTERY
SOLENOID

CUT OUT

CARBURETOR
ADJUSTING SCREW

GENERATOR

TWO 1101 ES

TAPPED IN MANIFOLD
GENERATOR
GROUNDED

CLAMP
SPRING

11=1r.-

.4000*,
HOLE

IN END roe

CONNECTING LINK

LONG BRASS SCREW IN
END OF PLUNGER AS STOP.
B7 ADJUSTING THIS SCREW
MIXTURE CAN BE REGULATED

A valve operated by a solenoid for choking
more or less the inlet of a carburetor of an
automobile for starting.

tension of the spring on the solenoid keeps
the carburetor adjusting screw on the right

When the car goes faster than 10
miles per hour the circuit is closed and the
current passes through the solenoid. The
side.

;

HAMMER TO
REMOVE INSULATION

wire, so that the insulation falls off leaving
a clean bare wire. Great lengths of wire
may be easily stripped if needed. This applies especially to larger size wire which is

FIG 2 A

By THOMAS McCARTIE

making over ten miles per hour, as no current
's flowing through the solenoid when the car

Stripping Rubber Insulation
from Wires

The following is an easy method to remove insulation from single strand wires
larger than No. 14 gauge.
The wire, from which the insulation is
to be removed, is laid upon some solid object, say an anvil, or the face of a fiat -iron,
and hit with a hammer. One blow will
BASE

The drawing shows a device which I use
on my car. I have found that this device
facilitates starting up, and allows the car to
throttle down better in slow -moving traffic.
The solenoid is connected in series with
the wire running to the battery. In most
cars the circuit between foe generator and
the battery is not closed until the car is

If a very steady arc is desired, this
magnetic field may be aided by some turns
of wire around the candle as shown in
Fig. 4.

one of them rectangular, which may be filed
out. This is to make the distance between
the carbon rods adjustable. There are two
brass pillars to hold the carbons. Each is

save

Electric Mixture Regulator
for Motor

at the top of the candle, is magnetic repulsion.

The Electric Candle

again repelled.
Colored

should be made to converge slightly. As to
length, they may be anywhere from three to
six inches. The reason for the arc staying

1- -1

high

current carrying capacity, such as an electric
iron or toaster. In order to start the arc, it

is touched with a third piece of carbon at
the top. When the arc has started, the piece
of carbon is withdrawn. The arc will now
burn to the bottom without any further attention of any sort. The thinner the carbon rods, the better it will work. Rods %-

inch thick make a nice arc. If light graphite
rods such as come in draftsman's pencils are
available, these should be used as they give
a good arc. The leads usually have a diameter of 1/16 -inch to %-inch. They may
be removed by boiling in hot water. Flat

sided leads may be used from carpenter's
pencils. These leads should be placed flat

FLYWHEEL

Cet
SUPPORTS
BELL
MAGNET

The last word in simplicity of construction of
an electric motor.

than the hard ones.

The make and break is fixed on the shaft
so as to open the contact when opposite to
the position shown and to make contact as

then the carbons are either too thick or else
it is because they diverge upwards. They

When the plunger is nearest to the magnet
there should be a 1/6" space between them.

sides parallel. Round pencil leads may also
he used. The soft ones give better results

If the arc shows a tendency to waiver,

when shown.
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Kinks for Experimenters
By RAYMOND B. WAILES

.t lg.

1 shows how a broken pipette can be

mended.
A-

Pipettes are convenient for adding

solutions to storage batteries.

BROKEN pipette of the sub -divided
cc type, when broken, does not have
to be thrown away, but can be made

into a serviceable one as shown in
Fig. 1. A short length of glass tubing can
be added as shown, by welding or the break

can be made straight and

the additional

mouth tube added by means of a cork bored
to receive it.

A good idea which can be used where
switches are to be constantly connected in

Fig. 4. A convenient adjunct to the laboratory
table where storage battery fluid is to be gotten
rid of.

and out of circuits is shown in

Fig. 2.

The small screws which are used as binding posts are normally screwed down tight
on the wire going to this jaw. By soldering a knurled nut taken from a dry cell onto the screws, a screw driver does not need

Fig. 7. Making a hole through a hard rubber
radio panel. The screw must be put in very

quickly while the India rubber is still soft.

Fig. 2. Using one of the knurled nuts from
a dry battery to produce a binding screw.

Fig. 3. Two clips soldered together are convenient for joining free ends of wire.

to be used in later connections of the wire
to this terminal.
Two single Fahnestock spring binding
posts soldered together are excellent for

the edges have rounded off. Now by spotting a portion of the glass with the Bunsen

A good drain can be had by cutting the
top off a large bottle and sinking it into the

spot will readily enable one to form a lip

where the lip should be, the glass will be
softened there. A warm pair of forceps or

connecting two pieces of wire.

a nail pressed upon the glass at this softened

top of the laboratory table. Spent solutions,

on the graduate.
This process is very
easy to perform and can be done by one who
has never made a weld or worked with glass.

waste water, etc., can be poured into this
acid -proof receptacle which will flow to

crock placed below.

Of course the other

Fig. 5. Repairing a graduate so that it can be
used advantageously; like the pipette, it is
especially useful for storage battery work.

half of the cut off bottle makes a good battery jar for electrolysis, etc.
A graduate which has had its lip broken
off can he made into a serviceable one by
cutting off the jagged end square and then
passing the end in the Bunsen flame until

A convenient mounting of a panel
type voltmeter or ammeter so that it can be
used on a table.
Fig. 8.

One precaution should be taken however ;
that is to heat the graduate slowly and after

Fig. 6. A folded strip of sandpaper is used to
remove cotton insulation from wire.

making the lip, soot the entire end of the
graduate and allow it to cool before wiping off the soot.

A folded strip of emery cloth or sand

paper removes cotton insulation from wire.
(Continued on Page 1148)

Fig. 9.

Keeping acids clean, especially to be

noted in the case of storage batteries for

the battery acid.
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THECONSTRUCTOI
Building a Model Tug Boat
By PROF. F. E. AUSTIN

lug boats? I don't know whether or not
you have been waiting for this jolly good
news before starting to build a right powerful one, but you won't have to wait another
minute before you start working on it, after
you have read the news. First, I must tell
you that a tug boat can be made -out of four
pine boards by using a key -hole saw, and
that the boat can be run by two small flashlight cells and a tiny electric motor. Now
isn't that just the best news ? Cheap to run,
and a ten -year -old boy can make one!
Just look at the picture of the one on this
page that has been on many thrilling voyages
on lakes and ponds.
Of course the first thing to do when starting to build a tug boat is to draw the plans

of it. Drawing shows you just how to do
this, on a sheet of rather stiff brown paper,
or cardboard. The dimensions are all marked

out in squares as shown so that you can
transfer the drawing to the drawing paper
and make the plan just the size the boat is
to be. It is quite good fun to make the

plans; which can be done during rainy days.
You will find it is a good scheme to cut out

of cardboard a one-half pattern of the hull
The photograph above shows a model tug boat built in accordance with the instructions given in
the accompanying article as it appears under full power traveling through the water at a good
rate of speed. This tug boat is electrically driven. It can be easily built by the average model
builder, and the parts of its construction are not costly.

plan and fold this over to mark out
(Continued on page 1163)

WHAT dandy fun it is to
watch a trim model tug
boat,

giStening

in

Notice that the

hull at the left
is made up of
four pieces of

the

sunlight as she ploughs her way

wood, each

through the water dancing up

shaped,

and down over the waves on the
her

ter

Don't we have a jolly fine time
sending a barge -load of grain to
our chum across the pond?

and

then

screwed to its
adjoining piece.

spinning propeller

churns the water into foam at
her stern!

sawed

out in the cen-

nearest pond, throwing out a
line of ripples from her bow
while

the

other side of the plan. You will thus be.
sure that the hull is alike on both sides.

The outside is
This is a view looking into the hull of the vessel showing the location of the motor, the batteries
and the unique switching arrangement permitting the vessel to be started by pushing on the rod
projecting from the stern. A brass rod completes the circuit between the two separate loops of wire.
The plate above the metal tiller produces enough friction to maintain the rudder in any position.

finally shaped,
smoothed and

sandpapered.

Then after he gets his grain he
sends a cargo of valuable goods back to us.

Perhaps our chum has made a steamer just
as attractive as ours, then we have the most
exciting races to find out which boat is the

speedier, or can pull the greater load at a
fair speed. Sometimes he will start his
steamer on a voyage across the pond at the

same time we start our steamer from our

side; then how gaily they pass each other in
"mid -ocean" on their passage across. You

can have loads of fun with a tug boat be-

cause you can use one of these boats to tow
your chums' model ships all over the pond
when there is no wind and they cannot sail.

Then, too, you and your chums can build

small model barges to carry cargoes of grain,

coal or lumber that can be towed by your
tug boat across the pond and up the brooks

into dandy harbors where you have built
cities and store houses and docks with unloading derricks and conveyors, all run by
electric motors, for loading and unloading

the coal, and grain, and lumber.
But perhaps you have never built a model
tug boat. Do you know I have just the very
best news to tell you about building model

The super -structure of the model tug boat is removable from the hull in one piece as the photo-

graph above indicates. By this method it is possible to get at the motor, the gearing or at the
batteries instantly to make repairs or to replenish the energy supplied.
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Tugboat Constructional Details
SMOKE STACK
MADE OF
HOLLOW END
OF WINDOW
SHADE ROLLER

, WHISTLE IS AN
EMPTY REVOLVER.
` CARTRIDGE

DAVITS

MADE OF
WIRE

TOP OF
I-IULL

WATER-'
LINE

- BOW END VIEW -

0

4

3

2

I

5

8

6

9

10

II

12

14

13

n

16

15

18

19

20

21

- STERN END VIEW

22

SCALE IN INCHES

HALF PATTERN
33/8 WIDE -

THIS SKETCH SHOWS
HOW CURVE IS TRACED
ON A BOARD; FIRST ONE HALF AND THEN
THE OTHER.

BOARDS CUT OUT TO

THESE LINES

'--.........

.

,-....."

BOARD Ng.
...-- --BOARD N2.2
....-BOARD N2.3
ok."" .
BOARD Ng. 4
s,

- ---

\

.40
14

----f-=

,

...

---.:-.:.!---,,,..,,

-

--"'
= --'"--,---4,-,.-,.=

".--" -:-----.--- .-.,-,,,.
,------

--

'---

_

4tv-LAY OUT
SQUARES ON A
BOARD Ng.1
PIECE OR PIECES OF PAPER
OR CARDBOARD AND TRACE
IN CURVES.
POSITION OF SMOKE STACK

1

,

1

,-,

*
IF CURVE IS LAID OUT
ON THIN PAPER IT MAY BE

BOARD Is19.4.

BOARD N2.2

BOARD N23

TRACED AS ABOVE. IF ON CARDBOARD, CUT OUT AND MARK AROUND IT.

TOY ELECTRIC MOTOR.
PREFERABLY ONE WHICH WILL
OPERATE ON 11/2 TO 3 VOLTS.

PORCELAIN

N3.14 OR N2.16 RUBBER
COVERED WIRE

-"-- CLEATS ,

,..."

,

-TOP VIEW

1/4' O.D.X
Vg T.D.

HULL

CAN BE THIN WOOD -TOP VIEWOR. SHEET METAL

CABIN CAN BE
MADE OF CIGAR

- CABIN

OX WOOD

DETAIL-

ORCKING

BRUIT PA

CASE. WOOD.

WHEEL, APPROX. t DIA.
IS FASTENED TO PROPELLER

BOARD N2.3

BOARD N2.4

NO. 2.

;

MOTOR
SWITCH

CABIN' IN

8

-MOTOR
SWITCH ROD
'BRASS CONNECTION STRIPS

"LI

BOARD

PINS FOR POSITIONING AND HOLDING
PLACE ON DECK.

1. DIA. BRASS ROD

SHAFT A GEAR ONE-HALF AS
LARGE IS FASTENED TO
MOTOR SHAFT.

X 3/16 THICK

- SIDE VIEW -

METAL
PLATE

--

A SMALL. GEAR

WOOD STRIPS- 34 WIDE

FLASHLIGHT CELLS

BRASS

TUBE

OF

13

iffliMailiStaini

BLESsomisiii==imsi,
0-

BOARD

N2.1 -

g DIA. HOLE

KEEL .

DECK BOARD
34 THICK-,

a. THICK
a

GUNWALE
SUPPORTING

BLOCKS

OF DECK

\ \)-

Ve: DIA. PROPELLER SHAFT RUNS
IN TUBE 1/8. I.D. X V4.' O.D.

A
CROSS SECTION

1%."

LINES SCRATCHED IN DECK
,BOARD TO GIVE APPEARANCE
OF PLANKING

ot.2=01

it 111111'

-PROPELLER
DETAIL PROPELLER CAN BE

DETAIL OF
MOTOR SWITCH

iI

MADE OF SHEET TIN,
BRASS OR COPPER.

_

0000000000

GUNWALE IS MADE OF SHEET METAL
SCREWED OR NAILED TO DECK BOARD

Above we see the constructional details of a model tugboat as built by

Prof.

lllllllllllllll

F. E. Austin. It will be observed that a very unique form of

switch for turning on the current is found in this particular design. The
wire is twisted into two loops, the loops being separated from each other,
When the brass rod is pushed in from the back of the tugboat, it closes

DETAIL OF DECK

WOOD STRIP

the circuit. There is sufficient room in this tugboat to put a small storage battery in the hull or several groups of flashlight cells can be mounted
in the hull and then wired in parallel. This boat makes very good speed

when placed in the water and will run for a long time with but one bat tery. The rudder is moved by hand, when desired.

Blueprints are available from the "Model Department."
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HOW TO MAKE IT
Building An Alcohol Blow Torch
and tank as shown in

IN the making of the
alcohol blow torch
illustrated

here,

ALCOHOL TANK

Y4

inch outside diameter
copper or brass tubing

ALCOHOL

COPPER TUBING COIL

gram. To operate the
torch, permit a small
quantity of alcohol to
pass through the coils
until it' starts to drip
out ; then hold an alcohol lamp under the
coil, the valve being
again shut. When the
torch starts to blow,

LEAD PIPE

closing up the passage.
The end of the tube is

then hammered shut
and an opening is
made therein about

open the valve and remove the lamp. The

the size of a pin hole.

A No. 60 drill or a

SIDE VIEW OF

END VIEW OF

needle can be used to

TANK SUPPORT

COIL AND SUPPORT

The

supports are of bang'

The above drawing depicts the construction of an alcohol blow torch which will give a very hot
flame and which can be used for heating soldering irons, melting and brazing metals and for
operating steam engines and steam power boats. The coil of copper tubing should be wound
carefully and as shown, and all kinks should be avoided. The nozzle is shown in the drawing
at X and is of the size of a pin hole.

iron, 1/16th of an inch

thick, and 34 of an

wide, and are
fastened to the coil

inch

b1
Tr'

/

TOP

COVER
WITH RUBBER
TREADS IF

igx 12X 12"

DESIRED
ST EPS

ISOMETRIC

SHOWING USE AS A STEP LADDER

FT. 0-

4 - SLIDE
EASY
BUTTONS

MORTISE
AND TENON

JOINTS

XI z

BUTT JOINTS

8d NAILS

I-

6 DOWELS
F R ONT

valve should be reg-

ulated carefully for
best results. This
torch will give sufficient heat for most

purposes.-Kenneth C.
Stayton,

Rep.

26,401.

Twelve Photos from Six Exposure Film

Making a Step Ladder Stool

I

should be inserted as
is indicated in the dia-

is wound on a round
form 44 inches in diameter. Before winding the coil the tube
itself should be filled
with sand to prevent
it from breaking or

drill this hole.

the drawing. The tank
itself can be soldered
to its support. A valve

SIDE

If you haven't a step ladder stool in your kitchen, you will find one a great
convenience. When the right end is up you can use it as a stool several
hours in the day when preparing food or ironing. Inverted, it is a sturdy
step ladder. The plainest, cheapest wood, free of knots can be used. The
legs are first built and then the end rails are constructed. They are all alike.
The joints are mortised and tenoned. The arrangement of the steps is
indicated by the dotted lines in the side view.-Edna Knowles King

4.0-*

Any roll film camera taking six pictures on the film can easily be made to

take twice as many pictures half as big. The photo at the extreme right
shows how a piece of sheet tin .015 inches in thickness is cut and placed in
the back .of the camera where it is held by two flat steel springs, one in the
upper right-hand corner and the other in the lower left. Note that an extra
ruby is inserted in the back. The film number is located in each ruby. In
other words, the number is used twice for small pictures. Observe double
view finder.-Stanley Bochnik, Rep. No. 9380.

No.
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How the Chicago Opera Is Broadcast

2

GO OPERi1OUSE

if

MICROPH.3NES

IN FLIES

MICROPHONE

PCIR ANNOLNCER
WINGS
PHONE4,

St
I

3 ^ IICROPiONS

,444 ORCHESTRA PIT

lXINS PANEL

AND LINE

7 MICROPHONES LOCATED
AROUND FOOTLIGHTS

°' qS
.

t

CONTROL;

WIRES FROM CHICAGO TO NEW YORK

CHICAGO CENTRAL OFFICE

Fifteen microphones were installed by the engineers of the National Broadcasting Company in the Auditorium, Chicago, where the "Garden Scene" from Faust, as produced by the Chicago Civic Opera Company, was broadcast on January 21st. This program
went on the air through the combined Red and Blue network of the N. B. C.

THE largest single audience which has ever
heard an operatic performance were able to
listen to the last act of Gounod's "Faust" on
the evening of January 21st. At that time 25 sta11111111 /MI

II lulu

LISPENARD BUILDING
NEW YORK LONG -LINES
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE

tions of the National Broadcasting Company red and
blue network were linked by special circuits to broadcast the second act of the Chicago Civic Opera Company's regular production of this opera direct from
the stage of the Auditorium in Chicago. The sta-

k

Alf

The

" °;11
0010

pro-

first

trans-

mitted over

tions in the chain are as follows: WEAF and WJZ, (New York) , WEEI, (Boston) ;
WBZ, Springfield and Boston; WJAR, Providence; WCSH, Portland, Maine; WGY,
Schenectady; WGR, Buffalo; WTAG, Worcester, Mass.; WLIT, Philadelphia; WRC,
Washington; WHAS, Louisville; WSB, Atlanta; WSM, Nashville; WSAI, Cincinnati;
WTAM, Cleveland; KDKA and WCAE, Pittsburgh; KYW and WGN, Chicago; KSD,
St. Louis; WWJ, Detroit; WOC, Davenport; WCCO, Minneapolis -St. Paul; and
WDAF, Kansas City. Fifteen separate microphone channels are used for broadcasting,
which lead to a specially -designed

0$0"
4110
loll 001/
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41100

York,

distributed
nationally.
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a three -wire
system di-
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each one consisting of one or more microphones, all of

mixing panel where the music absorbed by the various microphones is first amplified
separately and then blended so that each portion carries proper emphasis. The microphones are distributed at points of vantage on the stage, in the flies and wings along
pit, and high over the heads of the audience
the apron of the stage, in the orchestra wall
of the stage has its pick-up arrangement.
in the auditorium proper. Even the back

Every portion of the music and orchestral accompaniment can be carried to the mixing panel.
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Skip -Wave Radio
By G. K. SPENCER

AIRSHIP COULD HEAR
E RE
Major Francis Pierce, radio officer of the U. S.
Marine Corps, who has been conducting experiments in ricochetting (skip -wave) radio.

(AIRCRAFT COULD NOT HEAR SIGNALS)
THIS ZONE

radio development, announced
ARECENT
by Major Francis E. Pierce, of the

TRANSMITTING
STATION

U. S. Marine Corps, by means of which

radio signals can be ricochetted over intervening objects between the sender and receiver of the signal, is regarded by the U. S.
Navy experts as a valuable contribution to

- - SKIP DISTANCE FOR THIS
PARTICLa AP WAVE

science. Tests have been conducted at North

Island, California, which indicate that it

is

possible to completely skip over an "enemy"
ship, and cause a radio signal to be audible

on a friendly ship at any required distance.
The experimentation is being limited to short

wave transmission, as it is found that the
high frequencies produce the effect desired
better than the long waves. The theory advanced by the experimenting engineers is
that the signal is reflected from an ionized
atmospheric layer which is in the form of
an envelope, distant about 6,000 feet from
the surface of the earth. The idea is, by
means of directional transmission, to emit a .
radio "beam" at a predetermined angle, the
beam being reflected at a corresponding angle

from the surface of the ionized layer to the
vicinity of the receiving station. It was
found that the skip could not be controlled
over distances less than 200 miles, but above
this range the control is quite accurate.
Hugo Gernsback has advanced another
theory, illustrated at the right, which seems
to cover most of the phenomena.

Mr. Gernsback suggests that the wave may be reflected from a layer of ore below the surface of
the earth. This checks with the other theory except that an airplane would probably not be able
to hear a signal unless it were directly in line with the ricochetted beam.

THAT AIRCRAFT 465
T WA i
r,000 F' "1BLD HEAP SIGNALS AT ALL
NOT RICOCHETTING

WAVE REFLECT
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C SIGNALS HEARD HLRE
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SIGNALS CANNOT BE RICOCHETTED OVER DISTAN

Major Pierce believes that the waves are reflected from the layer of an
ionized atmosphere which is situated at an elevation of about 6000 feet.
It was found that the skip distance depends upon the angle at which the

LESS THAN *200 MILES;

directional wave is transmitted, or upon the frequency and power of the
emitted signal. It will be seen that the angles of incidence and of reflektion from the ionized layer are taken as equal.
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A Single -Control Six -Tube Receiver
An Excellent Set Incorporating the Loftin -White Circuit
By L. A. BRAMS
The set was installed

constructed by a mid -western manufacturer, and has been tested in the laboratories
of SCIENCE AND INVENTION with excellent
results. The tuning is miraculously sharp,
and the sensitivity compares favorably with
that of any of the sets which have been popular in the past few years.
The stators of three of the condensers are
is

in a

special cabinet,
made of
beautifully mottled green
casein,
which was
constructed
by
the
writer.
There is one active tuning
control, the upper knob.
The knob just below this
control is a vernier for the

first stage of radio frequency.
Under this is the filament
key switch. The other two
knobs are rheostats. An interesting feature of this set
is the fact that it is calibrated

directly

in

arranged in a cloverleaf pattern, while a
common rotor of similar design is on a single
shaft. There are two other variable con-

densers in the circuit. One, which tunes the

first stage of radio frequency is mounted

meters,

rather obscurely at the back of the gang condenser, with its rotor connected to the common shaft. The second and last of the condensers mentioned is a small vernier whose
knob is mounted under the main tuning con -

which makes it very simple

to tune.

Photos Courtesy Hartman.
Electric Co.

THE general tendency in the design
of receiving sets seems to be in the

adopted by as many

manufacturers,

direction of single control, where
one adjustment and one only is
needed to vary the wavelength of the
radio -frequency amplifier. There are a

with varying degrees of success.

In the set illustrated on this page, an

number of such sets on the market at the
present time, and of all these there are but
few which may be termed really efficient.
The deficiency hardest to overcome is that
encountered

entirely new type
of

gang -coupled

is

incorporated.

ular

arrangement

variable condenser

attempting to tune the
various stages of radio -frequency amplificain

While this partic-

tion to resonance with the incoming wave,
so as to attain the maximum degree of

adds much to the

attractiveness o f
this set, it is not
essential that the
experimenter e m ploy this gang -condenser in prefer-

amplification with the greatest possible
selectivity. This may be easily done where

each stage is separately adjusted to resonance by its own tuning control, but it is a
much greater problem where the stages

must be tuned together from a single control.
Several types of gang -control have been

A rear view of the chassis upon which the parts are assembled. An
approximate idea of the appearance of the gang condenser may be
gained from this photograph. Note the size of the inductance coils,
which are wound on 1 -inch tubing.
Heavy cabled wiring is used

ence to any of the
other

good

sys-

throughout wherever possible.

The presence of this control should
not cause the reader to shriek "I told you
trol.

tems of coupling.
As it stands, the

circuit alone is in-

teresting enough to
give the amateur
set -builder a good
opportunity to try

assembling the

set which needs an octopus on roller-skates
as an operator to get any results. It really
isn't as bad as all that, because the vernier
need not be touched unless DX is expected,
and then only after the main tuning control
has been permanently set.
The characteristics of the apparatus used
in this set will be found very much the same
as those of the standard Loftin -White sets,

particular

recent editions of RADIO NEWS and other

out his skill, and
the results should

more than justify
the trouble
in

A top view showing the clover -leaf gang condenser. The parts are
assembled on a cast aluminum chassis to secure strength and rigidity.
This ,set when tested was found to be highly selective and unusually

parts.
The

sensitive.

so !" as he visualizes another "single control"

taken

set illustrated here

several of which have been published in

radio magazines.

ALL CONDENSERS ON ONE SHAFT
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
P

Y

G

PWG

6 OHMS

6 OHMS'
FILAMENT
SWITCH
(1,

C- 41/2V.

The circuit diagram. 3, 5, TRF transformers, primary 8 turns, secondary 70 turns; 6, .0005-mf. condensers; 4, .0005-mf. condenser with
vernier; 7, 8, RF chokes, natural wavelength 300 meters; 9, .004-mf.
condensers;

1,

.0003- to .001-mf. condensers;

2,

.0005-mf. condensers.

These are the constants which are used in most of the Loftin -White cir-

cuits

C -22'//V.

A- B -C+

A+

B+45 V.

EH- 90 V.

8+135 V.

OUTPUT'

at present on the market. but slight variations may be found de-

sirable in practice.

Of course any type of audio -frequency amplification

may be used, although that shown here gives very gratifying results.
See the text for further suggestions. Any type of gang condenser of the
proper value may be used.
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"B" Eliminator and Power Amplifier
By HERBERT HAYDEN

The power transformer is seen at the
left in the above photograph, taken

The condensers, which are of the high
voltage type, are shown above before
wiring. Each condenser should be
clamped down to the base board with
brass angle -irons, to prevent vibration
which

might otherwise

the back of the combination
eliminator and amplifier described in
the article. Any one of the standard
from

"B" eliminator transformers may be
used with the circuit to provide plate
and filament current as required.

disturb

operation.

THE tendency in radio de-

and it will be seen that it detracts not at all from the ap-

sign seems to be definitely
toward simplicity. Sometimes it is difficult to reconcile
this idea with some of *the nec-

pearance of the cabinet. As to
the electrical characteristics of
the

essarily complicated mechanisms
which must be built to fill
stringent requirements. It is
particularly noticeable in the
case of special high voltage

"B" battery eliminators that it
is difficult to build the device so
that it will be perfectly safe to
use and at the same time highly efficient.

The unit

is wired with
heavy wire such as No. 8
soft copper, rubber covered. or the type com-

It was the intention of the designer to conand a one -stage power amplifier. One of the
requisites was that the eliminator should
same
have a high voltage output and at the
endanger

struct in one unit a "B" battery eliminator

monly
wire.

the right in front of the

power transformer. The
ballast tube is hidden behind the three small block
condensers, while the am-

children who might play around it. It was
obviously quite simple to eliminate the exposed wiring by enclosing the entire unit in a
substantial box or cabinet. This device was

plifier tube is behind the
row of binding posts at
the left. An unique feature of this circuit is the

employed in the construction of the unit
illustrated on this page, and the apparatus
is so arranged that one toggle-switch of the

use of a special ballast
tube, which is connected

same type used in home lighting installations
is the only control necessary to opera,te the

in series with the output
of the transformer to en-

This switch is mounted in a conven-

sure a constant voltage

ient position, where it may be easily reached,

INPUT
FROM
RECEIVER

TWISTED.
; PAIR

PLUG IN ON
IlOy
60 CYCLE A.0

known as B X
The half - wave

rectifier tube socket is at

time have no exposed wiring to

unit.

amplifier and eliminator,

much may be learned by an inspection of the layout and diagram given here. The eliminator is designed for use with the
UX-216 B half -wave rectifier
tube, which is part of the

supply of the tubes.

At the left,
the layout of
t h e complete
unit. For the

sake of convenience, the
amplifier a n d
the eliminator
portions a r e

shown as if in
separate units,
although
this set

in
they

were placed in
the same base.
It may be
found

more

satisfactory in
some cases to
separate t h e
units.

The entire
u n i t, consistB - TRANSFORM ER
A 2 MF. HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS.
D,G 10.000 OHM RESISTORS.
C - 8000 OHM RESISTOR.
F- 1000 OHM RESISTOR
E- SOCKET FOR UX- 874 TUBE.

ing of an eliminator and one
stage of power
amplification, is placed in a solidly constructed box to prevent the possibility of
inadvertently touching the contacts and receiving a dangerous shock in consequence.
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Wire netting is nailed over the ventilating holes

Above, the movable portion of the top of the

in the top of the cabinet, so as to make it unlikely that any metal parts or tools might drop
in and cause a short-circuit. Copper gauze makes
a very good material for this use.

is hinged to the
A long
desiris
of its
strength and because of
the fact that it tends to
hold the wood in shape
and prevent warping.
A tumbler switch, the
cabinet

cabinet proper.
piano hinge
able because

standard equipment in Radio Corporation
eliminators. Any half -wave rectifier tube of
similar characteristics may be employed.

An unusual feature of the eliminator is the
use of a ballast tube, type UX-874, which is
used to ensure a constant current output regardless of voltage fluctuations in the AC
line.
The chokes used in this eliminator
have an inductance of 30 henries. All of the
constants of the circuit are given in the diagram. The transformer is a standard commercial make, as it is not recommended to

only

control

necessary

with this unit, is mounted

on the side of the cabinet in a position where

might be easily
An important
reached.
feature of this Outfit is
that no high tension
it

leads are exposed.

build such a transformer.

Measuring Voltage of "II" Eliminators
THE modern B -Eliminator as built today is in a high state of perfection

and being flexible and simple to operate, the
radio set owners find it an excellent outfit
for multi -tube sets. Due to chokes and
resistances necessary in its construction for
satisfactory operation, the variation of
voltage caused by changes in current is' considerable.

Very often the voltage at some operating
point is to be determined. An average good
voltmeter draws from 10 to 15 milliamperes
for its operation. Since the internal resist WIRE WHEN TESTING FOR "B" ELIMINATOR

By J. C. BANK
One manufacturer has placed on
the market a voltmeter having a full scale
reading of 250 volts and drawing but l'A
milliamperes at that voltage. Thus at 135
volts the current consumed by the meter is
sumed.

but 0.675 milliampere and for lower voltages
proportionately less. When this is con-

nected it gives practically a true reading of
the eliminator voltage applied to the set if
no voltmeter current were taken.
Being a very sensitive instrument, its

The voltmeter should be either a two -scale

type of 7/2 and 150 volts or a 250 -volt
instrument if the low range is not desired
and the higher value is needed. Instruments

of this type are on the market, the former
in 2- and VA -inch sizes and the latter in
2'A- and 3 -inch. The milliammeter is obtainable in any of the above sizes and the
100 milliampere is the proper one to cover
all types of eliminators.
The panel size will depend on the types of

cost is greater than that of a standard one
of equal capacity, so that other means of

testing must be resorted to if a voltage reading is desired. One way is to leave the regu-

lar type of good voltmeter in the circuit

while the set is in operation. Of course the
eliminator will be required to give a current
equal to that taken by the set plus that taken
by the voltmeter. This extra load may be

too much for some eliminators where the
output power is limited.

A very good way is to test with a voltmeter and milliammeter and variable resistance as for instance the Clarostat or
Bradleystat.

Meter test set for "B" Eliminatdr.

ante of the eliminator is considerable, a cur-

rent of this magnitude when added to an
existing load of say 20 milliamperes, drawn
by the set would give a reading on the voltmeter below what it actually is when the
set only is connected. In other words, for
every different value of current with a given

setting of the eliminator a different value
of voltage is obtained.

If we had a voltmeter operating on no

current there would be no change in output
voltage if connected when a set is in opera-

tion, but since this type of instrument is
not practical some current must be con -

With this apparatus connected

as explained below the eliminator can be
calibrated and a curve drawn or table made
showing the various output voltages at different rates of current. With this curve
or table and the milliammeter in the plate
circuit, when the set is in operation the
operating voltage can be determined by read-

ing the milliammeter and referring to the
curve for the corresponding voltage. Before testing connect the eliminator to the

set in order to get a setting of the eliminator
controls at which one gets the best reception. With the setting of controls undisturbed the calibration test is made and

Special Voltmeter for "B7 Eliminator

neters purchased. If a 250 -volt instrument
is used the 7.5 binding post and connection
is omitted. With these connections either
the voltmeter or milliammeter may be used
separately or both on separate circuits. For

eliminator testing connect a piece of wire
from the negative of the milliammeter to

the positive of the voltmeter (150 in sketch)
the resulting values will be at this particular and close the switch SW. The switch must
setting only. By setting the controls at the be open for other voltmeter tests. Connect
maximum points the maximum capacity of the eliminator positive to that of the milli the eliminator in current and corresponding ammeter and the negative to that of the voltvoltages can be determined.
meter. (Name of manufacturer on request.)
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An Inexpensive "B" Eliminator
By ROBERT H. CROWLEY

110V A.C.

INPUT
UX OR UV SOCK ET

Illustrations by courtesy of The
N. & H. Sporting Goods Co.

.4K -BELL
TRANSFORMER

2 ML

30 H
CHOKE

RHEOSTAT

2 Mr.

HEP,E

IF DESIRED
pip.001MF

VARIABLE
RESI STOR

-I -A>^4^-1

The simple circuit diagram
of the eliminator is shown

It can be assembled in less than thirty
above.

minutes.

r--Wr--1
b

100

V.

oat

The pictorial diagram of the eliminator is shown above and should make the construction clear
to the veriest novice. The base -board layout may also be followed but of course this is not necessary. One should note the utmost simplicity of the layout and the wiring of this eliminator.

TO SET

THIS little how -to -build article is written especially for the small -set owner
who likes the fun of building his own

This small economical "B" eliminator has
under laboratory tests operated very efficiently one, two, three and four tube sets
without any noticeable trace of an A.C.
hum. The writer after many inquiries for a
small eliminator to operate this type of set
and after trying many forms of half -wave
rectifying and filtering systems, decided this

circuit to be the simplest and cheapest for

the novice to build, yet very efficient. During
tests this little eliminator satisfactorily
operated a three tube regenerative set at

100 volts on the plate.
One look at the circuit diagram given
and you will note the simplicity of the circuit. The parts required are:

1-110 volt

A.C. bell

ringing trans-

former.

1-Standard tube socket.
1-30 Henry choke coil.
2-2 M.F. filter condensers -200 volts

the grid and plate of the tube

D.C. tested.

also the 216B half -wave rectifier; but as

2-Binding posts.
1-Base board.

home builder will find he will get very satisfactory results with the ordinary 201A

these tubes

The wiring diagram is self-explanatory and easily followed. If the builder decides to use a separate detector
voltage; as in a three -tube regenerative

circuit, by placing a variable resistor and
.002 by-pass condenser in the circuit (as
dotted lines show) he can vary this voltage
to suit the set. The filter condensers used are

of the 200 D.C. working voltage type with
no possibility of breakdown. You will note

of

ampere power tube.

notice a slight hum, simply reverse the cord

plug from the light socket; another good

stunt which -is widely used by "B" eliminator manufacturers is to ground all the metal
cases of the condensers and choke.

Below are two diagrams showing the
construction of this unusual loud
Two electro-magnets and

two wooden drums are used in the
construction of this novel speaker.
FACE

A

RECEIVER WINDINGS IN
RECESSES OF WOOD DRUM HEADS

4000 OHM TOTAL RESISTANCE
TOP
VIEW

Above the inventor is shown demonstrating
his new loud speaker which supposedly reproduces the sound by means of molecular
movement and not by diaphragm action,
the wooden boxes or drums merely acting
as sound amplifiers. The new loud speaker
faithfully reproduces voice and music over

the entire range of audible sounds. The
"Jirotka" speaker is of remarkably simple
construction and is relatively inexpensive for
it consumes only about one-half the energy
TO RADIO SET

needed to actuate an ordinary pair of head
phones.

easily available, the

If after completing the unit, should you

RIGHT AND LEFT HAND THREADS speaker.

IN WOOD
DRUMS

are not

type tubes; but for my own preference, not
having the W. E. type tubes available, and
for long tube life, I would prefer some type

Diaphragm -less Loud Speaker

OPENINGS

socket are

simply shorted and joined to a common lead
from the A.C. input. The writer has found
the following tubes to give the best results:
the Western Electric 216A, 101D and 205D;
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RADIO ORACLE

In this department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of interest to the novice and amateur. Letters addressed
to this department cannot be answered free. A charge of 50c. is made for all questions where a personal answer is desired.
0B+ 671E
R.E. CHOKES

00025 ME

.005 ME.

005 Mr

.002 ME

8

7

T

C>

C>
C>
C>

+c)
2 MEG.

4 OHMS

6 OHMS

IOOMMST

"ULTIMAX" COILS WOUND WITH

.74't-0 A +

oB+45

IV 24 WIRE

o 8+135
The diagram above shows the circuit of the well-known Ultimax receiver, designed by Louis G. Pacent.

The

circuit is a modified tuned radio frequency receiver, where feed -back is prevented by a phase changing condenser in the plate of each radio frequency tube. The tuned circuits consist in each case of an Ultimax
coil shunted by a .0005-microfarad variable condenser. The other constants are indicated.

PROTECTING TUBES

THE ULTIMAX CIRCUIT
Dudley Caverson, Rochester, N. Y., in-

(531)

quires:

Will you please publish the circuit
diagram of the Ultimax receiver, designed by
Q.

1.

Louis G. Pacent?
A. 1. You will find the circuit diagram of
the well-known Ultimax receiver on this page,
together with a drawing illustrating the winding
data for the auto transformers used in the radiofrequency stages. The other constants are
specified in the circuit diagram, where the values
of the phase -changing condensers and radio frequency chokes are indicated. This circuit has
been found to be very efficient on the broadcast
wave lengths, and is peculiarly characterized by
its wonderful tonal qualities. The set is very
simple to assemble and adjust and has proven

to be quite a hit.

Jackson.

Mr. Steven

Q.

What is the

asks:

1.

Chiswick,

object of the

Eng.,

push-pull

method of audio -frequency amplification and what
are its special advantages.
A. 1. Push-pull. amplification is useful when
proper power tubes,

Fred

Heenan,

White

Plains,

Y.,

N.

Can you recommend any simple method
the vacuum tubes of a set front
actually burning out?
Q.

1.

A.

1.

of protecting

This

very

simple

method

would

no

doubt be of interest td you. As you will see
front the illustration on this page, a device is
shown which comprises a double -fuse block which

is arranged with a bulb in one side and a small
fuse in the other, the values of both the bulb
and the fuse depending entirely upon the current
requirements of the set and the safety margin
which- is desired.
This may be easily figured

out by estimating, in the case of the "A' bat-

tery, the current draft for the tubes used. The
bulb used in the "B" battery circuit is simply
there to limit the current flow and to prevent
burning out the tubes in case the batteries are
incorrectly connected.

PUSH-PULL AMPLIFICATION
(532)

(533)
asks:

capable of handling large

volume without distortion are not available. It
enables two separate tubes to handle the last
stage of amplification, each tube receiving half
of the input.' -In order to divide the output
from the preceeding stage, an audio -frequency

transformer with a secondary tapped at its center
is necessary.
Or, alternatively, two audio -frequency transformers may be used, the primaries
and -secondaries being in series. The junction
between the two secondaries can then be used
as a mid -point tap, and is to be connected to
the grid bias battery in the ordinary way. The
remaining ends of the secondaries go each to
one 'grid, the .respective tubes thus dealing each
with its own half of the output. It is usual
to use another similar transformer, with a ratio
of 1:1, for the output. The "B" battery positive is connected to the mid -tap of the trans-

former primary, the outer ends of which go to
the plates of the two tubes.

D. C. FOR HIGH VOLTAGE ELIMINATOR
(534) Mr. Luther Steward,
Texas, writes as follows:

San

Antonio,

Can you tell me of any way in which
I may utilize the direct current lighting circuit
of my residence to replace the "B" batteries
for an amplifier using a 210 tube.
A. 1. If you have 115 volts D.C. running
into your apartment or residence, there is little
doubt that the line installation to your meter is
a three -wire Edison circuit.
In such a circuit,
there are three wires run to the top of the
meter box. The voltage across the two outside
wires is 220 volts, while that of either of the
other pairs is 110. The center wire is neutral
relative to the outside leads. Therefore, a volt
meter placed across -the two outside leads will
read from 220 to 240 volts D.('. If this voltage
is impressed upon the plates of a 210 -amplifier
tube, it will be found quite sufficient to cause
the tube to operate at highest efficiency. It will
Q.

1.

probably be necessary to install a filter system
to reduce the line noises, in which case we
would recommend any of the standard filter circuits.
Various voltages may be drawn front
this line by the use of a potentiometer of some
sort, which will divide the voltage into those

values required.

TUBE COMBINATIONS
(535)

asks:

Mr.

Marshall

Austen,

Athens,

Ga.,

What do you recommend as the most
efficient combination of tubes to be used in an
audio -frequency amplifier?
A. 1. The answer to this question depends
entirely upon the type of amplifier and the output
desired. In the old days of radio, the only style
of audio -frequency amplification which was used
to any extent was the transformer coupled system. Transformers were comparatively inexpensive and fairly efficient so it became the custom
to use them in all cases where tone amplification
was required.
In developing this type of amplifier, it was necessary to match the output
impedances of the vacuum tubes to the average
Q.

One of the simplest methods of protecting the
tubes of a radio set from being burned out is to
place a current -controlling device in both the
filament and plate circuits. Above, a 40 -watt
bulb is placed in series with the negative

B -battery lead, with a small fuse in the A -battery circuit.

1.

primary impedance of the transformers. This led
to the development of the standardized trans-

formers and the 201 -type amplifier tubes. The
later 201A -type tube is simply a modification
of the older type, having a lower filament current consumption and considerably greater stability. This tube is adapted for use in radio -frequency circuits, as a detector with a fairly high
plate voltage and in transformer coupled audio -

frequency amplification when used in the first
stage of a two -stage amplifier. For best results

is necessary to use some sort of a power tube
in the output stage. Where two stages of transformer coupled amplification are used, the second
tube may be either a 112 -type tube, a 171 -type or
-if an exceedingly large output is required-a
210 -type tube. The type 112 has a high amplification constant, and will carry a fairly heavy
load. The type 171 is designed particularly for
a large C bias to afford undistorted volume
front large input. The 210 -type is actually a transmitting tube, having an output of about 8 watts.
Where impedance coupling or resistance coupling is used in an amplifier, it is usually necessary to employ
instead of two, to
provide the extra amplification lost through the
fact that transformers are avoided. For the first two
tubes of an amplifier of this type, some type of
hi -mu tube should be used. These tubes have a very
high amplification constant and their impedance
is adapted for use with high efficiency in con.
nection with resistance and impedance couplers.
The last tube should be a type 171 output amplifier which will furnish as great a volume as
desired with undistorted clarity.
it

BATTERY OR ELIMINATOR
B+45
B+90
6+135

B-

The circuit above shows the connections for a
filter system which may be connected to the
output of any type of B eliminator. This filter
will serve to iron out line noises and fluctuations in voltage which might otherwise cause
considerable trouble. Aged B -batteries will be
helped by the use of such a filter.

A FILTER CIRCUIT
George Murphy, Knoxville, Ten., asks:
Will you please illustrate in your department a filter system which may be adapted
to any type of "B" eliminator to quiet the
noises coming through from the line?
A. 1. You will find on this page a diagram
of a typical filter system which has been found
highly efficient. This filter system is made up
of 30 -henry chokes and 1- to 4-mf, condensers,
three of each. It is absolutely necessary that
the input and output sides be not confused, as
a reversal of the filter will make it inoperative.
This filter is adaptable to use with "B" bat.
teries, to cut down any noises due to the age of
the batteries, or with A.C. or D.C. "B" eliminators. Note that this is not an eliminator, but
is simply a filter system to be applied to the
output of any type of eliminator.
(536)
Q.

1.
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Scientific Humor
RELATIVITY

DID HE CUT UP -PER LIMBS TOO?
"How did you like your job in the

First Prize $3.00

woods ?"

REDUCING WEIGHT

"Didn't like it at all. We had no sooner
cut a tree down than we had to cut it up
and so we did not,seem to accomplish anything."-J. R. Patterson.

'

Principle,

talk
feet.
you

What do

think of that ?"
"Well,
got to
say is that I felt
o n e yesterday
SHE:
all I've

headlong into
a neighbor-

After the plunge she availed herself
of a nearby scale and weighed herself again. She found she weighed
just as much as before the plunge, so

she shouted, "Achimedes is a damned
liar. He had no sense when he said,
'A floating body will lose weight when
immersed in water !' "-Pascual Joson,
Rep. No. 23,771.

you represent ?"-Wilder D. Foster.

STRETCHING THINGS
"Pa, what is excelsior?"
PA (apartment raised) : "Long sawdust,

WILLIE:

son !"

BEST FOR SOME!
SNARL: "What

will you give me
for my radio and
loud speaker?"

(who

COIL

lives downstairs) :

ty-five

"Twendollars

more than it cost
you, sawed, split
and

delivered !"

-Henry A.

this department. Of these only
one or two are available. We desire to
publish only scientific humor and all
contributions should be original if pos-

Do not copy jokes from old
books or other publications as they
have little or no chance here. By
scientific humor we mean only such
sible.

jokes as contain something of a scientific nature. Note our prize winners.

Write each joke on a separate sheet
and sign your name and address to it.
Write only on one side of sheet. We
cannot return unaccepted jokes. Please

Proofs are on every hand.

stay.

.

.

.

I

challenge any man here to name an age I
have not elucidated, that needs further de-

tails, that-"

VOICE FROM THE REAR: "Stew

that.

This is the gas age."-J. Leo Vanderheyden.
Printers'
[How about the Gar -age?
Devil.]

the

on

word

WAS SCIENCE USED?
colored
Two
youngsters, who

were to be paid

for changing a

large heavy tire
on a truck, were
seemingly having
difficult

a

time
tire.

ticing this, offered a quarter

to the one making the nearest correct guess
of theactual weight of the tire.

The first darkie to proffer his guess
very confidentially said, "I'll bet dis here
tire tips da scales at exactly thirty-five
pounds."
Whereupon the other boy hilariously
drolled his reply, "Man, dat shows how

ignorant yo' is. Ah jest put seventy pound

uh air in dat tire."-W. H. Schroeder.

AN UNCONSCIOUS SUBJECT
"Did you ever take chloro-

SOPHOMORE:

form?"

"No; who teaches it?"-

FRESHMAN:

Boyd Peugeot.

do not enclose return postage.

All jokes published here are paid
for at the rate of one dollar each, be-

sides the first prize of three dollars
for the best joke submitted each
month. In the event that two people
send in the same joke so as to tie for
the prize, then the sum of three dollars
in cash will be paid to each one.

A WEEKLING
HE:
our

"Dearest,
engagement

is off.

A for-

tune teller just
told me that I

was to marry a

blonde
SxE

GIVE ME A PUFF
"I just bought
a

brand new

a

in

month."

Courtney.

ALSO ILLUSTRATED
"Men, our iron age will always be with
us. Proofs are on every hand. Our intellectual age is upon us and is destined to

is

A bystander, no-

WE receive daily from one to
wo hundred contributions to

modern, young and conceited) : "The head
professor is putting my picture in a new
geology text he is writing."
DIANA: "Yeh, what kind of fossil do

mind

whose

STUDE,

lifting the

-.116-411h-al

other part of his anatomy."-F. J. Schwab.

Juxo (the new geology instructor, very

MAY BE AMOEBA BROADCAST?
"What is a radioPROF. IN BIOLOGY :

RADIO: "It's a newly introduced sickness
Its derivative is
caused ' by RALAO.
RADIO-MALARIA."-Pascual Joson.

talking business quite convincingly with an-

JUNO DIANA-SAW-US?

"To be nearer the stars."-E.

WILLIE:

A. Richon.

laria ?"

ing pool.

here in this magazine that a German entomologist

sometimes

shouted,

"EUREKA"
and plunged

LEFT ITS FOOT PRINTS

"I see

built on top of high mountains?"

a portion of

the tide."

says bees
with their

An old, fat

woman
after reading

are

observatories

astronomical

A r chimedes'

VERY TIDY
"Such nice clean sand on this
SHE:
beach."
HE : "Yes, it's washed twice a day by

HE:

I

"Willie, can you tell me why

TEACHER:

:

"Oh,

that's all right.
I can be a blonde
in a week."Alex J. Lozouski.

o x y - hydrogen

AND LESS PAINFUL

blow pipe today,"
said the first boy.
"Bring it out
I've got
here.

"We are having a special sale of
shaving sticks, Madam."

some tobacco."-

a stick will be so much safer than using a
razor."-Paul S. Powers.

Burl Knutson.

CLERK :

"Oh, I'll take one for

MRS. BARGAINS :

my husband: Rubbing his whiskers off with

SCIENTY SIMON, SCIENTIST
SEE TEAT, DIG ROCK
DOWN *MERE ? - WELL WATCH ME
BRING IT

UP!

of- t.E.550ti

SCArt
5
MO.

rAitt

HAHEPSEO
ucti

MAO
TO WEIGH

Ati

SEEMS

Ah

Ltss

EX -CAUSE

THEXERT 5

E
DoES
vie WATERfORCE

IT

OuOYA

Itt WATER
viot
A

orTHE.
To

rt -TOferms

oesieccHT virttc E
50M
SUPPORT
WEIGKT.

ITS

W.LEAKIN-
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LATEST PATE
SPINE STRETCHER

$

tr

2

GOLF TEE

DOOR LATCH

FLOOR POLISHER

2

gbirT.

No. 1,614,343, issued to Lewis H.
Broome. The inventor makes use

No. 1,614,680, issued to Rodman C.
Odell. This invention is primarily
an attachment to vacuum cleaners in

of acorn cups for his golf tees. These
are plentiful and cheap. They are

that a brush in a suitable holder is

fragile, may be readily carried and
when struck by a player even if they

affixed to the bottom of the vacuum
cleaner so that the brush can be revolved at high speed by means of the
motor in the vacuum cleaner. The
article is particularly adapted for the
polishing of hardwood floors. It is
obvious that any dust distributed by
the polisher is sucked up by the
vacuum cleaner.

fall on soil they will disintegrate and
fertilize it without in any way de-

tracting from the beauty of a lawn.
The cup is of the proper size and
shape to support a golf ball. The
acorns will likewise cause no injury
to a passing lawn mower.

No. 1,605,989 issued to Benjamin A.
Rucker.
This particular type of

door latch is primarily intended for

No. 1,614,641, issued to John R.
Anderson. This invention is a spine

the theatres

back, the intention of its inventor being that it will give results of a
similar nature to osteopathic treatment. It consists of a pair of braces
fitting under the arm and sliding in
sleeves attached to the belt.

TEACHING MUSIC

and

is

extremely

of

simple construction, with a bar run-

stretcher for use in exercising both
the spine and the muscles of the

ning across the entire width of the
door.

When

the bar

is

pressed

the latch is immediately opened and

MILK BOTTLE CARRIER
No.

1,609,721, issued

this permits the door to open and
enables theatre patrons to open the

door without turning bolts or latches.

ELECTRIC CLOCK

PHONOGRAPH
DENTIPHONE

No. 1,615,664, issued to Henry E.
Warren. This is a truly remarkable
electric clock which keeps time to
the second. It is operated like a

to Hoyt L.

It will be observed in the

Husted.

illustration below that the milk bottle

carrier may be quickly and easily
attached to milk bottles.

The clamp

synchronous motor, there being

a

small two -watt winding on a core

is a tongue which engages in a slot
and which bights upon an upward
pull of the handle.

provided

with

shading

coils.

A

red indiator tells if the power has
been

shut down for

This clock was fully

any reason.
described in

a, past issue of this publication.

No.

SHADE BRACKET

issued to Wade C.

devised an ossiphone which demonstrated that many deaf persons could

hear via their teeth. Here is a sim-

ilar but simpler mechanism enabling

board located in proper relation to
the silent keyboard which in turn is
connected with the piano. The keys
on the piano close electrical circuits
giving visual indications of the notes
struck.

1,612,872,

McClain. Several years ago H. Gems back, the editor of these publications,

No. 1,613,400, issued to Grace Ann
This method is parMcAleavey.
ticularly adapted for teaching young
children the fundamentals of accurately reading music. There is a staff

individuals partially deaf to hear
phonograph records. The band from

GAME
No. 1,615,218, issued to Henry Dupuis. In this particular game a
marble or other game piece is placed
in a spring gun and directed toward
the head of the target. On reaching
the interior of the rounded portion
of head, the game piece is caused to
drop down on any one of the baffle

the reproducer is held between the
teeth, and sounds are directly conveyed to the auditory nerve via the
bones in the head.

FRUIT MEAT REMOVER

plates and may be returned to the

player without scoring, or it may be
projected through any of the openings in the head of the target, where
it would score. In either event the
No. 1,611,688, issued

to John C.

Skala. In this particular system, it is
impossible for the shade to fly out

marble

is

returned again to the
player.

of its bracket and yet the bracket
itself is no larger than the ordinary
brackets. It will be observed from
the back view that the shade upon

being pushed into the elongated holder

at one end, fits behind a spring catch
which firmly holds it in place. To
release, press the button.

NOTICE TO READERS. The above illustrated and described devices
have recently been issued patent protection but are not as yet to our
knowledge available on the market. We regret to advise that it is impossible to supply the names and addresses of inventors of the above devices to any of our readers. The only records available, and they are at

No. 1,614,451, issued to William
Barfield. By means of this peculiar
shaped wire instrument, it is pos-

sible to remove the meat of citrous
fruits by one motion. The rod is

TOY BOAT
No. 1,610,093, issued to Thomas G.
Hitt. Below is a view of a parafin paper boat. This is foldable and
contains within it a balloon which
clay be inflated to obtain buoyancy.
At the bottom there is a cartridge
of explosive material which is ignited
and this piece of fireworks exhausting
beneath the surface of the water
propels the boat forward. A smoke
pot may be put in the smoke stacks

and air from the balloon may also
be utilized as shown.

inserted at the apex edge of the dihedral angle between the side walls
and pushed forward, the upright wires
separate the fruit from its skin -like
dividing partitions.

the Patent Office at Washington, D. C., give only the addresses of the
inventors at the time of application for a patent. Many months have
elapsed since that time, and those records are necessarily inaccurate.
-EDITOR.
Therefore, kindly do not request such information.
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;34 THE ORACLE.
Questions
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets.
addressed to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 50 cents is
made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work
or intricate calculations, a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will
be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.

The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific students. Questions
will be answered here for the benefit of all but only matter of su cient interest will be published. Rules under which questions will be answered:
1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten
or else written in ink; no penciled matter considered.

using a greater or lesser amount of alcohol, and

STRANGE SHOCK KILLS MULE
& R. Co., Fort Smith, Ark.,

cience and
Invention

(2161) T. D.

asks:

Q. 1. What is your opinion of a peculiar electric shock case which recently occurred just outside their factory in which case one of their
mules was killed apparently by the leakage of

surface, and the farther apart the hands were

held, the more distinctly the shock was felt.
Upon closing the switch. i.e., the main power
switch in the building, the shock would be felt;
with the switch open, the shock could not, be
felt.

FEED
WIRES

LOW VOLTAGE WIRES

IDENTIFICATION

NO.222,4,
THE BEARER OF THIS
IS AN AUTHORIZED CORKE,PONDENT REPORTER OF

SCIENCE and INVENTION MAGAZINE
THE PUBLISHERS OF SCIENCE AND INVENTION WILL

APPRECIATE ANY COURTESY EXTENDED THEIR
REPRESENTATIVE.

EX

ground, and was not in contact with any wire
dead.
or other metallic substance, when he fell
When the driver attempted to release the mule
from the harness he was shocked severely. The
other mule of the team was also shocked.

tory are about 15 feet from the ground.
There is a ground wire from the transformer
to a point near the water pipe. In the factory
are some 15 or 20 A. C. 220 -volt motors rating
These motors have plain
from 1 to 35 H. P.
switches for small sizes and oil compensators for
the large sizes; all are grounded.
After the mule was killed a man could stand
on the spot where the mule dropped and feel
a distinct shock from the ground by holding the
hands to the ground within 2 or 3 inches of the

the solution and the wedge of glass jammed into
place so as to seal the opening, the entire slide
being passepartoued. By "light" and "dark"
dicyanin screen, as indicated in the article mentioned, the author means a relatively weak or
concentrated solution of the dye. To a drop of
the dye a given quantity of alcohol was added
Then two drops of
to fill one of the screens.
the dye were employed, then five. and so on.
By putting one screen in back of the other, we

REPORTER'S

CARDe.2

electricity, due to what -the power company
claimed was defective ground wires in their
establishment. On the opposite side of the street
from the factory is a transformer giving a light
and power potential of 220 volts for operating
The mule was standing on the
their plant.

There is an 8 -inch water pipe directly under
the spot upon which the mule was killed, at
a depth of about 4 feet in the ground. Directly
over this spot the four wires of the 220 -volt
A.C. circuit carrying the current into the fac-

employing a medicine dropper to fill the small
space. Celluloid cement was then put on top of

CORRESPONDENT

RIMENTER P

LIS

Our own experiments in observing the human
aura did not meet with success. We have not
as yet been able to see the aura.

N ORDER to present to the public the

A NOISE TESTING CHAMBER FOR

I very latest scientific details, SCIENCE AND
INVENTION maintains a large staff of field
reporters. Any one of our readers is eligible
to join this staff and, upon request, a reporter's card will be forwarded, together
with complete instructions for gathering
material. The reporter's card is illustrated
above, and its use will gain admittance
to many places that would otherwise be
closed to the ordinary person. You need not
have any special ability to obtain one of
these cards other than a desire to help
others to gain knowledge.
Address Field Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION.
Submitted manuscripts cannot be returned
unless accompanied by postage.

(2164)
writes:

is

that the leakage of electric current through the
ground might have been caused by a "ground"
on one of your electric motors or controller boxes.
which allowed the current to find its way back
Also a breakvia the earth, water pipes, etc.
down in the insulation of one of the transformers
supplying your factory would be quite likely to
cause a leakage of current through the ground.

GROUND
MOTOR

WIRE

MACHINERY
Walter Evarts, Toronto,

Ont.,

the sounds produced when the motor turns over.
Can you suggest a method by which we might
eliminate outside sounds to facilitate this testing
process?
A. 1. The usual method of testing machines
of this type is to provide a soundproof chamber
wherein the motor can be confined, with some

horses, mules and in fact animals in general
are markedly more sensitive to electric shock
than are humans. Just why this is so is not
definitely understood so far as we know. One
reason possibly lies in the fact that horses and
mules are usually shod with iron shoes nailed

good contact.
Another thought that we have in closing

Mr.

Q. 1. We have occasion in our plant to test
electric motors after assembly so as to locate
poor bearings or improperly adjusted shims by

into the hoof, and this of course gives an extra
TRANSFORMER -----

different intensities of light.

were able to get

CO.

11

method of listening for unusual sounds which
Such a cabinet is illustrated
indicate trouble.
on this page. and we think that this design
your requirements very nicely. The
cabinet walls are lined or packed with soundproof material, and it is arranged so that the
motors may be easily put into and taken out

The door at the front of the cabinet falls
to a horizontal position. and the rails upon which
the motor carriage rests are continued on the
inside of the front, so that a continuous track
is provided which allows the motor to be rolled
completely out of the housing. When the box is
of it.

for test. the inspector places a pair of

closed

headphones on his ears, then starts up the motor.
TO CURRENT
4.' SUPPLY
I

there was something defective in
your electrical apparatus.

MICROPHONE

v

especially if

ITARTER
,e -

TATTOOING MACHINE

GROUND

/ WIRE

(2162)

Q.

1.

writes to inquire

Vernon Gale,
if

London, Conn.,

a tattooing machine may he

constructed from parts available in his home laboratory.
A.

WATER
PIPE

LEAKAGE CURRENTS -'
THROUGH EARTH

even when standing on the open

ground, without wires touching him.

a

1.

horse- standing on

a

trolley crossing with at

least one foot on the track and the other feet
on the
kill it.

ground

received

a

sufficient

shock

to

This is always a very peculiar case and
hand it does not seem that the argument you

off-

mention in regard to faulty ground wires in your
factory, was or could be the cause of the accident in question.
About the best advice we could give you in
a case like this is to procure the services of a
local electrical engineer who could examine all
the conditions in this peculiar case right on the
spot, and if this engineer made a few measurements, it is possible he could point out the true
cause of the trouble.
From

the

writer's experience

it

seems

ASBESTOS
PAD

tattooing.

This is a peculiar case, but in a couple
of instances similar to this one, where an animal
was killed by an electric shock, received while
standing on the ground, the cause was due to a
feed wire which had broken from the insulators
on a pole line and had dropped down in contact with the earth. The ground being damp,
A.

Some very successful tattooing machines

the vibrating armature will cause the needles to operate with a reciprocating movement and thus
create small punctures in the skin when applied
threto. These hints should enable you to carry out
the mechanical construction of the device for yourself. Ink of various colors is usually employed in

The above diagram indicates how a mule can
be killed

1.

are made by' mechanically linking a needle or a
series of needls to the armature of a large and
strong buzzer. The needles are so arranged that

777-

that

DICYANIN SCREENS
N. Hagley, of Los AnQ. 1. Kindly furnish me with the specifications for a dicyanin screen such as that described
in an article on the detection of the human aura.
A. 1. The writer of the article to which you
refer made some dicyanin screens, using celluloid
dissolved in amylaCetate cement, for binding the
glass walls of the cell together. This solution
is made very thick and the glass is clamped to-

gether in suitable clamps until the solution is
hardened. The system employed used micro-

scopic slides for the back and front of the screen.
Thin strips of a slide were then cut out for
the two sides and bottom, -and a tiny glass wedge.
tapering slightly, was used for sealing the top.
The two sides and bottom were then cemented
in place with the celluloid cement. The solution
of dicyanin was then made with grain alcohol.
although we presume that denatured alcohol will
work as well. This was poured into the space
between

the

slides

in

various

concentrations,

TELEPHONE

CORRUGATED

INDUCTION COIL

j BOARD

(2163) Mr. Ludwig
geles, Calif.. writes:

BUILDERS

-- PAPER

11111, -BAIT
MICROPHONE

t

_2"COR K BOARD OR

(

DOUBLE
HEADSET

HEAVY LINOLEUM

CROSS SECTION OF' BOX WALLS.
The diagram above shows how it is possible to
test a noisy motor in a very noisy factory.

The motor sounds only are picked up by the

microphone and relayed to the tester who hears
the noise in the earphones.
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STALE
MONEY

of these
it Is easybill fors,
eacfh person
o limited

Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc.,
very latest discovery in the
Visible by Night The
scientist world. Hitherto, prac-

means to

appear
prosperous

tically unobtainable except at an exorbitant price, we have at bet
succeeded in producing this remarkable LUMINOUS PAINT,which, applied to
the surface of any article, Its rays of whits amt. renderingt porlortly

IV flashing
a roll of

In the dark. THE DARKER THE NIGHT, THE MORE BRILLIANT IT SHINES. Quite

simple tose. Anyone -you can do it. A little applied to the dial of your
watch or clock

these bills

at
the
prop

will enable you to tell the time' by night. You can coat the push
buttons or switch plates of your electric lights, match boxes, and innumerable
other article,.; make your own Luminous Crucifix., Luminous Rosaries, ete.
Bottle containing sufficient to coat aeveral email argeles. Priem 25e. Larger time and peeling off a genuine bill
or two from the outside of the roll,
Wes 50e and S1 postpaid. Johnsen Smith & Ca., Dept, 262 Racine. Wis.

The "Little' Giant" Typewriter
A First Class Writing

Machine For $1.50
Thtrig"tLitie IV:Iiiateggrn

a;r5hO
would like to nee a tTpewriterIbut
whose needs and bueiness do not Ware
rant the .penae attached to the pun.

the effect created will be found to
be all that can be desired. Prices,
postpaid: 40 13111s 20e, 120 for 50c,
or $3.50 thousand postpaid.

Wonderful XA-Ray
Tube
wonaerfullittle

nstrument pro-

ducing optical
Illusions both

and use of a fifty or seventy-five
surprising a n d
machine. To such persons we
recommend our Little
startling. With it
ant. Ills strongly made,buteinaile you can we what 4 apparently the bones of
Gnfidently
in co.tni °Lion, eo that anyone cart your fingers, the lead in a lead permit, the inquickly learn to operate it, d writ* terior opening in a pipe stem, and many other
as rapidly as they would with pen bimilar illusions A mystery that no one has
and ink. 'The letters of the alphabet
able to enlist actorily explain. Price 10c,
mat frequently tired are go grouped as to enable one to write rapidly, the numerate 3een
for25az I doom 75c. Johemo Smith & Co.
1 to 10, and the punctuation marks being together, With this machine you can eend
your best girl typewritten love lettere. address envelopes, make out bills, and do almost
any kind of work not requiring a lam, expensive machine. With each typewriter
wit
We wend a tube of ink and full printed mstnictiona for using the inaehine. Price maw
dhave
ollar

4J

Ono 54.50 by wall postpaid soapy address to the world.

Luck
Ring

Every Boy His Own Toy Maker
Greatest boys' book
Written. Tells how to
make a Pinhole Camera, a Canoe, model
Ra1lroad, a Telephone,
Boomerang; Telegraph

Instrument, Box Kite,

Talking 'Machine,

Microscope, Electrio Motor, Electric

Door Bell, Water Wheel, Paddle
Raft, a pair of Skis, a Dog Sled,
Bird House, Rabbit Yard. etc. 64
pages, 150 illustrations.

PRICE,

Quaint
and Novel
Design

TH

GO

You know how faahionable ifi
la to have gold crowne-if you
ean afford it. These eold-fi nished
...fasten Over yoveur real teeth
and look like
ry wealthy

A VERY striking .d uncommon ring.. Silver
Witinpearfrgr4o1VO't ttri
eye.. f;k1hy many to bring Goon Look to the
ood Lank Ring.
tgs
that
will peke a pride in
;:iar;Tri trier:
wearine. ONLY 25 CENTS.

off in an instant. Get some and
surmise your friends. PRICE

Exploding Cigaeettes

fillings. Can he slipped on and

6 Cents Each, 3 for 115e. or
10n postpaid; 3 if or 25c.
50e for I dog postpaid.
1OHNSON SMITH & co..nont. 367 'Bauble. WIS.

MiniatureWatch CharmPistol

REAL PISTOL

Exact reproduction of
real pistol; actually
Breslin'BANK CARTRIDGES
of minlaturesize. Illussize.
tration is
long, with
VA, inchesactual
ring at end for attach-

Shoals Blank
Cartridges

ing to watch chain.

Loads litre a regular pieta.
Pull the trigger and it goes off with a loud bang. Pistol ie break -open type; illustra
plated. note
tion ehows position for loading. Made entirely of high grade steel, nickel rod.
PRICE
barrel. handsomely engraved handles, complete in box with cleaning
R

Also furnished with pearl handles, $2.50.
per bog of 25.
$1.on 75.

BLANK CARTRIDGES, 50o

BOYS

BOYS

BOYS

lor 40c; 51.86 doz

,

when you look through.

'" ,

iii

Lord's Prayer in type. etc.

-

MIDGET BIBLE
GREAT CURIOSITY

KU KIU

Everything about the Ku Klux Klan told in a
clear, fearless manner. Book tells all. How it
started and was suppressed in 1871-The New Ku
Klux Klan-How organized-How members are
enrolled-Oath of the Klan-Questions for Can dl dates-Creed-Objects of the Order-Obedience
-Fidelity-Pledge of Loyalty-Ku Klux Klar
and the Masons-The Jews-The Masons-Real

K. of C. Oath-The Negro Ku Klux Klan, etc., etc. Latest and most
Complete book on the Klan published. Pries. 35e, postpaid,

SEX INDICATOR

Rold the MAGIC INDICATOR
over a wan'. hand-instantly it
i 11
moves in a atraight Hoe, back Al
'--,-.- ' ward and forward. Hold it over
a woman's band and it describes
a complete and continuo. circle.
The same action can be obtained
ov neverter written by a man or
woman, etc. It is fascinating; baffling. We hav
been able to figure out
how it's done-but we've never seen it fail. Many novel and entertaining feats
may be performed with the Sex Indicator. For example, similar results can be
obtained with animals, cats, dogs, rabbit., over bit., chicken. canaries, etc.
Also used to predetermine the .x of chickens and binks, etc., in ?act it is sold as

'i .X.37:,

:1

Place a very
amallamount
of thin powder on the
back of your

hand
and
blow it into

the sir, and
everyone In
tri .7'1/tfr.. ' the room or
car will begin
to sneeze without knowing the reason
why. It is most amusing to he their remarks, as they never suepect the real
course, but think they have caught It one
from the other. Between the laughing
..ef

A Derdere Edition of our new 1927CA TA LOG
moiled on receipt of the. Handsome cloth
binding. Only book of its kind. 550 Pares.'
all the latest trieks in magic, the newest novelties, pe wles. atones, sporting. andd.htd*sbook
s, curiosities m seeds
plants in
le eleewhere.

in. irf height, will
dance to music -and perform various gyrations and
movements while
the operator ma>
be some distanc,
from it.
Mire .

Serpent's Eggs

Box contains 12 eggs. When
lit with a match, each

Ittally betas...

aseveral
snake

Be, 25c

curls and twists about in a most lifelike manner. Price oar boa 10C ppd.

the t me of your life. For Parties. Political meeting., ear rides, or any place at
ail where there is a gathering of People,
it Is their...1 lane out. PrIC10tor,3

Microphone Transmitter Buttoij

You can easily make a highly sensitive detectophone
being this Transmitter Button to collect the Sound waves.
You man build you own outfit without buying ...ens
equipment. It
ample and inexpensive. You can install
an outfit in your home and hear conversations being held all
over the houee. You used.nnect up different rooms of a
hotel. Thi.
was
by secret service opera... dor.
You
ins the war. It is being used on the daze. It is
live and is the greatest invention in micro -Phones You rot
mount the button almost anywhere-card board boxes, dove
pipe., dilloakndare, on the wall behind a icture frame, etc.
Button I. so light and email it cennot be detected. Perilous
can be overheard without impeding it. You tan listen in on
conversations in another room. A dent person in the audience
con hear the sportier. Connected to PhonoR.Ph, piano or
other musical instrument, musts can be heard hundreds of
feet away. Button may be used to renew telephone tram mitten,. often makes an old lion ftalloupw when nothing

else will. The ideal microphone for radio we; carries heavy
eurrent and is extremely sensitive. Amplifies radio signals Countless other
Wes will suggset themselves. Experimenters find the Button woeful for hundreds of
experiment., along the lines of telephones, amplifiers, loud speakers, etc. Many fond.
bating stunts may be devised. nosh a holding the button &owlet the throat or cheek
to reproduce speech without sound waves, $5.00 is given to anyone who sends in
new suggestion for the use of the Button providing th
fastarers find it miftribk
for we in their literature. PRICE $1.00 POSTPAID ANYWHERE.

ANARCHIST BOMBS
One

of
these
Lloaatesd vials
in

Rolla our own and save money. Makes
them bter and quicker besides .ving more
of
than half. bee your favorite brand
tobacco. Neat, useful and handy.of Pocket
metal,
oz. Made entirely
miss weighs
niekel-plated. Prim 250 postpeld.

MAGIC FLUTE
Toned and Musical

people
will
cause more

aternation than a
limburger cheese.
The smell entirely disappears in a short time.

10c a Box, 3 Boxes for 25e

resembles a Rota. There
2Pat c
I. no fingering, and, once en have mastered
can play all kind. of mimic with facility
and saes When played as an accompaniment
to a piano or any other musical instrument,
the egad ill as charming se it le sun:dieing.

Novelty Badges

INVISIBLE INK

The moat confidential

memages can be writ-

ten with this Ink, for

the writing MAKES NO

\

IIARK. Cannot be seen
gmles. you know the se
se-cret. Invaluable for man?
romans. Keep your postale and other private memorandums away from Plying
eyes. Great fun for playing
practical jokes. Only 15e Bottle

ITCHING POWDER

This is another good practical joke; the intense
discomfiture of your victims to everyone but
themselves is thoroughly enjoyable. All that
is necessary to start the ball rolling is to deposit a little of the powder on a person's hand
and the powder can be relied upon to do the
rest. The result is a vigorous scratch, third.
some more scratch, and still dome more.
10c box, 3 boxes for 25e or 7 Se per doz boxes

LOOK

350i
1400

Magic Flubs or Rumen -

is unique and novel
musical instrument that is
i ,,Icyed with noes and mouth
combned. There juet
6 tee knack in playing
which, when once .a___,... i t uired
after a little ri
yee will enable you to
Post
or °dues ery sweet
music that somewhat
.....:,,

a

room full of

Wonderful Iguana
me nt. yerealts?gething
sep-

arate articles an
one. Everybody
delighted with it.
Odd, curious and
of

interesting. Lots

pleasure as well as

very useful. It is a double
Microscope for examining the wonders
$1.011
.
of nature. It is also an Opera Glass.
a Stereoscope, a Burning Lens, a Reading Glass, a Telescope, a Compass, a Pocket Mirror, and a Laryngoscope

or

_

-for examining eye, ear, nose and throat. It is worth all the cost
to locate even one painful cinder in the eye. Folds flat and fits the
pocket. Something great-you need one. Don't miss it. Sent by
mail, postpaid. Price, only 35c or 3 for 51.00 postpaid.

RESURRECTION
PLANT
One of the most wonderful
plants known.

f'

*patented egg teeter in Europe. Price 25e, or 3 for 65c. Postpaid.

pd.

ofAailrIceiton 11.0c

and +Imaging you youmelf will be having

Come in asaorted

viawe-Aetresses, views of Panama Canal,

Smallest Bible in the world. Size of a
postage stamp. 200 Pages. Said to
bring good luck to the owner. A genuine work of art. Mont be seen to be
appreciated. Make good money selling
them to friends, church acquaintances,
etc. PRICE 15e each, 3 for 40e, 12
for $1.35, 100 for $7.50. Also obtainable in Leather Binding,
with gold edges. Pile* 50e each, 3 for $1.25, $4.50 per doz..
Magnifying Mass for one with Midget Bible. 15c

g.-,

..j1.15F1

enlarge the piotures to a very mu 'ising degree:
in fact, it Deems almost incredibarle that a clear
picture could be posaible in such a small compass and how sharp and distinct they show up

-

mate

Sneezing Powder Mystic Skeleton

Popular Watch Charms

above for Bird Calls, etc. AnyCIGARETTE MAKER
one can use it.
cc,PaElgucok
Never Fails. A 16 -page Course on ventriloquism,
and the Ventrilo, ALL FOR 10c postpaid.

Indicator
25c .....

PRICE ONLY $1.00 Postpaid. Blank Cartridges 22.Cafe shipped by express only, 50c per 100. Johnson Smith & Co., Dept 367 Racine. Wis.

uality. They appear no real, but when each
qontains
cigarette ieabout one-third emoked, the victim
gets a very great our prise as it goes off with a
loud BANG I A great mirth provoker yet
entirely harmless. Pries 250 per box.

3

a little instrument, fits in the
mouth out of sight, used with

SEX 6---:

Burglars, Tramps and Dogs. You can have it lying about without the danger attached to other revolvers. We sell large numbora .ound the 4th of July. Well made of solid Metal.

JUST LIKE ORDINARY CIGARETTES.
BUT SUCH REAL STARTLERS! The box
ton genuine cigarettes of excellent

Very pretty little eurioeitie. and decidedly
novel. Fitted with Magnifying Lenees that

THE VENTRILO

Female

of the latest
type of Revolver, the'
a p peacen.
of .w ch
alone ie
enough to scare a burglar, whilst, when
loaded, it will probably prove just as
effective as a revolver with real bullets, without the danger to life. It
takes the standard .32 Calibre Blank
Cartridges, that are obtainable moat
everywhere. Even the most timid
women can use it with perfect safety and frighten a thief without rink to herself or anyone else. A Great Protection Against

PAID

ONLY

policeman or friends.

the pattern.

POST-

15c

Into a trunk, under the
bed or anywhere. Lots of
fun fooling the teacher,

Price

00

THROW YOUR VOICE
aik

Good

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL

adn d
effectivi
Pieta]
modelled o
Thise w e
m
a

Possesses the

strange power of turning in a
few minutes from an apparently lifeless, dry herb to a
BEAUTIFUL LIVING FERN-

of a dark green color.
Kissing Permit Ige
Carter Inspector file
Two very novel metal badges, nickel
plated, that you can wear, giving YOU fun

out of all proportion to their trifling cost.
10e, each badge. 3 for 25e, or 75e per
dor. p.pd.

LIKE PLANT

Simply place the plant
in saucer of water. it will open up and start to grow
in 20 minutes. When taken out it will dry up and
go to sleep until placed in water again. Fine house

plant-summer or winter.

10 cents each or

ItStIlie5C' Agents Wanted

ADDRESS ORDERS FOR ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE TO

JOHNSON SMITH & CO. DEPT. 367,

RACINE. WIS.

Postage

li`'''''741
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ELECTRICAL EXPERT'S OUTFIT
Complete when

Largest Theater in the World

$50

you enroll

By JAMES FRANCIS CLEMENGER

VALUE.

(Continued from page 1090)

Real toolsno toys.
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est we learned that, during the first stages
of construction, a workman was knocked
from the scaffolding at the top of the dome
when his platform was struck by a falling

crane. He dropped straight down to the concrete 120 ft. below-and when they went
down to pick up the pieces they found that he
was not even slightly injured. Roxy feels that
this is a good omen and that it prophesies the
success which is certain to come. As long as
none of the patrons attempt to duplicate the
unintentional circus feat of the lucky work-

HERE ARE THE TOOLS that make

man, the relation of this incident could do
no harm whatever.

money. Free, too, if you accept this special offer for S. of E. electrical training.

To add to the joy of the patrons, Roxy
decided at the last moment to install the

Just a few happy hours each week at
home means big success. Work that's
full of thrills and fun. Send coupon

famous vitaphone system of talking movies,
and they will be given a feature place on the
bill.

for FREE book.

III

OUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE BOND means that your training

111111111

must absolutely satisfy you or every
penny is refunded. S. of E. training

makes good-with you. Our 23 years'
experience has shown us the one right

way for success. Mr. Harnischfeger,
president of the Harnischfeger Corp'n,
one of the largest electrical concerns in
America says, "The best recommendation I have for your school is the number of your graduates who have made
good in our organization. Their training is right."

LET THE OTHER FELLOW

slave

away at $25 a week. You get the real

job with S. of E. training. Our men
go to the Western
Electric, Harrnischfeger Corp., Nord berg Mfg. Co.,
Allis Chalmers, and

with our help and snake big
your own boss.
money.
$65 A WEEK AND UP is just ordinary
pay in electrical work. Even common electricians make that much. But with S. of E.
training you can be an electrical expert and
get the big job.
OPPORTUNITIES BY THOUSANDS
every day. No slack seasons. The electrical
boom is just starting. S. of E. men are demanded first because our 23 years' experience means better and more practical training for our students.

64 PAGE BOOK NOW FREE-send

for your
copy
free and
postpaid.
Money

Back guarantee

thabour course satisfies or money
back. Mail coupon
today Without \fail.

Oscar Werwath, /Pree.

Dept. SI-H427

Bok 331, Milwaukee, Wis.

AND UP!
'Electric Wizard'
A chance of a
of General Electric was for the real career in ellast 6 years of his ectricity for yourlife on advisory self. In business

Please send me board

of S.of E.

terior decoration, even though it was to some
extent obscured by scaffolding. Through the
kindness of Mr. Douglas Murray, a personal
assistant to Mr. Rothafel who acted as guide

on two trips through the theater during the

constructional period, we were enabled to ob-

tain a large amount of information which
would otherwise be unavailable.

A few interesting facts were gathered
during this last inspection trip, which are
set forth here.
The distance from the floor of the auditorium to the center of the vaulted roof is
about 120 ft. As a matter of peculiar inter FRONT SECTION
OF STAGE

IO.

REAR

SECTN-)
sir

MOTORS

CONNECT'

SHAFTS -

or rapid advance went with elee-

GRAND
FOYER

auditorium and the
general grouping of

RECEPTION
HALL

units. The auditorium
itself is illustrated elsewhere in this
article, as is the grand foyer. These
constitute

the main units of the

house, and together they provide accommodations for ten thousand patrons at one time. The main portion of the executive and production
departments are located above and to
the side of the grand foyer. A large
hotel is located on the Seventh Ave-

nue side, and the ground space for
the entrance hall has been leased for
years to pass through the property

00
a
of

number of
the hotel.

Just as a final indication of the true magnificence of the decorative scheme of this

wonderful theater, my readers will undoubtedly be interested to know that every square
inch of the walls and ceiling of the auditorium of the Roxy Theater is completely covered with a layer of pure gold or silver leaf.

variable -speed apparatus, which we suggest-

WORM

STEEL CASING

stage is very cleverly designed. Electric motors
do all the work through a powerful train of gears,
1

o

ventor's device in the form of a gearless,

FLANGE

The mechanism for raising and lowering the

State

A floor plan of the
Roxy Theater is illustrated here. It will be
seen at once that the
theater is of unusual
arrangement, both as
to the layout of the

In the February, 1927, issue of this journal
on page 890 we illustrated a new British in-

8 PIPE FILLED
% WITH OIL

guarantee.

0

GEARLESS TRANSMISSION

STAGE FLOOR

-WORM DRIVE.

Ideal concerns.
free and postpaid your 64 page book giving details of S. of
E. training. Also details of your Money -Back

Name
.4 ddress
City

It was found, however, that somewhat
more light was needed in the upper part of the
theater than could be attained by this method.
Flood lights were therefore placed in the highest portions of the ceiling, concealed behind
decorative devices, where the general illumination might be increased without destroying the
unique effect.

GEAR THREADED
INSIDE

P. Stein- $65 A WEEK
CUP NOW! Charles
mem, A.31.Ph.D,
School of Engineering

nation of the theater be accomplished by an
arrangement of lights such as that illustrated

above.

performance, and at that time he was powerfully impressed with the beauty of the in-

concerns. Or you go
into business for Hundreds of S. of E. Stu yourself and be debts locate for themselves

"Whatever your present occupatiion we
can train you for
success in electricity.
Put yourself in my
hands."

It was originally planned that the entire illumi-

In Business for Yourself

other big electrical

A Personal
Challenge

4

which move the stage silently and quickly.

ed might in time be modified or adapted to
automobile requirements so as to do away
with the present gear -shift.
We have received a letter from Mr. Louis
C. Cattoi, stating that he took out an American patent on a practically identical system
of variable speed transmission, the number
of this patent being 1,421,908 which was issued July 4, 1922. Anyone interested in the
problem of variable speed transmissions of a

positive type will do well to study the article we published in the February issue, as
well as the patent specification and claims of
Mr. Cattoi.
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Lar

dio Paris!
THIS

NEW

1927

i0OPAGL
RADIO

EDITION

No. 17

CATALOGUE

600
Illustrations

FREE
51-100KUPS
I

A:031-1'

BUY
FROM RADIO'S OLDEST
MAIL ORDER HOUSE
WE are the oldest established, exclusive
radio mail order house in the country.
Our motto is "Quick Shipment." All orders are
snipped within 24 hours. Quick, prompt, cour-

teous service. We carry a larger variety of

radio parts and findings than any other radio
house in the country.

"RASCO HAS IT"
If you are in need of certain small radio

parts that other radio and mail order houses do

not bother to carry, get the Rasco parts catalog, and you will find them there, anything
from a screw to copper ribbon and telephone diaphragms, as well as thousands of
other small radio findings. Just to mention

a few:

NEW RASCO CATALOG No. 17

Lugs, nuts, dials, vernier dials, jacks, plugs,

Ii

every kind of knob, cords, panels, screws,

sliders, washers, selenium, tinfoil, switches,
crystals, cap nuts, Litz wire, cord tips, brass
rods, resistances, name plates, spring binding
posts, switch parts, metal ribbon, carbon balls,
binding posts, all types, switch points, switch
levers, lock washers, carbon grains, ground
clamps, metal pointers, insulated tubing, low
melting metal, antenna connectors, bus bar
wire, as well as thousands of other articles.
We carry the Largest Variety of Small
Radio Parts in the World.

ii

If you will paste this coupon on a

post card and mail today, we

will be pleased to send you our
new Catalog at once.

RADIO SPECIALTY CO.

98 Park Place

FolCe

geweitnagiesHotoltps

All Armstrong Circuits: These important circuits are explained clearly, all values
having been given. Just to name a few of the Vacuum Tube circuits: The V.T. as a
detector and one-step amplifier; Super Regenerator; one-step radio frequency amplifier and detector; three -stage audio frequency amplifier; short wave regenerative
circuits; 4 -stage radio frequency amplifier; radio and audio frequency amplifier; inductively coupled amplifier; all Reflex Circuits. This catalog is crammed full of
small parts and radio findings, literally thousands of them. In addition there is
much useful information contained herein.

New York, N. Y.

RADIO SPECIALTY CO.,
SidrI.-4-2/11
198 Park Place, New York
1You may send me.
CATALQ6 No. 17. wigvgtechArgIna7g,igblilfgaytr.deyX;.)NEWI

ran.

Street

0.

State
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Patent

PATENTS

U.S.
11:0'
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.11191'
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Edited By
Joseph H. Kraus

Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to any-

one bend for blank form "Evidence of

Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed instructions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inventions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Conception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,-a post
card will do.

Registered Patent Attorneys in U.S. and Canada

255 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D.

C.

"Originators of form Evidence of Conception"

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in dout t as to certain patent phases. Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice" cannot
be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are published here for the benefit of all readers.
If the idea is t :ought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in order to
protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.
NOTE:-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address are
upon the letter and envelope as well. Many letters are returned to us because either the name of
the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS
(1009)

Manitoba,

Woods,

Howard

A.

Canada,

submits a sketch of an oval drawing tool and a
flexible curve. He requests our opinion.
A. We are of the opinion that your oval drawing machine is too elaborate for daily use and
rather too expensive to market. No doubt a
market could be made for floe machine capable of
drawing ovals of any width or length, but the

mechanism should be simple, instantly adjustable
and inexpensive.
With reference to your curve -drawing tool, we
would suggest that the style of your particular
device

is

not

new

nor

it

is

We do not suggest a patent on either of your

,,ysteins.

PROTECTING IDEAS-PRIORITY CLAIMS

10 THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

about publishing an idea to protect it.
A. Publication of an idea in a magazine is not

I offer a comprehensive, experienced, efficient service for his prompt, legal protection and the development of
his proposition.
Send sketch, or model and descrip-

order to get such "priority of conception" evidence.
We would suggest that you draw the plans of
your invention on a sheet of paper and also place

tion,

for advice as

to cost, search

through prior United States patents.
etc. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to probable patentability before they go to
any expense.

Booklet of valuable information and form
for properly disclosing your idea, free on
request. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building.
41V Park Row.

Washington. D. C.
New York City

W. H.

Wallace, Sask, Canada,

asks

protection. It merely establishes a claim of
priority, but it is not -necessary that the idea
be published in a newspaper or a magazine in
a

on that same sheet a complete description of the
device, showing how it is to operate, and what
it is intended to do. Show this paper to as
many of your friends as you care,-the more
the better, and have each one sign his name on
the bottom of the paper. Also place thereon the
date on which they saw the particular drawing.
In this way you will have established a good
claim of priority.
Reduction of the invention to practice is another
method that should always be employed wherever
possible. This constitutes the building of a model.
which you should then photograph and have the
photo sworn to before a notary public. This is
merely for the purpose of securing a record of the
date

of

the

photograph.

Keep

the

specified

photographer's bills and model maker's hills.

INVENTORS

who derive largest profits know
and heed certain

simple but vital
facts before applying for Patents. Our book Patent Sense gives those facts; sent free. Write

LACEY & LACEY
644 F STREET,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Established 1869

A third system would be to take duplicates of
both of the previous methods, place them in an
envelope so that it can not possibly be opened
without breaking the seals. This envelope should
be mailed to yourself, and you should be sure
that the stamp cancellation date is very clearly
impressed on this envelope. Under no circumstances should this envelope be opened except in
court, in an effort to establish priority.
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
(1011) William L. Conner, Dayton, submits
suggestions for a potato peeler, potato slicer,

bread slicer and biscuit cutter.

INVENTORS PlIVRTIET
Send for our Guide Book, HOW TO GET A PATENT,
vention Blank, sent Free on request. Tells our terms,
model or sketch
your invention for
INSTRUCTIONS
Name

Street
City

REASONABLE.
ENCES.

and Evidence of In methods, etc. Send
and

In the potato ' peeler and possibly even the
bread slicer, this is detrimental. In the biscuit
cutter, the device is slightly more practical but
not new and probably cannot be patented. The
potato slicer impresses us as old and obtainable
in both this and the honeycomb form, in the
average five -and -ten -cent store.
We would 'not recommend applying for

patents for any of the things suggested.

CARBURETOR GAS -AIR SUPPLY
Horace Lemaster, Maryville, Mo., asks

(1012)

for our opinion on a carburetor to feed more
gas vapor to the engine, the regular carburetor
to he connected to the air space above gas level
of the tank. In this way gas -laden air is to be
drawn into the carburetor instead of pure air.
A. 1. If we desire to feed gas -laden air to
the carburetor, we could do so by simply cutting
off the air value and forcing the pure vapor of
gasoline into the engine. Unfortunately for your
invention, unless gasoline is properly mixed with

air, it is non -explosive and that is why carburetors are as intricate and contain as many
controls do. Your idea therefore of using the
gas -laden air found in the gasoline tank is not

practical because its saturation would be variable
at all times; because the installation is dangerous
and because a back pressure would be produced,
preventing floe gasoline from feeding to the carburetor properly. The suggestion is entirely
without approval and we do not recommend that
you apply for a patent on the same.

COMBINED ARTICLES

(1013) Charles C. France Watsontown, N. J.,
asks three questions, the nature of which is

made clear in the answers.
A. 1. In regard to your communication, the
combining of three devices to be used for a different purpose does not necessarily supply a
claim for a patent, and we doubt very much if
you can secure one.
Many an idea has been sold without being
patented, and without the necessity of making
a model. Keyless locks are old and combination
locks, as well as locks which will work by secret
methods have beets on the market for a great
many years, consequently we do not know
whether or not the particular style of lock advanced by you is practical. We would suggest
float you build a model and send it to any of
the larger lock manufacturers to determine the
possibility of selling such an article.
You could hardly get a patent on an automobile jack (which can work on only the rear
wheel but not on floe front wheels) even if that
individual discovers a way to make it work on
the front wheels.
We have not to this day
seen any jack which could not work on both
front and rear wheels of an automobile. It is
obvious that a tire on the front wheel must be
changed nearly as often as one on the rear
wheel, and coAsequently any jack which cannot
operate on floe front wheel would be a market
impracticability.

description of

INSPECTION and

FREE. TERMS
BEST REFER-

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept. 172,

We do not 'consider that any of your

The

advisable.

simplest device of this nature which we have seen
consists of a sheet of rubber joined to a sheet of
metal, the metal sliding over rubber and the
rubber itself holding the metal band in place.

(1010)

I.

ideas are practicable. In all of them you have
merely combined a 'plurality of knives, instead
of one knife to accomplish the purpose.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

POLE RAISER
(1014) Albert McDowell, Los Angeles, Calif.,
submits a suggestion for raising telegraph poles.
A. I. We do not see that your device is
practical, and we do not believe that it is as

as the ordinary donkey pole method of
raising telegraph or other poles, your system
being more cumbersome and leis speedy in
operation.
good

Even though the idea may be patentable, we
would not suggest that you apply for a patent.
(Continued on page 11411
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At the right is a view. of my drafting and specification offices where a
large staff of experienced experts are

in my constant employ.

All drawingsand specifications are prepared under my personal
supervision.
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Office
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Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or
more applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea
(even though the inventors may live in different sections of the country
and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of
proof rests upon the last application filed. Delays of even a few days in
filing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So lose no
time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below.

Inventors
V-4fit-giede,

Free Boo

Prompt, Careful, Efficient Service
This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time and attention
to patent and trademark cases . Our offices are directly across the street
from the U. S. Patent Office. We understand the technicalities of patent
law. We know the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can
proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing an application
for a patent covering your idea. Our success has been built on the
strength of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and trademark owners located in every state in the Union.

Strict Secrecy Preserved-Write
Me in Confidence

vsio%)OF

it,p1fliTION

All communications, sketches, drawings, etc., are held in strictest confidence in strong, steel, fireproof files, which are accessible only to author.
ized members of my staff. Feel free to write me fully and frankly. Your
case will have my personal attention. It is probable that I can help you.
Highest references. But FIRST-clip the coupon and get my free book.
Do THAT right now.

No Charge for Information
On How to Proceed
The booklet shown here contains valuable information relating to patent
procedure that every inventor should have. And with it I will send you
my "Record of Invention" form, on which you can sketch your idea and
establish its date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply mail the coupon and 1 will send you the booklet, and
the "Record of Invention" form, together with detailed information on how
to proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose a
minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely
without charge or obligation.

Clarence
A. O'Brien
Registered Patent Attorney
Member of Bar of : Supreme Court of the United States;
Court of Appeals, District of Columbia ; Supreme Court,
District of Columbia; United States Court of Claims.
PRACTICE CONFINED EXCLUSIVELY TO
PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney
53-W Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.:
Washington, D. C.

Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain

a

Patent," and your "Record of In-

vention" form without any cost or obligation
on my part.
Name

Address
(Important; Print or Write name clearly)
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patent application may deprive you of all profit from
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Kinks for Experimenters
By RAYMOND B. WAILES
(Continued front pay(' 1127)

A tapped hole can be made in a hard rub-

ber radio panel by first making an undersized hole in the panel with a red hot wire
or nail and then while the rubber is still
soft from the heat, screwing the machine
screw into the hole and allowing the panel
to cool. The screw can then be removed,
the burr scraped off, and a perfect tapped
hole will result.

Panel type voltmeters or ammeters can be
made into the portable or table -top type by
fastening brass brackets to them and bending the brackets so that a sloping position
is had.

/n bbstness 25 Years CompIele facihbes References

&MADAM FISHER MFG. C O..
St. Louis, Mo.
205ll Enright Ave.
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but two days from New York

Into the Fourth Dimension

A FOREIGN LAND

By RAY CUMMINGS

(Continued front Page 1109)
and machine guns, and war -vessels alert to
destroy them.

BERMUDA-here are the charms of

I told myself that there was nothing to

the Old World amidst the comforts of
the new.
Only 48 hours from New York. Average winter temperature 60° to 70°.

fear. I had thought of escape. Desperately

I would try to rejoin Will and Bee that we
might do something to stem this invasion.
Or escape, and get up there to Earth, to tell
the authorities what I knew. But sober reason told me that as yet I knew very little.
I had best stay with Brutar, to learn what
I could.
We passed under the length of Manhattan; came at last to lower Broadway. We
were close beneath it. The great shadowy

Two sailings weekly on the modern transatlantic liners, under contract with the Bermuda
Government-

GolfBoatingTennis-

piles of masonry towered above us. Looking

BathingCycling-

upward I could see through the shadowy
outlines of the foundations of the buildings;

S.S. Fort Victoria
S.S. Fort St. George

etc.

strata of rock; the subway tunnels; to the
right the tubes leading to New Jersey beneath the river ; the net -work of water
mains; gas; light; telephones; the myriad
underground arteries of the city. And I
could see up through the sub -cellars, the
cellars, and into the buildings themselves.

Hotels
The Bermudiana in Hamilton, the St. George Hotel
in St. Georges-the last word in modern comfort.
For booklets and reservations write

FURNESS
BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall Street, New York City, or any local tourist agent
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soldier-passed through him; but the
soldier did not move."
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We have Direct Agencies in Foreign Countries and secure Foreign Patents in shortest time and lowest cost.

Towering structures with all their anatomy
laid bare as though some giant X-ray were
turned upon them.
We stopped; gathered in a group. We
were just beneath City Hall Park, standing

PROGRESS OF INVENTION

Description of World's Most Pressing Problems by

partly within one of the Subway tunnels.
No trains were running. Soldiers were

Leading Scientists and Inventors
All Communications and Data Strictly Confidential.
Interference and Infringement Suits Prosecuted.

along the tracks-transparent ghosts of uni-

TO MAKE YOUR CASE SPECIAL AND AVOID DE-

massed on the station platform. They came

IMPORTANT

formed, armed men-came until some of

them passed directly through us; and stood
nearby, grimly watching and waiting.
In the empty park overhead, policemen
were on guard, and troops were bringing in

LAY YOU SHOULD HAVE YOUR CASE MADE
SPECIAL IN OUR OFFICE to secure protection, save
correspondence and obtain early filing date in Patent
Office. To secure special preparation of your case send
$25.00 on account with model or sketch and description of your invention.

Brooklyn Bridge; police boats were clustering on the river there ; and armed men were
waiting in the cellar of every building near
by. There were towering giants of buildings all about us here. . . . The Woolworth
Building was close at hand. . . .
Brutar said, "I should not care just now.
to materialize further, Rob. These men
look very determined." His laugh was ironical. "They are watching us closely-much
good it will do them !"

Highest References-Prompt Attention-Reasonable Terms

machine guns.

I could see, too, that soldiers were now massing on the shadowy
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Attorneys)
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He called his little band of fighters to

him; they stood partly on the Subway tracks

and partly beneath them. And he gave his
low -toned instructions.
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I saw ten of his men move aside as he

Thousands Use These
Ingenious

TRANSMITTER
UNITS

indicated them. "Yes," he said.

"You first.

And I think I would work upon that largest
house over there."
Silently, with their ghostly glowing bricks
in hand, the ten advanced. Across the Subway tracks, through the spectral earth and
rock strata under Broadway. Climbing or
floating upward, I could not tell. Moving

through and into the vitals of the Woolworth Building

CHAPTER XVI

THE ATTACKING SPECTRES
ISAID to Brutar, "You asked my help.
But you have let me do nothing to help
you-and you explain nothing, so that
I have no idea what is going on. Am I not
enough your friend by now?"
Brutar smiled; I think he was fatuous

enough to believe that he had won me over.
"You will be able to help me, Rob. We're
going to place these weapons everywhere.

There is a statue near here somewhere-a
giant figure rising from the water. I want
you to lead us,to it. Later-when we have
finished with this great house."
"Weapons?" I echoed. "What sort of

Ilere's a marvel of Engineering design-a
practical miniature transmitter, used by

thousands of radio fans and experimenters
for amplification purposes.
It is a most novel unit, having hundreds of

Every amateur should have two or
three of these amplifiers in his laboratory.
A FEW USES FOR THESE UNITS
uses.
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followed

the

downward

floating

brick. And as it descended a story, many of
them rushed down, scrambling against the
walls, striving to reach into the place where
they saw it.
Did they divine its purpose? I thought
so; for as presently it came to rest, lodged
in the upright steel where cross girders
were riveted, I saw men come rushing with
crowbars and axes. Frantically they were

tearing at the walls, ripping out the wood
and plaster, striving to reach and perhaps
to dislodge that shimmering thing lying
there in the vitals of the building.
Brutar laughed. "You see, Rob? They're
beginning to understand now-and they're
frightened. It is materialising-that brick,
as you call it, is materializing!"
Growing solid! In a surging torrent of

horror complete realization rushed over me.
I scarce heard Brutar's gloating words:
"That inert matter, freed of physical contact
with our Borderland bodies, tends slowly to

change to the state of the thing nearest to
it. As heat by contact communicates, so

with him to examine it, a score of the ghostly troopers came across the Subway tracks
and fronted us.
It was a light substance, but quite ponderable. Solid, yet rather of the consistency of

soft rubber: I seemed to be able to mould
its shape slightly with my fingers. Bluegreen of color or silver phosphorescence;
and it glowed and shimmered in my hands.
I gave it back to Brutar. "You're going
to place these-where?"
"Everywhere," he said. "You shall see.
Let us go watch my men place them up
there in the great house. . . . This fellow
is very bold! He doesn't seem afraid of

curious soldier-passed through him ; but the
soldier did not move.
"Come, Rob-let's go up and watch them."
We moved under the Woolworth Building,

up to and through the bottoms of its great
elevator shafts. And climbing-upon what
I cannot say or guess-we passed upward
and into the building. Through its walls ;
its skeleton framework of steel; floating
back and forth through its many storied of.

.

. Roaming ghosts!

The ten ghosts of Brutar were floating

-CODE PRACTICING OEVICE-

.

glances

inert material we brought with us. I had
devised other things, but thought that these
would suffice. Come here-I'll show you."
He took one of the bricks. As I stood

fices.

PuTTO",

-TALKING user-

I could see fear upon their faces as their

He strode vigorously at the intent and

.

1

,

__,01.

He continued to smile. "You called them
bricks a while ago. That's what they are-

which our white shapes were visible. But
the walls, solid to them, stopped their advance. They stood regarding us; and now

me !"

...RADIO AMPLIFIER-

,

.

7

weapons?"

tion of a hallway close to where we now
hovered. They were soon thronged with
men, crowding against the walls, within

on in 11 1111101"IIMMMIN =======

silently about. We ourselves could be seen
by those within the building-seen as spectres hovering, moving with what silent, sinister purpose they did not know.
Yet they tried to resist us. We came, for
instance, upon one of Brutar's men, with the
brick still in his hand.
"Shall I place it here?" he asked. "We
have chosen this side-I thought this might
be a good spot."
We were some four stories above ground.

Before us was one of the great upright

girders of the structure.
"I should think so," Brutar agreed.
The man held the glowing, oblong brick
within the shadowy steel. He released it,
and it floated gently downward-wafted
down like a feather very slowly. But it kept
within the outlines of the girder.
"You'd better follow it," said Brutar. "It

will stop presently-and perhaps where you
want it."
Inside the building the Earth -people had
seen us-we three hovering there. Men and
soldiers were running from room to room,

and up and down the staircases trying to
get near us. There was a room and a por-

"Brutar laughed. 'You see. Rob? They're beginning to understand now and they're frightened.

It is materializing-that brick, as you
called it, is materializing!'"

does the vibratory rate of all substances.
That brick, lodged there, is materializing.

Slowly now-but soon very fast. Presently
it will be as solid as the steel girder itselfa brick resting there complete in your
Earth -state --demanding space of its own,
for its own existence!"

Space of its own! What diabolical force

of Nature would this unleash! These molecules, atoms, electrons of the steel and brick
thus intermingled!

In a Space but half

A force created of unknown, unthinkable power-immeasurable as that proverbial irresistible force meeting an immovable body. Two solid bodies here, intersufficient !

mingled to their very essence, striving to
occupy the same space at the same time!
Brutar was drawing at me. "Look at
them, Rob! Trying to get at it! And up
there-and down below-see them?"
The glowing bricks were lodged up and
down the building-all seemingly on the one

Down underground, lodged in the
very foundations of the structure I could see
three of them piled together. And frantic
shapes of men digging for them through the
walls of the cellars.
side.

"Come further away, Rob. We can see

it better from a distance. It should be very
interesting."
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Are Your Tonsils and
Sinuses Healthy?
By H. W. T OWNSEND
(Continued from page 1095)

hollow air chambers, will resonate or give

forth certain sounds in each case. The phy-

sician who is familiar with this method of
diagnosing the

Build Your Own

1

condition of the sinuses,

listens with a stethoscope and proceeds to
hold the exploring end of the stethoscope
over the various sections of the face adjacent to the respective sinuses. Once the
physician has become experienced with this
method of diagnosis he can tell in a moment
whether a sinus "sounds" healthy or sick.
Naturally, a healthy sinus, being a hollow
air chamber, will give a strong vibrant note
in the stethoscope; while if, due to an inflamed condition of the sinus, there is any
pus present, the sound heard will be of a
more or less dull tone.
There is apparently but one way to find
out whether a tonsil is absolutely healthy or

13 -ELIMINATOR

At last! You can now throw away your B -Batteries and build this 100 -volt B Eliminator at a cost you never dreamed of. Operates sets up to 4 -tube very efficiently. Just the Eliminator fans are waiting for. The thousands of users of the
famous two -tube Harkness Reflex, as well as owners of old -reliable three -and -four -

tube Regenerative Sets can now do away with their run down B -Battery troubles.
Kit Complete as Described
ROBT. H. CROWLEY
With Full Blue Prints and Diagrams
LIST OF
Kit
PARTS
Complete
Alden V.T. Socket;
Less Tube
Mogan Elec. Mfg.
Co.,

Choke

Thordarson

Coll;
3 - Way

$

Send
Money
Order or

Transformer; 2 Electrode

Filters; Bind-

ing Posts. etc.

Check

diseased, especially where the tonsils appear

perfectly healthy, and that is to apply suction to the tonsils. The throat and nose
specialist today has a small vacuum pump,

M & H RADIO KIT SHOP-Largest Kit Store of East
512 Market Street; Philadelphia, Pa.

driven by an electric motor, and he sterilizes

ESTABLISHED 30 YEARS

and heats up a glass tube, which he passes
through the mouth and presses against first
one tonsil and then the other, withdrawing

"TRAVEL FOR UNCLE SAM

the tube from the tonsil in each case and
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By Arthur
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offs.

Super -DX Reception

Sufficient

MAIL
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IMMEDIATELY

ceiver

A Ship -Model Loud Speaker

By James Francis Clemenger
The Giant -Tone Radio Violin
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How to Build the "Tromborad"
By G. B. Ashton

Grandfather's Clock
1'11

By Robert H. Marriott

-

hemorrhages.

The conscientious surgeon

will proceed to make certain that the pa-

tient's blood has sufficient fibrinogen in it
to cause proper coagulation. There are several methods available for making the co-

agulation test by the aid of a drop of the

obtained from a simple
needle prick, but one of the cleverest
methods is that involving the use of the
apparatus here pictured. and known as
Boggs' modification of the Brody -Russell

Need This

NEW Timer/

1

We furnish blue prints.
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Works As Low

Automotive
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examining it to see if there has been any
pus withdrawn. If there is any pus drawn
from the tonsil in this way, it usually indicates that the tonsil should be removed.

to be certain that trouble will not be encountered later due to more or less severe
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pendulum from us at
surprisingly low prices.
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Save You 50%
"A" Current
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If the coagulation blood test is

negative and there is danger of the pros-

pective patient suffering from hemorrhages
after a tonsil operation, then the patient is
given certain chemicals for a short period
to build up the coagulating property of the
blood.

From
Your
Light
Socket

TESTING COAGULATION OF BLOOD

The most practical coagulometer is probably the Boggs' modification of the Brodie -

The instrument consists of a round metal chamber with a glass
Russell instrument.

A truncated cone of clear glass,
the free surface of which is 4 millimeters
in diameter, fits into this chamber from the
top. A capillary metal tube projects into
the chamber from the side in such a way
that the point is just below the free surface
of the truncated glass cone. This tube carries a small rubber bulb and tubing, of the
bottom.

World

"A" POWER UNIT
Automatically provides even, &
me 75
unvarying AS current from 7
'

the moment you throw on

your set switch. Finer recep1/ Complete
Von, uninterrupted by ."lade outs" and "screeches.' Absolutely noiseless. Assures
full tone quality from your set and wider D X range. A
marvelous Improvement-at less than half the cost of any
similar equipment. /Shipped complete, pul2jecA,to 19e ution, on receipt of price-or C. U. 1). if ybu wish. 25
amp. unit for sets of 4 tubes or less-$12.75. 60 amp.
unit for sets of 5 tubes or more-$15.75. 5% discount

if cash in full is sent with order.

Clearest
Truest"B"

kind used for operating the shutter of a

camera, on its outer end. The chamber is

placed on the stage of a microscope, the
rubber bulb and tubing being in place, The

free surface of the truncated glass cone is

then touched to a drop of blood exuding

from a puncture made in the usual manner,
and is then placed in position in the chamber. The two-thirds lens of the microscope
is then focused on the drop of blood, and
gentle pressure is made on the rubber bulb,
so that a fine jet of air plays on it. At first
the corpuscles are seen moving separately
parallel with the circumference of the drop,
then in clumps parallel with the circumference of the drop, then with an elastic movement forward and backward parallel with
the circumference of the drop, and finally
radially inward and outward from the circumference toward the center of the drop.
When the latter movement is obtained, coagulation is complete. The time at which
the blood begins to flow from the puncture

and the time at which the radial

elastic

movement above described should be noted,

the difference between the two being the
time necessary for coagulation. The average time necessary for coagulation in normal individuals is about five minutes and
six seconds.

Power with
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forming a unique and weirdly shaped plant.

Such forms are produced by grafting a
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same day order is received by express, C. 0. D.. subject to
examination. 5% discount for cash with order.
Extra Offer: 4 Batteries in series (98 volts) $10.50.

grafted which do not produce a well-defined

or trunk as species of Epiphyllum,
which are often called Christmas cacti, as
they flower during December and January.
The process of grafting is comparatively
simple. The stock receives a cut about half
an inch in length and in this slit a segment
or internode of, for instance, Epiphyllum
which has been slightly pointed, is introduced. It is not necessary to bandage the
stern

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
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union, although a woolen thread can be
loosely placed around it so that the scion
will not fall out of the slit in the stock.
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Some amateurs simply stick a thorn of
Peireskia through the stock and scion like
a needle. The grafted plant is then placed
in the light. Cacti having root troubles are
of ten saved by this method of grafting.
The simplest and quickest way to propa-

only
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Echinocactus engelmanni. The cactus itself is

much ribbed and densely covered with spines.
It is a form not especially easy to cultivate.
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with soil. During the process of transplanting it is advisable to wear leather
gloves, especially if thorny cacti must be
handled. If the plant has formed buds, it

is best to wait until the flowering period is
over before transplanting. When this pro-

cess has been accomplished, water should not

be given, as it is best to wait a few days
so that injuries, which may have been
caused, have a chance to partially dry out.
Thin -stemmed, much branched cacti are
often grafted upon thick stemmed species.
This produces plants having flowers of different species upon one trunk which flower
at different times. Sometimes it is only
done to produce a greater number of large
C ereus baumanni. Other
Forms of cereus

produce showy
flowers, b u t

this form has
a more or less

tiny one, the
smallness of the

1REE RADIO GUIDE
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Dept. 84
BARAWIK CO..

/

flower being
offset by

the

vivid red color

which lifts it
out of the fresh
green of the
cactus.

gate the cactus is through cuttings or
through regenerative buds. These grow
quite rapidly into larger plants, as they
quickly develop a good root system if planted

in a pot containing a sandy soil.

The cut-

tings or internodes should not be planted

before the cut or broken part has been thoroughly dried, which should be accomplished
in the sun. The sandy soil in the propagating dishes must be kept reasonably dry, that
is, it should not be too moist, and the pots
are to be placed in a sunny window.
Propagation through seeds does not lead
to such quick results of course, but it
is an interesting study which can easily be
followed in the window garden. The seeds

are to be sown during the early spring, in
vessels containing a sandy leaf mold and
provided with a foundation of pot -sherds.
The vessels are filled with soil to a half
an inch of the top. The seeds are sparingly

sown, the larger ones being slightly covered
with soil, the smaller ones not. The whole

of the top soil is then moistened with a

sprayer and covered, either with a sheet of
glass, or a glass dome, the vessel being kept
warm. Within 8 to 14 days the seeds will

have germinated and the glass sheet or dome

can be slightly raised with a splinter of
wood. About three weeks after germination the minute seedlings are to be transplanted into tiny pots, where they remain
for one and a half years. During the winter these young seedlings must receive a
little more water than the mature plants.
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Protective Coloring in
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Insect Life

By HERBERT C. McKAY
(Continued from page 1096)

Ay,EAectric

Expert

green areas. This coloration renders the in-

sect inconspicuous upon vegetable growths as
well as upon green lichen and similar
growths.

Among the smaller insects, there may be
found many examples of true imitative coloration. In the case of the mantis we have

an insect about one-half inch long in life,

which is to all intents, invisible as long as it
remains motionless. The first plate shows
this insect in all, of its striking markings,

as vivid as those of a tiger or leopard, but
when, placed upon the background of the
lichens which form its native habitat, it
becomes invisible to the casual glance. This
coloration depends not upon exactly match-

ing the pattern of the ground, but upon the
absence of any extensive area of uniform
shape or color. The broken colors destroy
all outlines and blend perfectly with the
background. This coloration is a part of

PRACTICAL
LESSONS

ACTUAL
EXPERIENCI'

the natural coloration of the insect.
The Lichen -louse acquires its protection
in quite a different manner. The photograph
shows that this insect is a mass of fine, but
long hairs and spines. The insect secretes a
mucilaginous substance not unlike that which

forms a spider's web. This is pulled about
and forms a mass of fine web, completely
covering the insect. This in turn picks up
tiny bits of lichen, pollen and other debris
until the motionless insect very closely re-

sembles the lichen upon which it lives. Only
when it is in motion is it clearly visible.
Here the protection is not a part of the creature's congenital investment, but an acquired
coat of camouflage.

Among the smaller insects, those which
measure but a sixteenth of an inch or less,
there are several examples of the same type
as that of the Mantis, but being so small, the
design is comparatively larger and more
simple. In such a case the only protection
necessary is a slight mottling which will

serve to blend the colors of the insect with
those of the background. In all of these
cases, the coloration is composed of various
tones of gray, as the insects live upon the
lichens which cover the three trunks.
So extensive is this phenomenon that a
young lady of Florida, who has been mak-
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receiving your copy every month, do not
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answer to their various questions. She now
proceeded, by calling for Yogi Monton, the

high priest of the East, the spirit force of
her soul, the seer of the future. With
deadly silence, the spectators sat gazing at
the bottle. In ghostly fashion, the ball began to sway. More pronounced came the

ilyourself

it struck the side of the bottle, and a clear
tone, caused by its striking the glass, was
heard throughout the room. "The Yogi

Kester Metal Mender.
The pleasure of watching the
bright, flowing solder. plug a

Cheer up-now you can mend
metalware as easily and perfectly as a mechanic! All you
need is a touch of heat and

action, the swaying continued, until finally,

hole or mend a break is only
exceeded by the satisfaction of
knowing you have done some-

will speak for us tonight. He seems pleased.

thing useful.
Your hardware dealer can
supply you with a can of this
nousebold solder.

He answered more rapidly than usual."

Thus spoke the silver -haired mystic. "For
those not familiar with the Yogi's tongue, I

see sample

will ask him to tell us how he answers for
"yes."
D

Hortonr.

Tarbell

MestereiMarie
who has myati-

h e magicians

be well as laymen

with Ma marvelous

&Wks.

"Tell us, Yogi Monton.

through thy language of the dead. Tell me
through thy vision of the mystic . . . how
you will answer for yes" Again the little
ball, suspended in the bottle, began to slowly

sway to and fro, until it finally struck the
side of the bottle, and another clear note
was heard. The swaying subsided, and
once more the ball hung motionless.

Astonish
Your
Friends awl.
Gain that magnetic popularity that
makes you the center of any crowd.

answer."
"Is my daughter well and happy in the
other world?" asked Mrs. Baxter in low
and trembling tones. The ball answered
. . . yes.
"Does she ever think of me, and
the dear ones she has left on earth?" Again
the ball answered . . . yes. "Is she with
uncle Albert?: Once more the distinct ring
of the ball hitting the bottle was heard
throughout the room. Several more questions were thus answered for Mrs. Baxter,
and the elderly lady informed us that Mr.

on the side or as a professional, as
well as being the most popular person in your crowd. Why envy others'
skill? You can learn Magic yourself,
quick and easy.
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friends with simple tricks taught in your very
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tisements. The apparently superhuman doings
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simple as ABC when you just know how.
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"The

Yogi means that for yes, the ball strikes
but once." And how will you answer for
no, great spirit of the unknown sphere?"
Once more the swaying of the ball began,

Business and social success is assured
the man who can perform mystifying
tricks. You can earn big money either
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TYPEWRITER!

which continued until two distinct notes
were heard. "Twice for no, is the language

of the dead," the little lady continued. "We
will now proceed. We will begin with you,
Mrs. Baxter," said the medium, pointing to
a lady in the extreme opposite corner of the
room. "Ask what you
Monton. His spirit will

will of the Yogi

Anderson would now ask several questions.

With sincerity in his tone, Mr. Anderson
proceeded. "Is my dear wife, Alice, very
happy where she is?" Yes . . . answered
the ball. "Does she know all that goes on
here with us?" Again . . . yes. And so
on, and so forth, came the questions, from

Mr. Anderson, Mrs. Nevins, Mr. Caldwell,
Mrs. Cambringe, etc., etc., etc. For an
hour the seance continued, and the little ball
did all the talking, guided, of course, by the
mystic spirit of the east, who spoke through
the mind of this clever medium. So thought
her believers. My viewpoint in the matter
was quite different. A stubbly little gentle-
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nated spirit of the Yogi Monton.

When

the tapping of his shoe subsided, the mystic
voice of the Yogi priest was silent.
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My readers are undoubtedly familiar
with the ever popular pneumatic trick plate lifter, securable in novelty shops. This

man, who took great pains to speak highly
of the medium's ability, before the proceedings started, must have been the re -incar-

COLORS!

entertaining. Thousands
pleased. "Tell color of

ball.

urally caused the ball to sway. This gentle-

cow

imp imm

the room, and in spite of the fact that the
illumination was rather dim, I managed to
observe that his foot controlled the little

ball caused the table leg to tilt and nat-

=mei

Iblame
Address

room, had rather a restless foot, throughout
the entire proceedings. Although he was
seated in the darkest and farthest corner of

man, he apparently had no difficulty in causing the bottle to speak. Pressure upon the

cmi
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1

man, seated in the farthest corner of the

medium had one of these planted beneath
the carpet. The rubber ball end of the
lifter was directly beneath one of the table
legs, upon which the mystic bottle stood.
The other free end the gentleman managed
to manipulate beneath the sole of his shoe,
and, wearing what appeared to be a size
ten shoe, rather large for the little gentle-

imm
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C-Gunprints Help to Catch
Gunmen
By H. H. DUNN

1

(Continued from page 1091)
their fingerprints under the present system.
"The discharged and empty cartridge or
'shell' carries two separate and distinct 'gun prints', neither of which is or can be duplicated except by firing another cartridge from
the same weapon. One of these marks is
left by the firing pin; the other by the breech
against which the cartridge recoils at the instant of firing.
"Two more 'gunprints' are carried by every
bullet. One of these is left by the grooves
of the rifling, which are never duplicated, and
cannot be duplicated, in any two arms, even
of the same make and model. Man has not

yet devised a method whereby he can eliminate a variation of a few thousandths of an
inch from groove to groove in the barrel.
"The other 'gunprint' on the bullet is left
by minute irregularities in the surface of the
inside, or 'bore' of the weapon. Each of these
irregularities engraves its permanent autograph on the bullet as the latter passes out.
"Not only do- these marks differ individually for each firearm, but they are always the
sanity, always identical, for each particular
weapon. They cannot be eliminated without
destroying the gull. It is true that, the more

a barrel is used, the more it develops rust
spots and fouling blotches, but these are

readily visible, and leave marks on the bullet

quite distinct and apart from the original

More than this, the criminal, as
a rule, keeps his weapon perfectly clean and
in first-class condition, since his life depends
`gunprints.'

on its efficiency.

"The flattening of the nose of the bullet,

in a wall or against

human

body, does not militate against identification,

since the essential markings are at the base

of the bullet. These markings consist of fine
lines, so fine, in fact, that the ordinary microscope,
them.

in many instances, will not reveal

"By micrometric measurements, microscopic
studies, and photographic enlargements, however, it is possible to establish, first the cali-

ber, second the name of the manufacturer,

and, third, the individual weapon from which

the bullet was fired. The same is true of
the ejected shell, when the latter is found,
which is more rare than the recovery of the
fired bullet."

In the development of this new study, the
Berkeley police department, and other identification bureaus on the Pacific coast, are establishing files of "gunprint" identification
cards, along the same lines as fingerprint
files are maintained. Eventually, through
these indexes it will be possible to identify

the gun used in San Francisco today with
one found in New York four or five days
later, and similarly for other cities.
The method of comparison is much sim-

"The Boss Didn't Even
Know My Name"
"HE SAID my face was more or
less familiar and he remembered
seeing me around, but he didn't

even know my name until the
I. C. S. wrote him that George

Jackson had enrolled for a course
of home study and was doing fine
work.
" 'Who's George Jackson?' he

asked. Then he looked me up.

Told me he was glad to see I was
ambitious. Said he'd keep his eye
on me.

"He did too. Gave me my
chance when Frank Jordan was
sent out on the road. I was promoted over older men who had
been with the firm for years.

"My spare -time studying helped

me to get that job and to keep it
after I got it. It certainly was a
lucky day for me when I signed
that I. C. S. coupon."
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pler than that of fingerprints, since a descrip-

tion of the bullet or cartridge, with details
down to one -thousandth of an inch, can be
Written down and transmitted by telegraph.

Magnified 225 Diameters

simple matter to fire a bullet from it, and

This is what the tip of a fly's leg
is like when seen through the

When the suspected weapon is found, it is a

compare the "gunprints" on bullet and cartridge with those established at the point

where the crime was committed.
It is expected that reputable manufacturers
of firearms will co-operate with police identification departments ill this development, by
providing them with shells and bullets fired
from the weapons they make. It should thus
be possible to build up all identification file
of "gunprints" much more comprehensive

than any fingerprint file yet made.
The new science gives an individual char-

acter to each weapon, as well as to each
ejector, each breech -block and every barrel.
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The raised parts of the rifling in the bore of
a firearm are known as "lands," and it is on
these lands that the minute excrescences appear which cause the individual markings on
the bullets. Similar markings, projections
and depressions-all microscopic in character
and size, are found on the firing pins, hammer -tongues, and ejectors of the weapons,
each one leaving its changeless, individual
mark on the cartridge.
Richardson has devised delicate instruments

for this work, not all of which can be described, because he has not yet completely

protected his patent rights on his inventions.
Among them is an automatic measuring device ; a particularly accurate weighing machine; a camera arrangement for making microscopic photographs, and immediately enlarging them, and a system of record -keeping
which gives every bullet and every cartridge
a history and an identity of its own.
The gunman or the murderous burglar, as
well as the sneaking assassin find in this new
science a tireless detective, accompanied by a
mute but irrefutable witness-the very bullet
with which death was done. The criminal
may be too clever to leave fingerprints, but,
if he uses a firearm, there is no way he can
prevent the leaving of gunprints by which the
new scientific detective can identfiy him.
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down as much cash weekly as the salaries of half
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Another invention of Dr. Rogers is a special form of receiving loop aerial, which is

o designed with dozens of wires stranded
and spiraled all over it, that it has a greater
efficiency than any other form of loop so far
Dr. Rogers believes with Dr.
Tesla that the major part, if not all of the
designed.

radio wave energy transmitted to a receiving

station is carried through the ground, and
not through the space above the earth's surface.
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One more inventor whom the speaker has
interviewed at different times, and whom all
radio broadcast fans and amateurs know, is

Dr. Lee de Forest. Dr. de Forest, a very

charming gentleman, is known the world over
for his many inventions in radio, but particularly of course for his invention of the three
electrode, vacuum tube or audion, as he calls

Dr. de Forest has had a long struggle
with this child of his brain, but those who
know him are glad that at last justice has
it.
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electrode vacuum tube. It would seem hardly

possible that a simple addition of the third
electrode or grid in the vacuum tube would
have spelled all the difference in the world
between failure and success, but we know
perfectly well now that it does make all the

tPll\\1110m
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difference imaginable. Without the de Forest
audion, we would not have the easy and perfect means of amplifying the radio broadcast

concerts which we now listen to. It took
the genius and persistence of a man like Dr.
de Forest, to keep on playing with a delicate
laboratory toy, such as the aud..,n was twenty

years ago, to make of it a successful commercial device.

Dr. de Forest has in the past few years
earned new laurels by his invention of the
talking movie, known as the Phonofihn.
The writer first interviewed Dr. de Forest
in 1910. At that time Dr. de Forest had his
laboratory in the vicinity of Grand Central
Terminal. This prolific inventor was investigating, among other radio devices, the
efficacy of various gases when used in the
chamber enclosing an arc between carbon
and other electrodes., A few years later the
de Forest radiophone transmitters and receivers, the former using a modified form 'of

arc, were installed on a number of U. S.
naval vessels with considerable success.

In the years between 1910 and 1914 Dr.
de Forest carried on a number of experiments in radiophone transmission from an
antenna on the Metropolitan Tower, and
arias from the opera were sung by a promi-

nent artist and heard on shipboard far at
sea. Thus, Dr. de Forest is a real pioneer

ROCKY' POINT:
Stalling

The Radiophone's Meaning
An Advertisement of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company

in radio broadcasting.

At this time the writer visited Dr. de

Forest's laboratory again, and as he thinks

AN ADVENTURE in com-

strated that the Ameri-

that time, about 1910, which will bring a
smile .to many people's faces if they think

munication was made

can Telephone and Tele-

back he remembers a device which he saw at
the latest, single -dial control radio receiving

are purely a product of engineernig

sets

genius of the past year or two. The writer

saw a one -dial control set at that time in
Dr. de Forest's laboratory, which was built

in the form of a desk, much on the order of
some of the present-day sets which tune in
the stations on a single dial, but which provide further latitude in improving the signal by tuning with the other condenser dials
afterward.
This early one -dial set provided the same
facilities for tuning. When you pulled out
the main tuning knob, all of the variometers
and variable condensers moved simultaneously.

Once the station was heard, the knob

could be pushed in and the other dials tuned
individually.

The radio amateurs of America have to
thank Dr. de Forest for the introduction of
the first vacuum tubes, or "audions," as he
called them, and which became available to
the experimenter in 1909. These vacuum
tubes were of the filament -grid- and plate
type, and were spherical, with a diameter
of about 2% inches. The writer remembers
making up many "B" batteries for these
early vacuum tubes out of flashlight cells.
It is interesting to consider that it was several years before any one made the discovery that by means of regeneration, the
strength of a signal could be amplified tremendously with a single tube. All of the
early amplifiers were of the straight cascade
type ;

atlantic radio telephone ser-

the co-operation of the British

vice was established between
New York and London. There

Post Office, was able to give
excellent transmission of speech

demonstrations. Nevertheless,

conditions.

had been previous tests and under ordinary atmospheric
the fact that at certain hours
In accord with announcedaily this service was made ments made at that time,
available to anyone in these there will be a continued effort
cities from his own telephone,

to improve the service, extend

telephone communication between the world's two greatest
cities. I t 'was further demon-

munication and more intimate
relationship between theUnited
States and Great Britain.

created such public interest it to greater areas and insure
that for several days the de- a greater degree of privacy.
mands for overseas connecIt is true that static will at
tions exceeded the capacity times cause breaks in the ether
of the service.
circuit, but a long step forIt was then demonstrated ward has been made towards
that there was a real use for international telephone com-
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to

date one of his vacuum tube amplifiers, comprising half a dozen stages, which surprised
every one who heard radio code signals coming in from the antenna, which, when
passed through this amplifier, could be heard
all

over a large lecture hall at Columbia

University.
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coil secondaries having a core of soft iron
wire placed inside. The whole affair was
placed in a box filled with wax.
Dr. de Forest demonstrated at an early
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The Sun and Its Neighbors
By W. J. LUYTEN
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speeds, there is a definite one way regulation
for the speeders. They can only move in

a southern direction, to a point about half
way between Sirius and the South Pole,
and they may not go back. There are no
rules about lights, although, of course, those

"dark stars" running along without their
lights do so at their own risk. Parking
limits are totally unheard of. So far as we
know, it is perfectly allowable for a star
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surely we might expect frequent collisions?
Far from it. Compared with their own
sizes, the mutual distances of the stars are

so enormous that there is no danger of a
collision. The stars are so thinly scattered
through space that if we represent an average star by an orange placed on top of the

Woolworth tower in New York, then the
star, also represented by an orange, would
have to be on top of the Ferry Building in
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unscramble again and each goes its own way.
This brings us to the question of collisions.

If things are running as wild as all that,
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dashing along at the rate of more than 100
miles a second.
And curiously enough,
where the institution of a "one way street"
is totally unknown for the stars with small
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San Francisco! To make the picture complete we must credit these oranges with the

average motion of the stars, which on this
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8139 Bogue Bldg. 1147 N. III. St. Indianapolis

insurance.

$ 5,000

SALES
Guaranteed

Also Free Blancke Plan that
starts you in a real business

157 E. Erie St..

you imagine very clearly this model of the
two oranges, one in New York, one in San
Francisco, both moving no more than a mile
a century on the average, and in any direction they please, you will see why there is
no danger that they will ever meet on the

for
Perpetual Motion
When SCIENCE AND INVENTION

Magazine was still in its infancy, the editors
denied the possibility of constructing a perpetual motion machine using those forces of
nature as we now know them.
Since that time the editors have received
thousands of different designs for perpetual
motion devices, and have received hundreds
of circular letters soliciting finances for the
building of perpetual motion machines.
The editors know that if they receive these
letters, there are thousands of others in this
country who get similar letters and who fall
for the claims made in the numerous prospectuses giving the earning capacities of the
various machines.
Most of the shares of stock for these perpetual motion machines are being sold at a
rate of $1.00 per share, although some inven-

tors are trying to sell shares of stock at

$100.00 per share.

Therefore the editors of this publication
"Just come in and show us-merely
SHOW us-a working model of a perpetual
motion machine and we will give you $5,000.00. But the machine must not be made to
operate by tides, winds, water -power, natural evaporation or humidity. It must be
say,

perpetual motion."

Learn to Draw
at Home

Become an arta,t, through an amazingly easy method right
at home in spare time. Learn illustrating. Designing,
Cartooning. Trained artists earn from $50 to over $250 a
week. FREE 1100K tells all about this simple method of
learning to draw and gives details of Attractive Offer.
Mail postcard now.
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Room 264-E, 1115-15 St., N. W.,
Washington. D. C.

LEARN TO BE A DETECTIVE!
We train you and help you get position when you
successfully complete course in ten weeks. The
"SCIENCE OF CRIME DETECTION" by John
D. Connors, detective and finger print expert. The
most practical detective course uses in training our
own men. Write for full particulars now. CONNORS DETECTIVE AGENCY, Training Dept.
22B, New Haven, Conn.
Firms in need of detectives, write 14S.
0111111111.==11111TIIIITI5ssM11=

11u111013

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to SCIENCE AND INVENTION-$2.50 a
year.

Experimenter Pub. Co., 230 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
J.11t4tat11111111111:1111111111111111.1111111111:11111.11.111111.1111.=111111111.11111111110111.11111111111n=1111
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Home Mechanics
By W. J. BUTTERFIELD

IPPoVairnlyrigaol

(Continued front page 1118)

and Great Strength,

Do as Gus Clem the Flor-

Latest Invention! -Positively
Marvelous !

TORDYNAMO

tS

The FORDYNAMO is a complete high class ignition
distributing unit to be used in place of the common
timer on all Ford cars, trucks and tractors. Built on
an entirely different basis. Does away with all roller
contacts. No oiling or attention necessary. Gives an
instant positive spark. Will not miss at any speed.

Users Say "It's Wonderful"

The most pleasing results are expressed in letters received from satisfied users, saying it is the most wonderful device put on a Ford car.

$60 to $120 a Week to Distributors!

Ordinary profits do not belong in this class. Here is a
proposition that arouses the interest of every Ford
owner to the buying point.

course we
Be the First in Your Locality Of
pref.
must

erence to the first person in each locality, so wino today.

Special Of f er to Users special introductory
'fferi°
user in
to

each locality. Hurry I Costs no more than an ordinary timer.
Eclipse Times Mfg. Co.. 2918 Meisseke As., Milwaukee, Wis.

Make Your
Own

xv

,

Giant Cone Ift..Speaker
in 30 minutes.

ida American Legion star.

good workman, he will have better and more
durable furniture.

Having decided on the amount of

SO°
SOS

1E4

_

142to beautiful
proportions -

What Weakness

seat. The operations are the same for both,

What physical defect or
mental worry robs you of
bodily pleasure and the
joys of life? What keeps

and consist of fitting the dowel and mortise
parts together in a tight, well -fitting manner. Fitting tenon to mortise is a time consuming, painstaking industry to the best
man in the business, and when the tenon and

EIEFORE-AHER

-73 ANITA Bldg, NEWARK. N. J.

You -and This New
Machine
Can Earn

ri

$500 a Month
NA).,

Operate a Tire RepairShop
90,000,000 Tires in use. America's
greatest opportunity for men
with email capital. We furnish
everything-$100 and up. Easy
payments. We train you FREE
right at home. Start making
money at once. Write today for
Free Book of Opportunity.

HAYVVOOD TIRE EQUIPMENT CO.
Chicago, Illinois
1312 5. Oakley

yVANT WORK .ftZ, ?
Earn $18 to $60 a week Retouching photos. Men
or women. No selling or canvassing. We teach you,
guarantee employment and furnish Working Outfit

Free. Limited offer, Write today. Artcraft Studios.
Dept. 43. 3900 Sheridan Road. Chicago.

HOUDINI'S GREAT MYSTERY!

"Walking Thru A Brick Wall." Great mystery feat,
fooled the greatest magicians, presented in leading
theatres of Europe and U. S. A. FULL PLANS, In
blueprint, with correct explanation, only $1. Also plans
of 40 other great stage illusions only $1 each. Rope
tie escapes and chain releases (40 illustrations), also
FREE with each order catalog of 300 magical
$1.
mysteries.

THE MAGIC SHOP

keeps

you

attaining favor with
vigorous men and women-at
parties or in business? What
blocks you from the better
jobs and the higher pay.
in the shop. store or office?
MAYBE YOU KNOW, deep
fram

down

in

your

own

heart,

what keeps you down-what
makes you all and failwhat puts you in the weakling class! No matter what

are roughed out, so much the better, for they
will be set against square shoulders-a thing
rather hard to get with hand cutting. If

the cause, nor how far be-

they are roughed down to pretty near the
size of the mortises, there will be less danger of "skewing" or trimming them "lop -

STRONGFORT

Builder of Men

been
low par you have
dragged, Lionel Strongfort
that
know
to
you
wants
be a vigorous,
you can
manly fellow in every way

-that you

can

in being

be a win-

in company,

find delight
zest in sports, courage in combat, success in the bus-

ner-that you can
iness world.

Clemenger:wants to hear from you,
if you have a good idea or wrinkle.

Make a pencil or pen and ink
sketch of the contrivance, write 50
words or so of description, and
mail to the Radio Editor, c/o this
magazine.

their correct position.

anteed. Doctors praise it. No

NI°*

What

sports?

mortise are cut by hand, it requires a deal
of measuring and careful head work to get
"results." We advise having the mortises
cut my machine at least, and if the tenons

sided," that is, to one side or the other of

is SAFE. painless, comfortable.
Speedy, permanent results guar-

ANITA Co...

you from winning honors in

YOU WON'T GET ANYWHERE
so long as you go on snuffling, coughing, ailing, aching
and complaining. You won't score until you've banished weakness and stood up straight and looked men
and women square in the face. If you are suffering
Nervousness. Constipation, Indigestion, Weak
from
write me
Heart, Catarrh, Colds or other afflictions, privacy
frankly and I will tell you how, in the these hor-of
of
yourself
rid
yoU
can
your own home,
energetic.
rors and become a real he-man-vigorous.
strong, magnetic. You can't afford to drag through
will
help
you
out
of this
I
life, half dead, wretched.

pit of despair if you will Just tell me your trouble.

STRONGFORTISM
WILL WORK WONDERS FOR YOU

It has helped thousands to overcome the vitality sap-

ping disorders that afflict so many. It will, by natural
methods, without the use of drugs or apparatus of any
kind, enable you to develop your muscular system internally and externally, and banish weakness and the
results of neglecting your body, and to again feel the
thrill of vigorous life, buoyant health and cheerful
IT WILL BUILD YOU UP SPEEDILY.
mentality.
There isn't any doubt about this. You will realize
the truth almost from the moment you start, in the
privacy of your own home, following my easily understood directions.

nOSE ADJUSTER

Dept.

Worries You ?

gether the leg frames for the table and

while you sleep!

Gold Medal metal to harm you. Small cost.
Won 1928
Write for FREE BOOKLET

and teacher of the world.

of well shaped and prepared materials to
start work with.
The first thing to do is to fit and put to-

The Radio Editor, Mr. J. Francis

Accusti-Cone Laboratories
The Cone Speaker Specialists
Philadelphia, Pa.
11 N. 7th St.,

health instructor

and

ical

chanical problem, and you will find, in due
time, that you have a marvelous collection

Direct from factory to you at $12.50 plus 25e for
Send cheek or Money -order today.

by Lionel Strongfort, for 25
years the outstanding phys-

have his time to work out your little me-

Radio Wrinkles
Wanted!

packing.

men have done-as any fellow can do who feels the
shame of weakness-by following the easily understood
directions given his pupils

work required, and having obtained an estimate for work and lumber, let the mill man

Upon completion this speaker with proper receiving amplification will reproduce truthfully any vibrations from 35 to 4,000 cycles per second.

Has powerful adjustable unit. You will admit
after hearing, its comparison with speakers selling
at $65 to $85.

as thousands of other young

mill

We furnish everything from Cir-

cular -Cut Printed Grecian sheets to FREE Instructions and Blue Prints.
Everybody is building one-You can do it too!

has done,-as Hajnos, "the
Navy Hercules" has done-

Dept. S4, Hudson Terminal Concourse, N. Y. City

We have made provision for all the

tenons and mortises to be of one size (IA"
high, 1" long and Y4" wide), and all of the
cross pieces or "rails" to be of the same
size lumber (11/2" X l4"). The eight end

rails for both the seat and table are identical in length (9" from shoulder to shoulder
with two 'A" tenons 10" in length over all).

The front and back rails for the seat are
16" long from shoulder to shoulder with
two tenons 1/2" high or 17" over all, and
the three similar rails for the table are
26'A" from shoulder to shoulder; they also
have two 1/2" tenons, making each 271/2"
over all. Care must be taken to have the

mortises cut so that the rails will occupy

the positions shown in our diagrams.
When the mortises and tenons are properly fitted (and numbered for reference in

setting up) the whole frame, both of the
table and seat, is put together, using a
wooden mallet and block of wood for driving the joints together and in separating
the parts again for gluing. If everything
fits right, the parts are then glued, clamped
or held together with a rope turn -buckle,
and placed aside to dry. Heavy weights
placed on top of the frames will hold the
legs down in place. A square should be used
in making the legs stand perpendicular and

SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK

I've packed the experience and research of a lifetime
of physical and health building into my startling interesting Book, "PROMOTION AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND MENTAL
7.N ERGY." It is priceless.
It will tell you frankly how you can make yourself
over Into a vigorous specimen of vital manhood with
100 Per Cent pep. power, and personality. It doesn't
mince words. lust check the subjects on the free consultation coupon on which you want special confidential
information.

now-TODAY.

Send for your copy of this book right

TRONGIF'ORT INSTITUTE
LIONEL STRONGFORT. DIRECTOR.
purszcAL AND HEALTH SPECIALIST

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY. U. S.A.

DEPT.,323

Send this FREE Consultation Coupon
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL
Mr.

Strongfort Strongfort Institute, Dept.

LIonel

323, Newark, N. J.-Please sent me absolutely free rn,
,Y of your hook, PROMOTION AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH AND MENTAL
ENERGY."
which I am
.. Catarrh
.. Colds
Asthma
.. Headache
.

.. Rupture
Thinness

..Pimples
..Insomnia

.. Impotency

I have Loreasrkeed. (x) before the subjects in

most

..Overweight
..Constipation
..Weak Back
..Weak Eyes
..Rheumatism
..Nervousness
..Night Losses
..Short Breath

..Weak Heart

..Great Strength
Vital Losses
Lung Troubles

..Round Shoulders
Youthful Errors

Manhood Restored

..Stomach Disorders
Increased Height
,.Muscular Development

Other Ailments
;he

Occupation

street
it

State
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square to the top, before the glue has dried
or set. The mallet and block of wood is
used for driving at the gluing stage also.

takes, an
on-hitrot
(Says

The directory receptacle or pocket, including the two table tops, is next fitted

and glued. The process consists in placing
the four corner pieces in place and securing

them with screws and glue in the manner
shown. The four sides are then fitted in
Pat.

"Please send me another Hy -Power Timer, the one
ordered from you is the best timer I ever used. It has not
all others stopped. I have run over 15.000 miles and it

doesn't show any wear to speak of. There is no hill I
cannot climb on high. I never have had a cylinder miss
since I put it on. Enclosed find cheek for same."
LUMAN CALLAGHAN, Wellsville, N. Y.
Sir. Callaghan's letter is typical of hundreds received
(rain Ford owners all over the world. The Ford is a different car when it's equipped with a HY-POWER TIMER.
It develops 25% more power, climbs hills on high that
It never could climb on high before, uses less gas, starts
quickly and surely on the coldest day. The Slid Shoe
principle, used by electric railroads, is the reason for Hy Power Timer's superiority over all other types.
Hy -Power Timer outlasts 4 -roller type timers. It gives
20,000 to 40.000 miles of uninterrupted service-a sure,
hot fat spark every 90 degrees with never a single miss.
FREE: To introduce you
to

the

Hy -Power

Spark

Plug for
Fords, we'll
give you one FREE if you
order a Hy -Power Timer

from this ad.

Hy -Power
Spark Plugs have given
unfailing ignition service
for over 20 years.

90 DAYS FREE TRIAL

Order a Hy -Power Timer direct from us today but send
no money.

When it arrives,

pay postman $1.50 plus postage.
If after 90 days the
Hy -Power Timer doesn't make
your Ford a better car, we'll
return your money at once.
(We pay postage if you send
cash with order.)

BY -POWER MFG. CO. Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Dept.13

Agents and Dealers

Write today for the Hy -Power money making proposition.

DRAWING
FORTUNE
Ali Hafed, a Persian
farmer, sold his acres
to go out and seek his
fortune. He who bought

the farm found it contained a diamond mine
which made him fabulously rich. Ali Hafed
overlooked the great opportunity at his door to
go far afield in search
of wealth-which illustrates a great truth.
EARN $200 TO $500 A MONTH
If you like to draw, develop your talent. Your fortune

lies in

your hand. Present opportunities for both men
and women to illustrate magazines, newspapers. etc., have
never been excelled.
Publishers are buying millions of
dollars' worth of illustrations each year. The Federal
Home Study Course has been prepared by such famous
artists as Neysa McMein, Norman Rockwell, Charles
Livingston Bull, Clare Briggs, Sidney Smith, Fontaine
Fox and fifty others. Each student gets individual personal attention.
No previous training is necessary.
Every step is clear and simple.
FREE, illustrated catalog on request. Shows work of
students and testimonial letters.
Complee online of
course with all the details, Just write your name, age,
occupation and address In the margin and send it to us.

outside edges and the sides are
smoothed down flat, after gluing, and should

The

be as one piece of wood. A plane or sandpaper on a block of wood is used for

Discovers Miracle.

Gasoline

by the eminent scientist, L. Forgrave.
Startling in action. Thousands of users.

TRYAT FREE MI g:srs,":g;

Write quick for FREE TRIAL, $100 WEEK

Agents

$100inti=

Guaranteed

SALARY CUARANTEEto producingAgents.
M -M LABORATORIES, 6934 N. Clark St.. CHICAGO

& INVENTION-$2.50 a year.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 230

Fifth Avenue, New York City.

to

each

on

analyze.

Easy

Color signals "flag"
your attention. Cuts
record -keeping

costs

40%. Quick for use
in reference or postfor all kinds of
size -100-

records.

Any

1.000 - 10,000 - 1,000,000.
Your present system can be
low

compact

cost-very

Sales
Sales Agents
Wanted

Send

for Free

ROSS-GOULD CO.
404 N. 10th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Samples

Fred Frankel, Ill.. wries: "I earned

-4

The second or extra frames are screwed
both to the seat top, directory receptacle,

/ CARLTON MILLS. Inc.. Shirt Mfrs.
114 Fifth Ave.. Dent. 166. N. Y.

A back screen for the top of the table

is also provided.

It is made of 1/4" wood

Your Coat and Vest Can Be
Matched With New Trousers
Save the price of a new suit.

and is joined and glued at the corners in
the manner shown. Long brads can be

We match

driven into holes made with a smaller brad
awl to hold the corners more securely.
It is better and safer to drill the
holes with a twist drill. The screen is
fastened to the top with wooden dowel

hundreds of coats and vests satisfactorily
every day.
Each pair tailored to your

80,000 patterns.
We submit
Just
mall your vest or a sample of the suit.
measure.

sample of cloth for your approval.
We employ no agents.

Enclose
MATCHERS
turn post- re- ACME PANTS
Dept. BC -16
age if cent
20 W. Jackson,
is sent.
Chicago

pins glued to the screen and to the top.
The screen parts are sawed and finished before gluing.
A telephone screen is shown. The top
(6" X 8") is made of a single piece of wood
A
1 /2" thick and is shaped by hand.

drawer pull of glass or other material is
attached with a screw (as illustrated) for

the purpose of lifting the screen. Mortises
are cut in each corner to receive a projecting end of each of the four corner pieces.
Screws and glue hold the corner pieces and
the top together. A small square of the
rim or finish at the bottom of the screen is
also fastened to each of the corner pieces

.4. $110 first week selling Carlton Shirts
direct to consumer." You can too. No
capital or experience reauired. We
Day 25 Per cent. cash commissions
daily and big extra bonuses.

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES

and the top rails of the leg frames as shown.

BE A DETECTIVE

Work home or travel. Make
secret investigations. Fascinating work. Excellent
Experience
unnecessary. Particulars
opportunity.
Earn Big Money.

Write GEORGE WAGNER, former Government Detective, 1968-J Broadway, New York.
free.

Wonderful, new device, guides your hand; corrects
your writing in few days. Big improvement in three
boors. -No failures. Complete outline FREE.
Write C. J. Cement, Dept.44
Bt. Louis, Mo.

LEARN PHOTO -ENGRAVING!

The sides are then fitted and
glued as before described. The lumber is

Earn $200 to $500 monthly. Photography and Photo -Engraving taught by largest college of its kind. Established
1893. Big demand for graduates.

ners, and 1/4" X T/2" for the rim.

111111018 College of Photography, Box SI-47, Effingham, III.

1/4" for the sides, 11/4" X 11/4" for the corWooden

plugs are glued in the deep countersunk
screw holes to finish the top surface both
in the telephone screen and directory in closure. The grain of the plugs must corre-

spond with that of the top.
The furniture is stained with any desired

Fine sandpaper is used for this purpose. It
is then varnished with furniture varnish followed by a second and a third rubbing, using
powdered pumice and rubbing oil on a cloth
or leather pad. Then give the final varnishing.

Dept. 5

Insure your copy reaching you each
month. Subscribe to SCIENCE

space

card % or 1 in.

The directory receptacle thus formed and
the top for the seat are both fastened to the
leg frames in the same way. A frame made
of. 11/4" X 11/4" lumber is fitted within the
opening formed by the legs and top rails.

stain suitable for the kind of wood used.
When dry, it is rubbed down or smoothed.

What is this strange new miracle guaranteed to
gi 334 gal. of -gas at only four -fifths cent
a gal., instantly remove all carbon, Increase
Power, speed, pep? Sworn proof backs our
guarantee. Nothing ever like It. Not a mechan.
Teal device or gas dope. Use It only every
10,000 miles. Costs practically nothing.

sheets show 1000 cards.

Visible

smoothing.

receptacle.

4337 Federal School Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Visualizes facts
to executives. 50 Card ness.

all around and afterwards glued into their
separate frames. The corner pieces are
made by using a strip of wood 144" square
and of a length sufficient to make the four
corners. This is run through a buzz saw
four times to cut out the rabbets fitting the
T/2" board for the sides. The piece is then
sawed diagonally to form the level back
illustrated. Afterwards the strip is sawed
in lengths and used as described. Where a
fine saw is used there will be no need of
finishing the rabbets or the diagonal back.

are first made of the corner pieces, top, and
bottom rim, as in the case of the directory

of Illustrating
Chicago Man

Handifax-A wonderful
invention-Helps busi-

the frames thus formed by the corner pieces
and two tops. They are to be fitted tightly

(see illustration). A series of four frames

It is called MOTOR -MYSTERY, discovered

Sheets of Cards
for Visible Records

TOOL LIST

The tools required for building will vary with

each mechanic perhaps, but he will find handy a
good crosscut saw, small smoothing plane, compass or keyhole saw, large hand drill or brace
and set of bits, several sizes of wood chisels.
rabbeting

plane,

and

sandpaper

both

fine

and

coarse.

[

Send us your ideas as to articles you would

like to see described in this Department.

Write for free book

$5900
SALARY
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY
Have you ever seen this heading
in a help -wanted advertisement?
No-and you never willl Experience
IS necessary. If you are caught in a
low -pay job, why not train fora 95,000-

a -year position? Become an expert
salesman-fix your own hours-choose
your own field -control your own pay
-be independent! LaSalle -trained
ealesmen in every section of the coun-

try report salary -increases and promotions. Train in your spare time by
the LaSalle Problem Method, under
supervisionOf expert salesmen. Low
coat; easy terms. 64 -page booklet,
"The Modern Salesman, Ambassador of
Progress," free. Send for it TODAY.

"

This Book

FREE!

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 4384-S Chicago

Insure your' copy reaching you each month.

Subscribe to Science & Invention-$2,50 a
year.
,
4

1

Experimenter Publishing

Company,

230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Building a Model Tugboat

Stop Using a Truss

By PROF. F. E. AUSTIN

(Continued from page 1128)

STUART'S PL A PAOPADS are different from
the truss, being mechanic°.
chemico applicators made
self-adhesive purposely to
bold the distended muscles
securely in place. No straps,
buckles or spring attached
-cannot slip. go cannot
chafe or press against the
pubic bone. Thousands have
successfully treated theni,
Reduced
l
at home without Reduced
GacSimile seves
hindrance from work-mast Fac-SI tin le
Gold Medal' Obstinate
cases conquered. Grand Prix
Soft as velvet-easy to apply-Inexpensive. Awarded
Cold Medal and Grand Prix. Process of recovery is
natural, so afterwards no further use for trusses. We
Prove it by sending Trial of Plapao absolutely FREE

The curve of the plan is easily obtained
by marking out a rectangle on paper or on
cardboard, twenty-two inches long and six
and three-quarter inches wide; drawing lines
one inch apart and parallel to the ends of the
rectangle as shown in Fig. 1 and measuring

in from the longer side of the rectangle

along each parallel line the proper distance
in inches as indicated. A smooth curve can

then be traced in with a soft lead pencil

through the proper points. An even, flexible
strip of wood can be pinned to the board or

Write name on Coupon and send TODAY.

Plapao Co.,

924 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis Mo

Name
Address

held by weights and the curve drawn with
this as a ruler.
After a cardboard half pattern has been
traced out, it can be cut out by using the
small sharp blade of a penknife or a pair of

Return mail will bring Free Trial Plaine
course for men of ambition and limited time.
Over 5000 men trained.
omiiie in Theoretical and Practical Elea -

Electrical
Athjects

of

The cut-out half pattern can be held flat
on the surface of the soft white pine board

closeEngineering ly related
Al a then. tic, anil Mechanical Drawing

rit

that is three -fourths or seven -eighths inch

taught by experts. Students construct motors, install
wiring, test electrical machinery. Complete courco

thick, and free from knots, and one side of
the hull marked out with a soft lead pencil.
the half pattern is then turned over and the
other side of the hull plan is marked out.
The board is then sawed out along the
pencil marks using a key -hole saw. Work

In One Year

Prepare for your profession in the most

interesting city in the world.

School

established 1895. Send for catalog.
BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
144 Takoma Ave., Washington, D. C.

slowly with the saw so as not to bend or

break the small blade. If the blade happens

to get bent it can be gently bent back again

STUDY AT, HOME

Become a lawyer. Legally trained
statues. in business and public life.
Be andependent. Greater opportunities now than ever before. Sig corporations are headed by men with legal

with the fingers.
The inside of the hull sections is sawed out

men win high poeitione and big

as indicated in the left-hand half of Fig. 1,
So that when the sections are screwed together the hull will be all hollowed out in-

training. Earn

$5,000 to $10,000 Annually

We gold° you step by step. You can train at home dur-

ing spare time. Degree of LL.B. conferred. LaSalle
student found anions practicing attosneys of every
teat material. m eluding fourteen -volume Law
state. We furnish
Parana. Lovf cost. easy terms. Get our valuable 108-Jaage "Law
Guide and 'Evidence books free. Send for tacos NOW.

side.

In locating the holes for the screws be
careful that no screw will hit against one

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 4384-L
ElliCASO
The World's Largest Business Training institusi0111

below it.

The holes are countersunk for the heads

of the screws. After the sections of the hull

are screwed together the outside

is finally

shaped by use of a chisel, a gouge and a

spoke shave. The screws must have been so

located as not to interefere with this work.

3he World's Largest Manufacturers
OF TRICKS AND PUZZLES.

Sometimes a flat and a half -round wood file
can be used to good advantage in smoothing
the outer surface of the hull. You can get

Send lOcents for new illustrated catalogue.
HUNDREDS OF TRICKS YOU CAN DO.
Dept. A

"SHER MS" BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

an idea how near alike the sides are when
shaping by comparing the corresponding
curves made by the joints of the sections.
The final smoothing of the outside of the
hull is done by rubbing it with No. 1 and
No. /2 garnet sandpaper. Always leave the
sandpapering for the last smoothing process

"BOW LEGS and KNOCKKNEES" UNSIGHTLY
Send for booklet showing photos of men
with and without THE PERFECT LEG
FORMS.

PERFECT SALES CO.

140 N. Mayfield Ave., Dept. 50, Chicago III.

as the sharp edges of all kinds of wood
working tools will be dulled if the tools are

SQUAB q4) BOOK 4; FREE

used to cut away surfaces that have been

Breed squabs and make money. Sold bymillions.
Write at once for free 40 -page book beautifully
printed in cetera telling how to do it. You
will be surprised. PLYMOUTH ROCK MUM CO.

sanded. This is due to the fine, hard particles
of sand that become stuck in the wood fibers.

After the outer surface of the hull has

506 H St., Melrose Highlands. Mass.

been well smoothed over, the sections may be

taken apart and their entire surface brushed
over with a heavy coating of raw linseed oil.
After this has well dried into the wood, for

:THIS
CLASS PIN 25C.
12 or more, Silver plate, Single pins35c ea. choice 2 colors en-

amel, 3 letters, date. Sterling Silver, 13 or more 45c ea. Single
pins 65c. ea. Free Cat. shows Pins,Rings,Emblems 20c to $8sa.
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at least twenty-four hours, a thin layer of

thick white paint or of white lead putty (not

Metal ArtsCo.,1nc., 7723 South Ave.,Rochester,N.Y.

AGENTS WANTED
You can make big money selling subscriptions for SCIENCE
AND INVENTION and other big nationally known magazines.

Just a few minutes of your day required-after school-after
work-or after household duties. For information write

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.,
230 FIFTH AVENUE

-

at 28

tinsmith's shears.

includingthe

'

General Manager

-

-

NEW YORK, N. Y.

How Mr. Rohrschneider Won Success
as an Electrical Expert
dr, ENERAL MANAGER of his company at 28

His own boss-owns his
home-married and happy and prosperous14.2 years of agel

that's the remarkable success achieved by Wallace H. Rohrschneider, now General Manager,
Secretary and Treasurer of the Hustisford
Light. Power and Manufacturing Company of
Histisford, Wis.
Mr. Rohrschneider got his start toward his
quick and brilliant success at School of Engineering of Milwaukee. There he received the
practical, intensive and specialized training

that enabled him to make good in a big way.

Why Don't You Get Into This
Big Pay Field

The same kind of training that put Mr. Rohrschneider into the ranks of the highly -paid
Electrical Specialists will qualify you for brilliant success in this fascinating field of unlimited opportunities. Come to America's
Foremost Institution of Practical Electrical Education. Learn by actual practice in our big
laboratories with their magnificent equipment,
including motors, dynamos, switchboards, ignition and lighting systems, etc. Over 25 recognized experts give you personal instruction
every step of the way.

Earn Part of Your Way Through
This Great College

You can earn money to help defray your expenses while you are learning. Our wonderful
co-operative plan brings an Electrical Career

within the reach of every ambitious man.
Our Free Employment Bureau secures positions
for those students who wish to earn part of
their expenses. In addition, the Department
will help you get a good position in the Electrical industry when your training is completed.

BIG BOOK FREE Mailtoday
theforcoupon
our big

new illustrated catalog. Check the course that
interests you most and we will send you
special information. Read about the wonderful
method of training of this great Electrical
School that trains men for practical and quick
success. See how easy it is for you to get the
training that will enable you to step to a
splendid position and a handsome income. Mail
the coupon right now. No cost or obligation.

SCHOILof
ENGINEERING
of Milwaukee

Dept. SI-427, 163 Oneida St., Milwaukee, Wis.

MAIL COUPON NOW

School of Engineering of Milwaukee,
Dept. SI-427, 163 Oneida St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Please send me, without any cost or obligation,
full particulars of the electrical course I have
checked, and your big Free Book telling about
your institution and how it will fit me for a
big position in the electrical field. Also tell
me about your Earn -While -You -Learn Plan.
(Be sure to check courses interested in)

....Electrical Engineering, B.S. Degree in 3
Years.
....Commercial Electrical Engineering, 1 Year.
....Junior Electrical Engineering, I to 2 Years.
....Master Electrician, 6 Months.
and
Months.
A.C.

D.C.

Armature

Winding,

3

....Light, Motor Wiring and Testing 3 Months.
....Automotive Electricity, 3 Months.
....Refrigeration, 3 Months.
....Radio Sales and Services, 3 Months.
....Home Laboratory Service.

....I am interested

You -Learn" Plan.
Address
City
Education
Name

in

your

"Earn -While -

Age

State
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ordinary window putty but the real white
lead paste, before it has been thinned with

oil) should be spread over the surfaces of the
sections that lie on one another, using a putty
knife or an old case knife. Reassemble the

sections, screwing them together tightly to
squeeze out all excess white lead and to
make the joints tight. All excess white lead
should be scraped off and after drying for

several days the outer surface should be

$5 DOWN
THIS

PUTS

ELECTRIC

HELPER IN YOUR
HOME, GARAGE, SHOP

This combination Polishing, Grinding and Drilling Motor outfit is a mighty handy helper
mound the house.. You can do a dozen and one
jobs with it-sharpening tools, grinding dean,
polishing, drilling, etc. Useful to drive washing
machines, small bench lathes, saws, drills, etc.
Many tools in 1. Comes complete with % H. P.
110 Volt 60 cycle A.C. Motor, base -stand, 1 guard
and rest, 1 taper attachment, 1 grinddrill attach1
cotton buff, 1 grooved
and plug.
10 -DAY FREE
TRIAL Use this outfit 10 days. If not satisfied. we'll return every penny.
Price extremely

ment,
pulley,
low,
more.

grindstone,

1

ft.

8

cord

$32.25 express prepaid. Stores ask $45 and
Send $6 with order, below) on delivery.

United Electric Motor Company
Dept. 9

176 Centre St., New York

Catalog,
No.55
60 pages of vital business facts and
Who, where and how many

Write for your FREE copy.

R. L. POLK & CO., Detroit, Mich.
880 POLK DIRECTORY BLDG.
Branches in principal cities of U. S.

LEARN DRAFTING
AT NOME IN SPARE TIME,. =,z,

BECOME AN EXPERT DRAFTSMAN. Earn $200 to $250 per month
Learn Machine. Architectural, Structural Drafting, and Shop Mathematics in your spare time. Personal instruction.
Drafting outfit given.
Write for FREE 56 page hook. THE
PRACTICAL MECHANIC Dept.
SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.

105,

" B A BY" TH proggERAN, E S
EJECTOR

N)4114,..,
Guaranteed
Protection

TYPE
__a
Usually
small and comp act-4 in.
overall,

weighs

6

oz.

16

takes 6 long 22 cal. smokeless shells-fits your vest pocket
neatly. $6.00 postp aid-Good Leather Holster 750 extra.
R.F. Sedgley, Inc., 2332 N. 16th Street, Philadelphia Pa

In your spare

time at home you

can

stern for the propeller tube will require some

Write for FREE BOOK

care. A one -quarter inch twist drill is used
for this. This tube is shown in Fig. 3.
Short pieces of smaller brass tubing are
soldered into the ends of the propeller tube
to serve as bearings for the one -eighth inch
diameter propeller shaft.

The hole for the propeller tube is bored

with sufficient upward slant so that when the
propeller tube is in place its inner end is

BIG NEW 1927
CATALOG -FREE

above the loaded water line of the hull ;
which does away with a tight and hard
working stuffing box, greatly reducing fric-

Dealers, Agents, Set Builders-get our

tion.

AMERICAN AUTO & RADIO MFG. CO., Inc.
Kansas City, Mo.
McGee Street,
1555

The propeller is a three bladed one and may

big 1927 Catalog -225 nationally advertised
lines. Lowest prices in America! Largest.
most complete stock. Radio's latest developments. It's FREE-send for your copy now.

be marked out on a stiff sheet of tin or of

brass, by using sharp pointed dividers. To
get the blades the same distance apart, mark
out a circle two inches in diameter and step
off the length of the radius around the circumference. Using every other point will
give three points equi-distant apart.
The propeller is soldered to the one -eighth
brass rod by holding the two pieces over the
flame of a small alcohol lamp, using a bit
of soldering flux. The screw shape or the

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE

instantly adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, solves proportion, gives all roots and powers.
Logarithms, Sines, Cosines, Tangents, Cotangenti, Etc
Also gives decimal equivalents,
lettered and numbered drill and
tap sizes.
More than 110,000 sold, more
than 2000 unsolicitated testimonials.
The Engine -divided
scales are on white finished aluminum and are grease and
waterproof. Diameter 4". Price with Instruction Book,

pitch is given to the propeller blades by
gently bending them with the fingers. The

$1.50. Pocket Carrying Case, 50c extra, Cash or C. 0. D.
catalogue free. Your money back if you are not satisfied.
GILSON SLIDE RULE COMPANY. . NILES, MICH.

end of the propeller shaft by means of a

in 20 weeks, the System of Jimmy De Forest, World's Greatest Trainer and
Maker of Champions, teaches you all
there is to learn abbot boxing and physical training. Every 6 months 30 are selected from all classes and recommended
to leading promoters for engagements.
Send for famous book "The Golden Age
of Boxing," full of valuable information.
Photos of great boxers and pupils who became successes
overnight. Enclose 10c to cover cost of mailing, etc.
JIMMY DEFOREST BOXING COURSE.
Box 3016
347 Madison Avenue
New York City

Prizes

(Continued from page 1113)

figures.

your prospects are.
8,000 lines of business covered. Compiled by the Largest Directory Publishers in the world, thru information obtained by actual door-to-door canvass.

lie a motion Picture Cameraman, Portrait, News or Commercial Photographer.
Big money in all branches. Hundreds of
positions now open pay $75 to $250 a
week. Easy, fascinating work.
BIG MONEY IN PHOTOGRAPHY

Send name and address for big, new, illustrated book on professional photography. Explains amazing opportunities.
Write for your copy tonight!
New York Institute of Photography
Dept. 82 10 West 33rd St., N. Y. City

pine wood, about three -eighths of an inch
wide, about one inch deep at the stern and
slightly deeper at the bow end.
Boring the hole through the keel and the

Wirekraft--$3,000.00 in

Get Business by Mail

Professional
MOTION PICTURE Camera or Professional View Camera.

quickly qualify for a big paying Position and you get your choice of these
standard professional cameras absolutely
FREE. Instruction also given in our
great New York Studios.

small set screw, which allows the quick and
easy removal of the propeller.
A cog wheel one-half as large is held on
the motor shaft by a set screw.

List V,

Your

again smoothed over with sandpaper.
The keel may next be screwed to the bottom of the hull. The keel should be of soft

rudder is made from a piece of tin or brass
soldered to a piece of one -eighth brass rod
for a rudder post.
A small cog wheel is held on to the inner

Mailing

CAMERAFREE
Choice - $100

life's Secrets!
Amazing new book,SeteC

Rules of Wirekraft Contest
THIS is a wirekraft contest.

Hence

wire is to be used in the construction
of all of the models entered in this
contest.
The size of the wire to be employed is
limited. The heaviest wire must not be
larger than No. 8 American or B and S
gauge, and the smallest no smaller than
No. 30 B and S gauge-or (for foreign
countries not having these exact sizes), the
nearest available equivalent.
No. 8 B and S gauge is .12849 inches in
diameter or 3.264 millimeters. Its nearest
equivalent in the Birmingham or Stubs iron
wire gauge is No. 18. In the Stubs steel
wire gauge it is No. 30; in the British Imperial Standard it is No. 10. The nearest
wire to No. 30 B and S gauge which is
.01002 inches or .2546 millimeters in diameter is No. 31 in the Birmingham or
Stubs iron wire gauge. In the Stubs steel
wire gauge it is No. 80; in the British Standard it is No. 33.
The builder may avail himself of the opportunity of using any intermediate sizes of
wires between No. 8 and No. 30, B and S
gauge.

The wire may be copper, brass, iron, steel,
or these materials coppered, tinned, nickel plated, or galvanized, or the wire may consist of an alloy. Any kind of wire available on the market may be employed.
It is preferable to use non -rusting wires.
The publishers will not be responsible for
the rusting of any model. To protect wire
-.1116-416-4116-.116-AWIL-A

succour, tells you the things you want to
to newly married. Explain. anatomy of
know straight from the shoulder. Gives as

FMcsttilire;rtgo.::Olid7Pcgrellee ,lats74fgeSes-

etc. Contains 9 startling sections: 1 -Science
r Eugenics. 2 -Love, 5 -Marriage, 4-Childtirth, 6 -Family Life, 6 -Sexual Science, ?Diseases and Disorders, 8-H sal th and
Hygiene, 9 -Story of Life. In all, 104 chanters. Ti illustrations. 612 plain wrapper.

at our risk. Mailed la plain wrapper.

Send No Money

Write for your copy today. Don't send a

cent. Pay postman only ;1.98. plus poetsge.
OO arrival. Money refunded if not eatiefactom
FRANKLIN ASSOGIMION

0000. 7200 186 No. LaSalle St.. Ghlegg0.111.

1 0 0 SCALE PLANS OF OLD
and MODERN SHIPS
Easy to build and sell ship
models. Send 6 cents for
catalog of over 100 plans,

books, prints, maps and other
things that smack of the sea.

SEA ARTS GUILD
405X ELEVENTH AVE.

MILWAUKEE, WIS

WADE BENCH
LATHE
Cap: 4" dia. x 12" length.

Slidcrest has travel entire length of bed.
Lend -screw inside bed.

Hollow spindle. Turning, facing, boring.
drilling, winding, thread cutting. No.1 Lathe, plain headstock $28.00. No. 2 Lathe
back -geared headstock $58.00. Either lathe, 4"x18" $7.00
extra. Complete line of accessories at equally low prices.
THE GEROLD COMPANY
Catalog sent free.
New York
120 Liberty Street
Dept. S -n
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FREE
$15 HAWAIIAN

which rusts easily or for color effects, the

may be painted, lacquered, varnished or otherwise covered.
Any additional decorations or accessories
may be employed to enhance the effect.
(Example: Silk on a lamp shade; glass in
decorative fixtures; electric motors for
operating mechanisms, etc.)
models

and. caSe
GUITAR Only
4 Motions used In
Just as the

playing this fascinating
instrument. Our native
Hawaiian instructors
teach yon to master
them quickly. Pictureschow how. Everything eaPlained dearly.
Play In Half Hour
Easy Lessons
After you got the four Even If you don't know
easy motions you plaY one note from another.
harmonious, chordswith the 62 printed lessons
very little practice. No and the clear pictures
preriouemosieelknowl- make it easy to leans

Natives Do

edge necessary.

Only those portions actually constructed

of wire will be judged.

(Example: A reed basket is suspended
from a wire chain. The basket not being
made of wire is NOT considered. On the
merits of the chain only will the prize be

Cabinet
Shop
Special

award ed. I

Wires may he twisted, spliced, soldered,
welded or bound together. Wire may be

quickly. Payee you play.

Free Guitar

Write at Once
and Outfit in Genuine Seal Grabs You'll never be lonesome with
Fabrikoid Case as noon as you en- this beautiful Hawaiian Guitar.
roll. Nothing to buy -everything Write for Special Offer and easy
furnished. No delay.
terms. A postcard will do. ACTI

used

limit to the size of the
models which may be entered nor to the

warded express prepaid to SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine.
It should lie tagged

with name and address of the maker, who
will prepay charges if model is to be

returned.

The first prize will always be awarded to
a model possessing the greatest utilitarians

merits. This must be an object NOT found
on the market today.
The second prize will always be awarded
to an object possessing the best decorative
artistic or constructive effect. It may be

=IIMIMIP111116
r

ESTIMATES AND CATALOG FREE
Send your plan for us to figure, or rough sketch of job.

B. KAROL & SONS CO.800 S.Dept.
KEDZIE
27 AVENUE
CHICAGO

a replica of an existing object or a model
of an imaginative object or effect.
The remaining prizes will be judged from

,

'!'

with Motor

no

submit during any calendar month.
In every case the model must be for-

Bath Room Outfit

WHOLESALE PRICES

is

number of entries which any maker may

YOU
SAVE 40%
ON THIS NEW MODERN GUARANTEED

on the best PLUMBING and HEATING SUPPLIES. Everything GUARANTEED or we Refund YourMoney. Get our
Catalog. Compare our prices with anyone else selling high
grade Goods and you will see how much you save.

a

There

FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, Inc.

Our customers say we sell the best goods at lowest pPrileres
and give the best service. You save most because we give you

other wires together.
If
non -corrosive soldering flux

bind

should be employed.

COURSES) Tenor taiall'AYY1''drrite;f7g0T:IILMVII:

25

to

soldered

9th Floor. Woolworth Bldg., Dept. 140
New York, N. Y.
Approved ass Correspondence School Under the Lance
of the State of Ness York

1 Ol1=11
MINIUM

PARKS

WOODWORKING MACHINES

either one or the other viewpoints at the
discretion of the judges.
All models may remain at the office of
this publication until the close of the con-

You ought to have this handy Parks in your shop.
It is a compact, complete machine designed just
like a big production outfit at one -fifth the cost.
Includes 8 -inch circular rip and cross cut saw
with polished cast -steel saw table, 16 -inch band
saw with tilting table for bevel -sawing, 6 -inch
jointer, and motor operating from any light
socket. Just plug in and go to work! Fits in a
corner of your basement. Does any kind of cab-

inet and joinery work. Add lathe, shaper and
other attachments any time at small cost. For
the man who does "odd jobs" in his off time this
Parks is a big money maker. Turn out as much

as a four -man shop working by yourself.

Write for circular and Parks complete cataloo
of handy woodworking machinery.

The Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.
1553 Knowlton Street

test at the discretion of the editors.
This

contest

starts January

and will terminate January 1st.

1st, 1927,
1028.

Aviation

This is a monthly contest lasting for
twelve months, each monthly contest closing

on the first of the month following dates
of issue. Thus the contest for the month
of March, 1927, will close April 1st, 1927.
Winners for March will be announced in the

Take a

W. A. C. Course

In Applied Airplane

Engineering. Many

June Issue.

men earn $2000 to -$10,000 a year.

Big Free
outfit of airPlane parts. Write for Free catalog.

Address all entries to Editor Wirekraft

$3,000.00 In Prizes
Arranged
in Monthly Awards
First Prize
For Utility Only

$10,000 per year. We today have hundreds of students who had previously

imaginative or existing object.

Third Prize
Fourth Prize
Fifth Prize

MEYER BOTH COMPANY
Chicago, ill.

day!

4513 Ravenswood Ave.

Chicago,

III.

20.00
15.00
10.00
7.50
5.00
3.50
14.00

Eighth Prize

Ninth Prize

$75 Radio
folps7r:Weekly
Building
Sets

Join the Association! we train you to build and repair
radio sets-start you in Intqinass-enable you to earn
$3 an hour upwards. Free 5 -Tube Radio Set to memWrite for special II m ted -time plan whereby
bers.
Your membership need not cost you a cent. Write to-

25.00

Sixth Prize
Seventh Prize
10th to 16th Prizes of $2.00 each
Total

Cy04.7fveacte"Stationeryll
naLa
200
Sheets $
100 Envelopes
Avenue St.itionoly is found Jo the

>est homes throughout the World: Prominent
lent people in all walks of life prefer

50.00

For Artistic, Decorative or Constructive
Effect-may be a replica or model of some

the success of our students.

RADIO ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

$100.00

Second Prize

studied in other art schools. Why?
Because your instruction is based
upon our everyday experience in
meeting the art needs of leading advertisers. Home study instruction.
Write for illustrated book telling of

Dept. S.N. 4

Dept. S-4

QUALITY COUNTS

-thru the only school operated as a
department of a large art organization. Commercial Artists trained the
"Meyer Both Way" earn as high as

Michigan Ave. at 20th St. (Dept

WESTERN AIRPLANE CORPORATION
Monadnoek Bldg.,
Chicago, III.

SCIENCE & INVENTION MAGAZINE,
230 Fifth Avenue, New York City

PREPARE FOR AN

ART

Cincinnati, Ohio

Canadian Factory: 208 Notre Dame East, Montreal, Can.

$250.00

Tools Required

It

because

of

its

superior

Quality.

NA ilk AM) .1 I /DRESS printed on each sheet and envelope in rich blue ink; exquisite satin finish white bond
Paper (a ; pointed flap envelopes to match. Sent postpaid In
i. few days.
Enclose check or M. O. West of Miss. $1.10.
Money refunded If not satisfied.

Filth Avenue Stationers. Dept. B, 500 Fifth Ave
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IMPROVE
YOUR RECEIVER

tools required for the construction of

THE
Wirekraft articles may be found in the

Build a CONSRAD

Dec. issueof this publication, a reprint of

which will be sent free upon request.

The
following tools may be used advantageously:
1 pair flat -nosed pliers. 1 pair round -nosed
pliers, 1 wire cutter, 1 hacksaw, 1 small vise,
1 soldering iron.

WAVE TRAP

The materials which are necessary are:

FREE to You!

Solder, soldering paste or flux, nails, one
piece of wood, and most important of all,

Sharper tuning, better reception,
less static-all-round big improve-

BLUEPRINTS

If the builder decided to weld his wires
together, a sniall welding transformer or a

ment.

HOW YOU CAN READ THEM
AND BE YOUR OWN BOSS

C.

Write Me-Mention Your Trade

L.

RUMSEY Dept SI., Drexel Bld.

Phila.

30
Days FREE Trial
1927 bicycles direct from factory on

approval. Save $10 to $15. Many models.

HEAD

Tires, sundries at Factory Prices. Write
today for catalog and marvelousoffers.
Cycle Co., Dept. D-107
CHICAGO

wire of the sizes specified in the contest rules
and regulatio

storage batter y may be used for this purpose.
For th e formation of long cylinders,
a

coil windin g machine or a lathe may be

advantageously employed. Toy motors for
the operation of any devices constructed of
wire could of course be procured and added

to the model and the addition of miniature
sockets and b ulbs to illuminate the interior
of any buildi ngs constructed of wire might
also find a place in some of the constructions.

See Full Page Advertisement
This Issue
THE CONSRAD CO., Inc.
N. Y. City

230 Fifth Ave.,
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Opportunity Ad -lets

will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It
No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,
every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country.
automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the
month.
be included at the above rate. Cash should
address
Advertisements in this section twelve cents a word for each insertion. Name and
agency.
Nomust
advertisement for less than 10 words accepted.
accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising
Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for the June issue must reach us not later than April 10th.

The Circulation of Science and Invention is over 200,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Adding Machines
Adds, Subtracts, MulFree Trial.
matiplies, Divides automatically. Work equals $300.00Write
Five year guarantee. Price only $15.00.
chines.
today for free trial offer. Special: $3.00 Pocket Calculator,
only $2.00 cash. Lightning Calculator Co., Dept. K, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Marvelous Calculator.
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Advertisers and Distributors
Earn $13. Distribute 400 free Samples Stopleak Rivets.
Send 6c stamps for samples and secure territory. Riveet
Co., Cohoes, N. Y.

Agents Wanted (Continued)

Business Opportunities (Continued)

Agents-New Tool chest. Newest thing out, 8 tools in
one.
Carry in hip pocket. toe it every day. Men buy
Fine leather case. Agents making big success.
at sight.
Write quick. Novelty Cutlery Co., Chest 455, Canton, Ohio.
Show samples and disAgents-Make 515.00 Daily.
tribute teas, coffer, spices, extracts; 200 products; things
I go 50-50 and furnish Chrysler closed car.
People eat.
Offer made to first person answering in your locality.
Write or wire Health -0 Quality Troducts Co., Dept 31D,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Want $500 Soon? Sell beautiful Dresses, Coats, Scarfs,
No experiSweaters. Amazing low prices. We deliver.
Write
Get complete outfit FREE!
necessary.
ence
Hirshey Knitting Mills, 1959 South California Avenue.

Stocks-Bonds, Domestic -Foreign, bought-suld. Dealers
in all marketable securities. Frank X. Everett & Co., 20
Broad St., New York.

Chicago.

Selling Like

Advertising Agencies
24 Words- 355 Rural Weeklies, $I4.20.

Agents Wanted
Agents-Best seller; Jem Rubber Repair for tires and

tubes; supercedes vulcanization at a saving of over 800 per
in two minutes and
cent; put it on cold. It vulcanizes itself
or tube; sells to
is guaranteed to last the life of the tire
For particulars bow
every auto owner and accessory dealer.
to make big money and free sample, address Amazon Rubber
Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Dept. 601.
for store win$60-$200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters
Liberal otter to
Free samples.
Easily applied.
dows.
Metallic
Letter
Co.,
441
B.,
North Clark.
geaeral agents.
Chicago.
and refinishing law's,
Sally
silvering
mirrors.
plating
$i0
Outfits
reflectors, autos, beds, chandeliers by new method. Ill.
furnished. Write Gunmetal Co.. Ave. D, Decatur.
Stake
$50.00
daily.
We
Bankrupt and Rummage Sales.
Distributors, Dept. 171, 609
start you, furnishing everything.
Division, Chicago.
refinishing auto headMake Money Silvering Mirrors,
chandeliers.
lights. tableware, metal plating. bed steads,Dept. 69, 309
Outfits furnished. International Laboratories.
Fifth Ave., New York.
$50.00 to
Agents-New Plan, makes it easy to earn
$100.00 weekly, selling shirts direct to wearer. No capital
Represent
a
real
manufacturer.
or experience needed.
Broadnow for FREE SAMPLES.pr Madison Company, 566
way, New York.
Every
owner
buys
gold
inisales.
Big meney and fast
You charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten
tials for his auto. Write
for
particulars
and
free
samples.
orders daily easy.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71. East Orange. N. J.
Gold Initials on Automo$50.00 Weekly easy, applying$1.45
profit every $1.50 job.
needed.
biles. No experience
Free Samples. "Ralco Monograms", R1043, Washington,
Boston, Mass.
all metals like magic!
Pelmet Polishing Clotb cleans
Sample
Sells fast at 25e.
attention.
Gets enthusiastic
Gale
Co..
93
Edinboro
Sreet, Boston, Mass.
Free. F. C.
less 5 cents per
Mirrors Resilvered at Home. Costs
Immense profits plating
square foot; you charge 75 cents. stoves,
metalrefinishing
autoparts, reflectors, tableware,
Write Sprinkle,
ware, etc; outfits furnished. Details Free.
Plater, 955, Marion, Indiana.
selling Non -Splash Water
Agents make $10.60 Daily
on market. InFilters on sight. Best canvasser's article
Desk 20, Seed Filter
vestigate. Write for particulars.

Company, 73 Franklin Street, New York.

see this before. Christy's Iron
Write for free
Rust and Stain Remover sells like blazes.
sample. Christy, Inc.. 5000 Lakeway, Newark, New York.
Quick sales.
Big
profits.
New
line.
Sell Show -cards.
St.,
K. Elfko, 525 South Dearborn
Particulars free.
I

Chicago.

yourself. Make
Don't sell for others. Employ agents
Toilet articles, household specialties,
your own products. We
furnish
everything
and show you
500% profit.
etc.
National
Valuable booklet free. Write at once.
how.
Scientific Laboratories. 1942W Broad. Richmond. Va.

a dayti
No strings

or

straps;

on

a

or off instantly; $2
daily; write today
sale; over 100% pr0 ofit; commissions
503, St. Louis, Mo.
for free offer. Sta-l'ut Co., Dept.
Batteries inStorage
Charges
Lightning Electrolyte.
Make it yoursells $10.00.
stantly. Gallon costs 50c, $5.00.
Write for free circuformula
self. Guaranteed
Murphy. Chemist, Tujunga, Calif. Box -C.
lars.
in. Bonus beAgents, $240 month and auto to travelhosiery
for men.
Introduce new line guaranteed Beats store prices.
sides.
colors.
126
styles,
women, children.
Finest
free.
months
or
new
hose
Guaranteed to wear 7

line Silk Hosiery you ever saw.

High class proposition.

given.

No experience needed. Credit Wilknit
New sales plan.
Write for samples.
Spare time satisfactory.

Hosiery Co.. Dept. 255, Greenfield. Ohio.
Store. EserY5500 Weekly assured, operating Rummage
Particulars FREE.
Lowest prices.
thing furnished.
State.
Chicago.
United Bankruptcy Sales. 13251
everything. R75.00
Open Rummage Store. We furnish
N. Young, 2549 So.
daily. Write for free Particulars.

Halsted. Chicago.
perfect products.
Timely Formulas and Processes produce
Catalog. special circulars free.
All kinds. All lines.
D. C

D. Thaxly Co., Washington.

assort-

Carroll, Chicago.
Agents: Make $500.00 monthly. Pay daily. No investment. Rhinestone Initial buckles and novelties. Sell easy
Chases Novelty Co., 800
everywhere. Exclusive territory.
Blue Island. Chicago.

9112-S1, Hartford, St. Louis, Mo.

Just Out-Patented Apron.

Eleven -piece toilet goods

ment at $2.25 with two -niece carving set free to your cus100% profit. Davis Products Co., Dept. 67, 1321
tomers.

Ad-Meyer.
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Oh Hello! Why didn't

Blazes!

New Camera Regular black and white photos finished
quickly inside camera Slake money selling cameras, taking photos or doing both. Crown Company, Dept. 488,
Norwalk, Conn.
Agents Wanted to Advertise Our Goods and distribute
free samples to consumers; 90c an hou-r; write for full
particulars. American Products Co., 9049 Monmouth, Cincinnati, Ohio.
3000%
Gold window letters.
k60$21/0.00 weekly.
Atlas Sign Works
Samples-Catalogue.
Free
Profit.
AL1032 E. 55th, Chicago.
Agents wanted-Territory free to any party who can

finance himself to demonstrate and sell. All weather winAddress All Weathers Ventilator, 144
dow ventilators.
Lincoln Ave., Milwatficee, Wis.
To introduce. Amazing car
I Auto Gas Saver FREE.
performance, Doubles mileage. Critchlow, Inventor, G-87,
Wheaton,

Operate money -making mail-order business in spare
Write for free particulars. Triangle Mail Order
Service, 600 Blue Island Ave., R61, Chicago.
Modern Mail Order Methods.
A new book that tells

time.

how to operate a mail order business successfully. Write
for free circular. Patrick -Mahoney Co., Dept. S, P. 0.
Box 931, Schenectady. N. Y.
Star money -making Mail Order business
Particulars
for stamp.
Mason, 3900 Broadway, Room 6, Chicago.

How Would You Like to Get Hundreds of Letters with
25c and More in Every One? We are doing it, but cannot take care of every town in the United States and
Canada.
Millions of people left for you to take your
share of repeated customers. Our instructions will enable

you to start at once with a total investment of $10 and

show you every trick of the business. Store details for
addressed stamped envelope or $2 for complete instructions.
A legetimate business with a splendid future. Address:
Metropolitan News Bureau, Box 1038, Washington. D.
Manufacture genuine Mexican dishes, tamales, chili con
Competition came, packet products. Enormous demand.
less moneymakers. Mexican Chef reveals secrets. Booklet 10c. Guerrero, Desk SI, Condesa H6, Mexico City.
Capey.
Start mail order business.
Free circulars.

I237X Hamilton, Flint, Mich.
Increase your income. "Selected Opportunities" listing
24

business

plans,

two

formula

charts,

Smeriglio, Box 88405, Stamford, Conn.

Robert

$1.00.

Cameras and Photography Supplies
at home.

Make money in Photography.

Spare or full time. New plan. Nothing like it. ExAmerican School of Photography.
perience unnecessary.
Dept. 5332, 3601 Michigan Avenpe, Chicago.

Ill.

1.11
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Chemistry

Airplanes, Aviation
Boys send dime for 12 inch mounted propeller and circulars telling how you can get a three-foot model aeroplane free. Nothing to sell. Aero Shop, 3050 Hurlbut
Ave.. Detroit. Mich.
Biggest, Best Catalog Medal Airplanes, Parts, Supplies;
5c postpaid. Ideal Co., 169% Spring St., New York.
Airplanes. Send for free Cuts and Plana of our wonderful two place, companion type, small, high life wing
monoplane and information. "How to build this ship, and
be sure it will fly," also Propeller literature. Crawford
Airplane Mfg., 2225 American Ave.. Long Beach, Calif.

Antique Firearms and Indian Relics
pistols, guns, swords,
Indian relics.
bayonets, helmets.
South 18th, Philadelphia.

Flintleek

daggers, war
Lists free.

medals,

Nagy, 8
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Art
Imported Freneli Art Pictures, 20 for $1.00, small supply.
Edelman, 2120-b Surf Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Size 161E20-6 for
Thrilling Imported Art pictures.
$1.00. Harry Garnets. 3001 W. 29th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
new, samples,
money
at
home,
Slake
Like Drawing?
particulars 10c Bablon Signs, 126 Whittier St., Bridgeport, Conn.

Learn

Chemistry

paratus.

or cash.
lyn, N.

nioimmummtirimint-MinnemmitnninmmlIMIrmnrminitimmulimumnilatrimumullt lllll

Books
Free-My illustrated Circulars on Newthought Seltculture, Healing, Yogi Philosophy. Occult, Mystic and Scientific Books. Martens Publisher. Inc., Burlington. Iowa.
illusHypnotism Wins! 25 easy lessons and 298 page
"Mindreading" (any distrated reference guide, $2.00.
5130
MilInstitute,
Science
$2.00.
Wonderful,
tance).

list

free.

Dr. T.

O'Conor

Sloane.

$5.50 postage prepaid.

Money order. C. 0. D

Pines Chemical Co, 1529 St. Marks Ave., BrookY.

Chemistry Outfit. Bargain, $20.00 or C. 0. D. In200 chemicals; glass ware. etc. Merck &
Scientific American receipt and reference books Everett
Scanlon, Lakewod, Rhode Island.
Chemical Science. Trial triple issue 20c coin. Swedesboro, N. Y.
3 issues 25c.
Popular Chemistry $1.00 per year.
Sued,boro, N. J.
IMITMITITIM111111I1111111111111i1,1

For Dens; Relies from Europe's battlefields (also medals)
illustrated catalogue with sample war photos 25c. International. 1889 Albany Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kinds,

Home.

cludes nearly

Battle Photos and War Relics

waukee Ave.. Chicago.
New and Used Books of All

at

noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position as chemist. See our ad on page 1085 of this issue.
Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New
York City.
Your Chemical problems solved and working process furnished for Five Dollars. Write me. W. Stedman Richards, Consulting Chemist, Box 2402, Boston, Mass.
Attention Amateur Chemists! Send 25c in coin for
Junior Chemlab. Contains chemicals. apparatus, instrucClinton
tions to perform 20 mystifying experiments.
Chemical Co., Ilex 335, Swedesboro. N. J.
ScienceMonthly,
Wallingford,
Vermont.
Boy Chemist
Year $1.00.
3 months
50c.
Business-Stories.
Experimenters-IS Pieces of high grade chemical ap-

Lyle,

Pisgah, Ala.
novelties. CatJoke Books, trick books and entertaining
Makary, Dept. St, 339 Mountain St., Pittsalog Free.
burgh, Pa.

Business Opportunities
You can have a business -profession of your own and earn
big income in service fees. A new system of foot correction;
readily learned by anyone at home in a few weeks. Easy
everywhere with all the trade
terms for training, openings
required or goods to buy, no
you can attend to. No capital
Address
Stephenson Laboratory, 18
agency or soliciting.
Bark Bay, Boston. Mass.

Correspondence Courses
Home Study: High School, Normal. Business, and Collegiate courses. Bulletin free. Apply Carnegie College.
Rogers, Ohio.
Used correspondence school courses sold on repurchase
basis. Also rented and exchanged. Money -back guarantee.
(Courses bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah,
Catalog free.

Alabama.

411111110tiiii011111111111111 lllll lInna1111111.1111M11.1M1M111.11111111111U1M111111111111111:1111111111111111111111111iiin

Educational
Home Study Courses. All Schools. Lowest Prices. Terms.
Catalog Free. Mention subject. Fred Goetz, 940-H San -

some. San Francisco.

11111rnM111/1/1M111111 lllll 111,111,111111111Tielluili.

Electricity
Electric Fun! Seventy stunts. 110 volts, $1.
Concern. Campbell, Calif.

Cutting

For Inventors
Invent." No

to
Inventors-Get this pamphlet, "What
actually asked for be
theory or guess work, but things
8E00. Inventor'.
manufacturers. Sent prepaid forSt. only
Louis.
Mo.
Syndicate. 22 Paladium Bldg.,

Science and Invention for April, 1927
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For Inventors (Continued)
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
Free particulars (Copyrighted).
you make the sale.

Write W. T. Greene, 808 Jenifer Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Inventors! Use our special service for presenting your invention or patent to manufacturers. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.,
205-A Enright. St. Louis, Mo.
Inventions

Commercialized.

Patented

or

stead, Quebec. Canada.
Mexican made pistol holsters, cartridge belts, lariats;
horse hair articles, rattlesnake belts and fobs.
Ingersoll

Unpatented.

Leather Co., 321 Fannin, Houston, Tex.
Forms to cast Lead Soldiers, Indians, Marines, TraPPerS,
Animals, 151 kinds. Send 10c for illustrated Catalogue.

devices designed -Basic claims suggested. A. Pepin!, Leonia,
N. J.

II. C.' Schiercke, 1034 -72nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I am in touch with hundreds of money men and manufacturers who wish to buy good inventions. Hartley, 38

Workbenches --Steel legs cheapest, for home, shop, garage.
Circular free. Perrin Co., Port Huron, Mich.
Trick Cartooning and Puzzles for 250 coin. Star Cartooning Service, 1244 S. Springfield Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Underground Treasures.
Simple, scientific method for
locating explained free. T. Santschl, Gienellyn, Ill.
Sell Beauty Preparations by mail. I start YOU, $1.00.

Inventors

.11/InTrumrrrnmmm111,itInielm1 inti111ttltrierieammetintlininnournmanum11tri

Formulas
Ideal Book Shop, Park

500 Formulas 20c, Catalog FREE.

laidge, Illinois.

Any manufacturing or business formula. $1.00.

Cagey

Chemists, 1237 Hamilton, Flint, Mich.
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Help Wanted
Silvering

mense
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Louis.

U. S. Government Jobs, $95 to $225 Month.
Men women, 18 up. Steady work. Life positions. Short hours.
Vacation.
Many Spring examinations. Common education
sufficient Experience unnecessary. Sample coaching and

full particulars -FREE. Write today
Institute. Dept. 1118. Rochester, N. Y.
Month.

$225.00

sure.

Men -women,

18

Franklin

up.

Get

U. S. Government Jobs. Railway Postal Clerks -Mail Car
rlers-Postoffiee Clerks and Clerical Positions.
Steady
Life Positions. Paid vacation.
Experience unnecessary.
Common education sufficient.
32 -page book with sample

examination, coaching and NU particulars FREE. Write
today sure. Franklin Institute, Dept. 114, Rochester. N. V.
.v.inlirrnmunmInnr:mtrmummmrtrrtmlmnrmrtmirnmmrnmmrtnrimmi

Plays, musical comedies and revues, minstrel music,
blaekface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recita
dons, entertainments, musical readings, stage handbooks,
makeup goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison & Co., 623
So. Wabash, Dept. 99, Chicago.
.Imir,t,01/13111111111trillunimm1111111111111tIlliiiii1111111-11111MMTIMTMITITIMMIlirrITTIMIIIMMTMITIO

Insects Wanted
Why not spend Spring, Summer, Fall gathering butterworth $1. to $7. Simple outdoor work with my instructions,
illustrations, price list. Send 10c for Illustrated Prospectus. Sinclair, Dealer in Insects, Dept. 41, Box 1424, San
Diego, Calif.
flies, insects? I buy hundreds of kinds for collections. Some

avaarnammsatornamassamearatrunararaarnaaaaaaa

Instruction
Chemistry at

Home.

Dr.

T.

O'Conor

Sloane,

noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position
as chemist. See our ad on page 1085 of this issue. Chemical
Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway. New York City.
Correspondence Courses Sold Complete: One-third usual
price. because slightly used, easy terms, money bark guarantee.

catalog.

All

schools and subjects.
Write for special free
Courses bought for cash.
Economy Educator

Service, H-202 West 99th St., New York.

l0, 11111111MM frrIWIMln.1/11111111111/111.11r1111111111M11.1171:111111111111111111111111111111.

Inventions Wanted
Will buy approved invention. Write W. L. Kendig, 916
N. Duke Street. Lancaster, Pa,
Inventions

Commercialized.

Patented

or

Unpatented.

Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
ertmet...o.nrtmannuntmnoinummtglisommeeollmittrrillivumm......momnimonnemoull lllllll norm..

Magic and Games
Free with $25 order our large die box.

large catalogue of tricks, puzzles,

Send 20c for our

wigs, sensational

es-

capes. Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 549. Oshkosh, Wis.
Books -Magic. Mysteries, Magic Tricks, Novelties, Catalogue Free. Singer, 200. Hancock, Wis.
Magic easily learned with our modern tricks and instructions.
Astonish others. Packet of secrets and new
illustrated catalog of magic for stage and parlor, 10c.
Piedmont Novelty Shop. Box 631, Danville. Va.
Card tricks,
Coin tricks.
Hypnotism. Ventriloquism.
64 -page books, complete guides, 10e each. G. Fenner, 2401
Jefferson, Louisville, Ky.
.11,11$7,11Vrrt1111711111InnnTIIIM1111111,1111117M11.11111111113111111.11111111111111111111111111M111:111111MiltilinillY

Manufacturing
To Order -Mechanical work, all branches. Models, Experimenting. Quantity
Parma Engineering
Works. Brooklyn Station, Clleveland. Ohio.
Inventors' Models and light manufacturing.
B. L.
Nortwed, Ethan, S. Dak.
lllll .11minnttmoolmtmnimmmtm

Manuscripts
Short Stories Wanted
Earn $25 weekly. Spare time, writing for newspapers.
Details Free. Press

Experience unnecessary.
Syndicate. 987. St. Louts. Mo.
magazines.

Make $25 weekly at home,

spare

Don't buy a

our catalogue

Bicycle Motor Attachment until you get
prices.
Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 6.

and

Galesburg, Kansas.
onanarnannturtm
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Musical Instruments
Violins -Deep, Mellow, Soulful -on easy credit terms.
High grade, wonderful instruments of my own make. Development of many years' expertness. Write for book. Gustav
A. Henning, 2424 Gaylord St., Denver, Colo.
lllll

time, writing short
Outline

stories for photoplays.
Experience unnecessary,
free. producers League, 603, St Louis. Mo.

I nvent bans

Commercialized.

Patented

or

Unpatented.

Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo,
Patents wanted by manufacturers; send description, Box
126,

Dowaglac, Mich.
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Photography
Have you a Camera? Write for free sample of our big
magazine, showing how to make better pictures and earn
money. American Photography, 118 Camera House, Boston,
17, Mass.
Do It Yourself!
Amazing new system enables you to

transfer pictures to wood, ivory, leather and China subjects

Photographic fans want these wonderful outfits! Full particulars free. Write TODAY, Kyograph Photo System.
Dept £9, 21 West 17th St., New York City.
I lllllll 011111111111111111111111111111111831111 lllll 111111111111111111111c111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:M11111111111.1...

Photo plays Wanted
$1,250 -For A Photoplay-51,250. Written- by an unknown writer whose story was sold through our sales department.
We copyright, revise, criticize and market
photoplays.
We are right on the ground in Hollywood
in daily touch with the studios. We know the market
Send
manuscript today for free criticism and attvice.
Universal Scenario Co., Room 217, 5507 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
1Iact
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Printing Outfits and Supplies
Print your own cards, stationery, circulars, Paper. etc.
Complete outfits $8.85; Job Presses $11, $29; Rotary $149.
Print for others, big profit. All easy, rules sent. Write
for catalog Presses. type, Paper, etc.
Meriden, Conn.

Seises Company, F-6

Print 250 Signs or Pictures in one hour in colors, withSample and particulars 10c.
Straley, 1017 W. Mulbery, Springfield, Ohio.
out press, type or machinery.

Old Coins

Radio

California Gold, quarter size, 27c; half -dollar size, 53c.
Norman Shultz, Box
746, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10c.

llllllll 1111111111113111/11111.11111111111111111111111.10111111111111111Milin1111111111111111111111n11111111111111111111111.10D,

Old Money Wanted
$2 to $500 Each paid for hundreds of Old or Odd Coins.
Keep all old money, it may be very valuable. Send 10c for
new illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x6, Guaranteed Prices.
Get Posted, We pay Cash,
Clarke Coin Company. 14

Street, LeRoy, N. Y.

How to Entertain

Learn

Motorcycles -Bicycles

French plate.
Easily learned, imPlans free. Wear Mirror Works, 16 IV,

Excelsior Springs. Mo.
Be a Detective. Work home or travel. Experience unnecessary. Particulars Free. George Wagner, former Government Detective, 2190 Broadway, N. Y.
Detectives Earn Big Money. Travel. Excellent opportunity. Great demand everywhere. Experience unnecessary.
Write. American Detective System, 2190 Broadway, N. V.
Firemen, Brakemen, Baggagemen. (white or colored)
sleeping car, train porters (colored), $150-$250 monthly.
897 Railway Bureau, East St.
Experience unnecessary.

to

R Raymond, 818 Oak Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Wood Models, Patterns, Drawings.
Small wood parts,
estimates 6 eta,
NV.
H. Gall, 616 Dolbee Ave., S. 11.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Gears and Model Supplies of every description Catalog
5 cents. Experimenters Supply House, Box 10, Station Y,
New York City.

Mirrors,

profits.

$95.00

Patents Wanted
Mr. Inventor. If you have a patent or invention for sale
write Hartley, 38 Court St., Bangor, Me,

1

Ivrite Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 Enright. St. Louis, Mo.
Inventions developed to practical basis -Non infringing

court St.. Bangor, Me.
We help inventors financially to get patents.
auk, 1'. 0. Box 1648, Washington, D. C.

Miscellaneous
Beautiful registered bull pups $15. Bulldogs. 501 RockDallas, Texas.
Cateh From 45 to 60 foxes in from 4 to 5 weeks' time;
can teach any reader of this magazine how to get them.
Just drop me a card for particluars. W. A. Hadley, Stang wood,

Boys! Don't overlook this. The "Ram." Baby Detector.
Greatest detector ever brought out with molded base. Fully
adjustable. See former advertisements in this publication.
or our catalogue. Detector with Galena Crystal complete 50c,
the same detector with Radiocite Crystal 75c prepaid. Send
for yours today. Radio Specialty Company, 100 Park Place,
New York City.
For Sale: High frequency ()Min Coil outfit, 1h Kilowatt transformer 110-5000 volts. Glass plate
condenser.
Oscillation transformer, zinc spark gap, switch, fuses, line
condensers, etc.

B. J. Kline, 24 B'way, Haverstraw, N. Y.
Radio trouble tinder, log. dictionary. A new illustrated

inunnienuomineelm

64 -page book. Pocket size. Sent postpaid for 23c coin or
stamps. Patrick -Mahoney Co., Dept. 11, P.O. Box 931,

Millions spent annually for Ideas! Hundreds now wanted!
Patent yours and profit! Write today for free book -tells
how to protect yourself, how to invent, ideas wanted, how
we help you sell, etc. American Industries, Inc., 212 Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Richard E. Babcock, Patent Lawyer. Washington Loan
& Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C. Booklet.
Monroe E. Miller, Ouray Bldg.,
D. C.
Patent Lawyer; Mechanical, ElectricalWashington,
Expert. Booklet
and Priority Berard blank gratis.
Patents -Send for form "Evidence of Conception" to be

Output Unit -improves quality, prevents demagnetization
and burn out of speakers. C.O.O. only $4.50. Sent prepaid on receipt of money order. Fully guaranteed. Inter-

Patent Attorneys

Schneetady, N.Y.

signed and witnessed. Form, fee schedule, information free.
Lancaster and Aliwine, Registered Patent Attorney in

United States and Canada, 242 Ouray Bldg., Washington,
D. C.
Patents Procured; Trade Marks Registered -A comprehensive, experienced, prompt service for the protection and
development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge. Booklet of information and form
for disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen, 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C., or 41-T Perk Row, New
York,
Patents.
Send for free booklet
Highest references.
Best results. Promptness assured. Send model or drawing

for examination and advice.

Watson E. Coleman, Patent

Attorney. 724 -9th Street, N. W Washington, D. C.
Cooperative Plan for safe -guarding and commercializing
inventions before patenting. Write for free booklet, Ralph

Burch, Patent Lawyer, 501 Jeniter Building, Washington,
D. C.
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
you make
Free particula
ted).
Write W. T. Greene, 809 Jenifer Bldg.. Washington.D.
C,
Patents. Time counts In applying for patents.
Don't
risk delay in protecting your ideas, Send sketch or model
for instructions or write for Free book, "How to Obtain a
Patent" and "Record of Invention" form. No charge for
Information on how to proceed. Communications strictly
confidential. Prompt, careful, efficient service. Clarence A.
O'Brien, Registered Patent Attorney, Security Bank
Building (directly across street from patent office), Washington, D. C. See page 1147,
Patents: Trade -Marks. Ten years experience in Patent
Office. Consultation invited. Booklet Geo. Beeler, 2001.
150 Nassau St, New York,
"Inventors' Guide" free on request; gives valuable information and advice for all who have original ideas or
improvements. Frank Ledermann, Registered Attorney and
Engineer, 17th Floor, Woolworth Bldg., New York.
U. S. and foreign patents, trademarks; moderate rates,

22 years' experience. George C. Heinicke, 32 Union Square,
New York; registered in U. S. and Canada,
Patents -Prompt personal service; reasonable
rates.
Write today to Carl Miller, Registered
Patent Athrner,

former member Examining Corps of Unied States Patent
Office, McGill Building, Washingon, D. C.
"Inventor's Advisor," Patentbook, with 139 mechanical
movements, illustrations, sent free.
Labiner, Patent Attorney, 3 Park Row, New York.
Patent Sense -As one of the oldest firms in America we
give inventors, at lowest consistent charge, a service noted
for results, evidenced by many well-known Patents of extraordinary value. Book, Patent -Sense, free. Lacey & Lacey,
644 F St, Washington, D. C. Estab, 1869.
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Patents
Inventions

commercialized.

Patented

state Sales Co.. 1144 Broadway, New York.

Rubber Stamps
Your name handsomely moulded In fancy letters upon a
rubber stamp $1.00 plus 10c for postage. Please print
name. R. Skeffington, 18 Bullinch St., Boston, Mass.
Name and address -handsomely moulded upon a self ink-

ing nickel -plated vest pocket stamp $1.00. Harry Gometz,

3001 W 24th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
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Salesmen iVaated
Millions of business men waiting for Brand Ne,v Indispensable $10.00 office utility saving hundreds
of dollars
annually. One man sold sixteen in three hours. Splendid
profits. Write quick for trial offer and exclusive Virgin
territory. Lightning Calculator Co., Dept. W, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Tailoring Salesmen -Entirely new, distinctive advertising sales plan gets the orders for you. Guaranteed fitting
made to measure suits $18.50 to $45.50. Big commissions.
200 samples $20 outfit free. Wholesale Direct Tailors,
Dept 024, Buffalo, N. Y.
iltliallirM0111111E1111111pwi lllll Ininlim.toriMMIITUITM111111,11111111iiiiitanitilli lllllllll

Free "Song Writers Guide." B21-1239 Elm, Green Bay,

Wis.
Song Poem

Writers -Write Ray Hibbeler, D24,

N. Keystone Ave., Chicago,

Two

Stamps and Coins
Stamps 100 All Different 3 (Ants. S. L Quaker Stamp

Company. Toledo, 0.

Belgium, No. 216-266 Catalogue value, $3.20; price, 50c.
Monthly bargain list free. The Settwell Co., 2317 Cortelyou
Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.
105 (China, etc.) 2c. Album (500 illustrations) Sr. Bullard, Sta. A21, Boston.
50 Foreign coins 500,
10 Confederate bills 35c, Set
handsome Mexican bills 35c.
Revolutionary War pope
money 35e.
Illustrated coin catalogue 10c. Nagy, 08

South 18th,a Philadelphia.

inparrninnlam11111111111artriminrnMlinannirrtirrimirmrrmorrIMIIIIMMMIIITIITn111111111M1111/111111.11.10

Typewriters
Typewriters, all standard makes. $10 up. Fully guaranteed.
Free trial, Write for complete illustrated lists. Northwestern
Exchange, 121 N. Francisco Ave., Chicago.
111.111111111111111111n1,11111111311191111111/TMITIIIMIrrinn111111n11111111111.1111111111111nIllinutivriiiiiipeeelle.elel.e lllll

Ventriloquism
Ventriloquism taught almost anyone at home.

Small cost.

Send 2c stamp today for particulars and proof. Geo. IV.
Smith, Room S-161, 125 N. Jefferson Ave.. Peoria, Ill.
.1111111111111111.111.11111MIIIMITMM11111711711111111111M7MTIM111111111,111111111111111.113111.11111100millummisn

or

unpatented.

Inventions -Two automatic inventions and a plasinvenors' rights.
William

earls process.
Beware
Haines. Habana, Cuba.

2104

lllll 1111111111111111111111111111111,13111111111111111J1J1111111111111Inoilimilirtrrl111111111111111111,11111,11M11111111.141101,..,

Wanted

Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 205 Enright, St. Louis. Me.
ter

lllllll umeelomemil.

Song Poems

Detectives Earn Big Money. Work home or travel. ExWrite, George Wagner. former Goternmcnt Detective, 2190 Broadway, N. Y.
perienee unnecessary.
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FOR ROMANCE & THRILLS

Kid
AliasBythe
Bonanza
RICHARD A. MARTINSEN
What happened when Jerry Balsam, outlaw, fell in love with the pretty daughter of a nester

APRIL
PRICE

OUT

25c

TODAY

MA9AZINE
Ot aer stirring stories in t iis issue by famous aut lors:

o "Mystery of the Lazy Y" 0
By J. ALLAN DUNN

o o "Ga11.00.11.1 to Glory" o 0
By GEORGE W. BARRINGTON

"We Bury Our Own Dead"
By L. PAUL

Fawcett's Publications, Inc., Robbinsdale, Minn.

(A.T.C)

Enclosed find $1 (in check or money order) for which lease enter my
name as a subscriber to your special five months offer. Or enclosed find
2.5c for which please send me one copy of the April issue of TRIPLE -X.

Name
Address
CifY-

State
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GERNSBACK'S RADIO CYCLO-

PEDIA. Leatherette covers. Size 9 x 12
inches. 168 pages; over 500 illustrations.
Published by Sidney Gernsback, 230 Fifth
Ave., New York City. Price $2.00.

Among the outstanding radio publications of
the new year is this first encyclopedia of radio information to be published in book form in this
country. Aside from its practical purpose, the
appearance of this volume sets a definite milestone in the history of radio progress, being in
essence a comprehensive and compact review of
all that has come into existence in knowledge and

(( Aqt

achievement in the field of
time.

4,10
cp oraspA&CI

radio

up to this

wilds this

The compiler has aimed to provide not merely
a dictionary of radio terms, but an actual ready reference encyclopedia and practical handbook for

The text comprises

Don't hire an expert! Repair your

30+Disecnrers set
wont worts.

Radio set your-

self-it's easy.

No matter how much
or how
little you

of your radio
this new
"Radio Trouble Finder" book is going to
know

receiver,

be a big help.
It explains the com-

mon and special faults

all the standard
receivers of today:
of

tells how to recognize
instantly, by various
methods,

where

the

trouble lies and also

special simple
which you
can determine what
is wrong with your
receiver.
Then for
gives

testa

by

particular fault
there is explained the
proper procedure for
correcting it.

1,930

definitions of words,

Book Contains 64
Pages
Size 6x9, illustrated,
Handsome 2 Color
Cover

C

k

;he boug

day language, so that they can be comprehended
by everyone who can read English. At the same
time more exhaustive explanations are given for
those who require exact technical information.

INTRODUCTION OF PHYSICAL SCI-

ENCE, by Ivor B. Hart. Stiff cloth covers,
5 inches by 73/4. inches. Profusely illustrated, 299 pages. Published by Oxford
University Press, New York City. Price,

$L50.
The preface states the intention of this book
is to strike a common sense balance between extremes in method. The text is devoted largely to
experiments and this is the true way to give meaning to what is sometimes felt to be a dry science.
It is very profusely illustrated and in every way
is most attractive. As it is intended for instruction the sections are followed by questions and examples, so that after the student has been through
a section and done the experiments, he is open to
an examination.

gent, Boston, Mass.

The value of this book in the educational field
to by the fact that this is the tenth
new book coining out every year.
Schools increase so rapidly in number that a work
of this character is so soon superanuated and out
of date. A very interesting feature may be entitled the introductory section covering the educational year with all sorts of divisions, such as
library education, the curious fundamentalist
troubles in the South, and all kinds of relevant
topics making up nearly a hunderd pages of very
interesting reading. Boys' and girls' schools and
is testified
edition, a

On All
Newsstands
BUY YOUR COPY TODAY

If you cannot secure a copy from your dealer,
order direct.

THE CONSRAD COMPANY
230 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

RE9EIVER
-THE OA010 CONSTRKTOR SEARS.: MAKINUYOUR. OWN

No.15

How to make

A bow Loss R

bility of the material. Added interest and educational value is given by the inclusion of brief

informative biographies of the outstanding great
figures in the development of electrical and radio
science, from the beginnings to the latest contributions of the present moment.
This book is heartily recommended to every
radio listener. Its definitions are in simple, every

cloth covers, 41/2 by 71/2 inches. Illustrated, 1020 pages. Published by Porter Sar-

25c

.f

main headings. This adds decisively to convenience of arrangement and practical accessi-

AMERICAN PRIVATE SCHOOLS. Stiff

ONLY

low

terms and symbols which have a specific application in radio, in concise, concrete, readily understandable explanations. These are further elucidated with over 500 illustrations, photo reproductions, diagrams, and drawings. All of the most
modern instruments and their development, every
known circuit, new and old and every part and
apparatus used in radio are fully described by
word and picture. Over fifty references, for
example relate to circuits, making an array of
practically all the well-known receiving and
transmitting circuits. Equally detailed treatment
is given on such other fundamental subjects as
aerials, amplifiers, batteries, detectors, oscillation,
radiation, switches, transformers, units, vacuum
tubes, waves, etc. The references are alphabetically
listed, and in addition cross-indexed in a supplementary subject classification, grouping co related subjects and material under appropriate

each

P.M!, Gives up
1,2 isa dis ust!

POWERFUL

the most general all-around application. Its classification of references covers every item of importance relating to radio or the radio industry.

P.M.,&itushessuppa
to tune in bilsD7C,

iaat
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You can build one of
Radio's Finest Sets with

this Consrad Pattern

THINK of it-Only $20 for a complete receiver instead of hundreds of dollars!

The Consrad "Low Loss" pattern gives
absolutely every detail-on how to
build the Receiver mentioned above-with
full size blueprints, easier to follow than a
ladies dress pattern.
For twenty dollars you can buy 'all parts
needed for this receiver-assemble them with
the aid of the simplified Consrad Patternand you have one of the best quality Radio
you

Receivers on the market.
The Consrad Pattern also gives a 16 -page
illustrated instruction leaflet detailing the

step by step operations in putting together

this Receiver. Two full size color blueprints,
size 18x20 inches each, of the Panel layout
and Wiring Diagram.
Step into the nearest Radio shop or news-

dealer and ask for one of these patterns.
They are only 50c-see your dealer NOW!

PRICE

50

co-educational schools, are reviewed at great length,

SOLD EVERYWHERE

bird's-eye view of the wonderful buildings of the
Ely School at Greenwich, Conn., which was destroyed by fire a few weeks ago. The thoroughness of the book which is in rather small print is
testified to by the fact that the index of schools

If Your Dealer Cannot Supply
You Write Direct
THE CONSRAD COMPANY, INC.
230 FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY

and a number of pages are filled with a list of
these institutions. It seems a little sad to see a

takes up over sixty pages and even at that we

miss some very familiar names
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1927

STARLIGHT, by Harlow Shapley. Stiff
cloth covers, 4 inches by 7 inches, 144
pages, illustrated. Published by George
H. Doran Co., New York City. Price
$1.00.

This is a second book of this rather interesting
It is a popular treatment of astronomy and
is so written as to constitute excellent reading. It
quite
nicely illustrated and modern astronomy
is
has operated to disclose such marvels of the stars
really
seems the duty of everyone of us
that it
to devote some time to the perusal of at least
series.

TA -RAW
itg-

liEggrOPM.
44.1,ion

elor;, (6.0.103-4.1.4k44,4

such popular books as this.

THE STORY OF ELECTRICITY, by W.
F. F. Shearcroft. Stiff cloth covers, 43/4

ar

116

manners
RADIO Receivers know no rules
of etiquette-they cannot be
taught to act on best behavior
when company and friends are judg-

ing them-but they can be made to
act properly if the operator understands the few simple factors that effect tuning or the proper adjustment
of the Receiver's controls.

Be one of those on the safe side.
Don't be afraid to invite friends and
show them that good tuning means
good reception
grams.

and enjoyable pro-

The 64 page, illustrated book on
How to Tune Your Radio Set (Consrad-25c) is a carefully prepared, yet
simplified, instruction book on tuning

THE CELL, by Fritz Kahn, M. D. Paper
bound stiff covers, 5 inches by 73/4 inches.
Profusely illustrated, 66 pages. Published

by Albert and Charles Boni, New York

City. Price, 40c.
This is a very picturesque treatment of a part
played by the cell in plant and animal life. In

man there are some thirty thousand billions of
cells with a surface area of some six thousand
square yards. In other words they would make
a sheet about eighty feet on each side. The integument of these cells, the author states, would
make a tape four -tenths of an inch wide, which
would reach from Washington, D. C., to the City
of Providence, R. I. A short index and some
very interesting cuts follow it, the latter given
in a sort of supplement.

KAFERVOLK, by Dr. Kurt Floericke.
Stiff cloth covers, 53/4" x 8", 76 pages.
Published by Kosmos, Stuttgart, Germany.
Again we have the mystic seventy odd pages, this
time devoted to beetles with numerous illustrations.
An attractive colored title page or cover page more

properly, tells what the subject of the book is by
the book is
its illustrations. When we note thatmagazine,
we
published by the German "Kosmos"
the
feel that we have reviewed it, for it has allitsofsubattractive features and nice treatment of
ject which characterizes these interesting little man-

alone.

Receivers, of different types, individual characteristics are handled sepately.

inches by 71/2 inches, 70 pages. Published
Price
$125.
A very simple and nice treatment of electricity
is given in this book in seventy-one pages, eight
of whch are devoted to title page, contents, etc.
This doesn't leave much for electricity but when
we find relativity treated in five pages, and the
Quantum Theory in less than three, we can only
say that the author seems to have a somewhatit
venturesome personality. Short as the book is
has an index. We are not speaking unfavorably
of it by any means, and we are glad to recommend it to our readers.

by Greenberg, New York City.

All there is to know, all that

must be known before one can really
say to understand the tuning of a set
-is given in this book.

It will surprise you-Buy a copy
today-at the nearest Radio Shop.

Only 25c. You'll get three times that
value out of it.

uals.

RADIO UP TO THE MINUTE, by John
R. Irwin and Arthur R. Nilson. Stiff

cloth covers, 5 inches x 71/2 inches, illustrated, 398 pages. Published by Edward
J. Clode, Inc., New York City. Price
$1.00.

One of the best new radio books is that

called

"Radio Up to the Minute," by Johnradio
R. Irwin
engi-

and Arthur R. Nilson, two well-known
effecneers in New York City. The book covers
tively the history of radio, from the earliest exof radio
periments up to late research. The theory the
prinis explained by introducing the reader to
and
ciples of magnetism and electro-magnetism,theory
chapters are included which take up the
various
inand design of vacuum tubes and the We recomstruments used in making radio sets.
reference
work
for
a
as
mend this book highly
the average broadcasting fan and amateur.

THE RADIO NEWS SUPERHETERO-

25c
SOLD
EVERYWHERE

If your dealer cannot supply you
Write direct

The Consrad Company, Inc.
230 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

DYNE BOOK. Soft covers, 81/2" x 113/4",
profusely illustrated, 92 pages. Published
by The Experimenter Publishing Co.,
New York City. Price 50 cents.

Everyone interested in radio reception it seems
has a dream of some day owning a Superheteroperhaps of the
dyne. The most valuable feature
that it enables one to reach
Superheterodyne is stations
farther
away than the
out and listen to
average set, and most of the stations a thousand
miles or so away can be picked up on an ordinary
loop two or three feet square. This compilation
RADIO
of articles taken from various numbers of
fine com-

NEWS Magazine, gives the reader a very
prehensive survey of all the various types of Supersets
hets which have been described. Receiving
of this type arranged in different forms with both
a small and large number of tubes are described

in very full detail with complete wiring diagrams
and pictures of the sets. This book is worth $5.00
of any radio fan's money, and it is a work which
every radio fan sooner or later will want to study
.for the reason that one can build a Superheterodyne
on the
much cheaper than they can be bought that
the
market, especially in view of the fact

(Continued on page 11721

Price $1.97

A
RADIO
EDUCATION
VOLUMES

Theory, Design, Construction,
Operation and Maintenance

LEARN AT HOME
TH E S E five component

parts of a complete Radio
Instruction Course are outlined
in five volumes that contain not

merely the essentials as so

many books do, but more, they
contain all that any modern upto-the-minute textbook on any
subject would cover. They are

in themselves a COMPLETE
radio education teaching every

possible portion of Radio
science.
Size of each book 6 by 9 inches,

handsomely bound and illustrated with charts, diagrams,
descriptions of equipment, etc.

SEND NO MONEY for these
books. Just forward your name
and address. We send you the
books at once. On receipt of

same you pay the postman
$1.97 plus a few cents postage
and then they are yours.

Distributed by

The Consrad Co.
230 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.
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You save $100

and get 100

page ,books fiee

1001

RADIO CIIIESTIC:;";
Ai4D.ANSVIEF S

WV? "V:

WE GIVE YOU
THIS
VALUABLE BOOK
A Book full of radio problems and

how to solve them.
A brand new book filled to the brim with a priceless array of
selected Questions and Answers that are necessary to everyone in the construction, care and maintenance of modern
sets, including information on hundreds of simple and complex circuits in common use today.
Radio engineers spent 7 months to give you this valuable
book. Contains 116 pages, 300 illustrations and is published
in the large Magazine size 9 x 12 inches. This book will be
given you absolutely FREE with your subscription to

RADIO NEWS

RADIO NEWS is the medium that keeps thousands upon
thousands of radio fans in direct touch with what is going
on everywhere in the industry. It is radio's greatest magazine written for everyone who owns or uses a radio set,
whether he be a broadcast listener or professional radio engineer. Contains no less than 20 separate big features and
departments every issue. 200 Pages, size 9 x 12, illustratedPRICE $2.50.

Some of the big features in the April issue of RADIO

NEWS are:The Electrified Hammarlund - Roberts
Hi -Q Receiver.
The

Loftin -White

Receiver.

Fill out and mail
and

coupon today
have
RADIO

NEWS delivered to

Publishing
Company, Inc.

Keeps you in touch with the writings of the men of
greatest imaginations

young and old.
Some of the big fea-

in

the

the

for

are:

25 Cents

STORIES

A. Hyatt Verrill.

John Jones's Dollar,
by Harry Stephen

White Gold Pirate,

by Merlin Moore
Taylor.

The

Man

in

the

Room, by Edwin
Balmer and Wil-

liam B. MacHarg.

The

by

Balloon Hoax,
Edgar Allan

Poe.

Price $2.50 the Year.
$2.50

you

get

one

copy free of POP-

ULAR MAGIC and

OWIPV,zely

\M"Olkb
.

months delivered to
your door. Fill out
and mail the coupon

by
Cw e11 S ItT
Verrill
Edgar Rice Burroughs

41/141A-'11**

-

now.

enclose $

i

subscription to

I

also to send me free one copy of

SI-4

I
I

for one year's
, you are

i

!

1

Name

1

Address
I

I

L

magazine

April issue just out

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.,
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

City

A

The Plague of the
Living Dead, by

I

I

world.

ture stories of the

AMAZING STORIES
for 12 consecutive

Gentlemen:

230 Fifth Avenue

New York, N. Y.

Scientification by world -famed
Marvelous, Amazing Stories by great men, such as
Jules Verne, H. G. Wells, etc.. appear in this new magazine
AMAZING STORIES every month.
Stories of flying into space at dazzling speed on a comet:
Mesmerizing the dead; remarkable situations of all kinds.
Tremendously interesting-yet instructive.
writers.

months, and one
wers."

Experimenter

AMAZING STORIES

A new kind of magazine.

Think of it for only

copy free of "1001

I

to-

your home each
month for twelve
Questions and Ans-

I

POPULAR MAGIC is a book for
for everybody, young and
old. But especially for those who want popularity, those who
want to realize how much the admiration of friends help toward making life worth more.
POPULAR MAGIC contains thousands of simple, entertaining parlor tricks, as many puzzling magical stunts and a
whole book full of mystic spirit novelties. A new set of tricks
for every day in the year.
You can get this book absolutely FREE by subscribing now
you,

Keeler.

Super DX Reception.
The Giant Tone Violin.

this

IT COSTS
NOTHING
TO OWN THIS BOOK

State

I

Experimenter

Publishing
Company, Inc.
230 Fifth Avenue

New York, N. Y.
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patent situation has curtailed the distribution and
sales of Superheterodyne parts to a very large extent. With this book on your library shelf, you

do not have to worry whether or not "kits" are
from

the

market.

You

can

wind

removed
your own transformers and build the set from the
bottom up at a saving of two hundred dollars or
more.

1001 RADIO QUESTIONS AND AN-

SWERS. Compiled by the staff of RADIO
NEWS,

/corn -

edited

by

Leon

L.

Adelman.

Flexible covers, 81/2" x 113'", profusely illustrated, 94 pages. Published by The Experimenter Publishing Co., New York
City. Price 50 cents.

This book contains nearly every form of radio

question covering every imaginable subject that
one could think of. Most of the answers are accompanied by diagrams of sets and various circuits, all of which will prove extremely valuable

of course to every radio man, whether amateur
or advanced student. The book is divided into
sections and covers such vital and interesting subjects as various types of circuits; amplifiers; radio
transmitting circuits; different forms of current
supply; questions concerning miscellaneous radio

HERE ARE
ONLY A FEW
OF THE
COUNTLESS

SUBJECTS IN
THIS BOOK:
Aerials
Alternating Current
Alternators
Amplification
Amplifiers
Antennas

A.

Arcs
B.

Batteries
Biographies

C.

Capacity
Circuits
Ccherers
Condensers
Coils
Coupling

Crystals
Current

ONE THOUSAND

E.

Electrolytic
Electromagnetic
Electromotive Force

Dielectric
Discharge

BOOKS IN ONE

The First Classification and Explanation of the
Countless Words Used in the Specialized
Science of Radio
Edited by SIDNEY GERNSBACK

Editor of Radio Listeners' Guide and Spare Time Money Making. Author of
Wireless Course in 20 Lesson; Practical Electricity Course, etc.
S. GERNSBACK'S RADIO ENCYCLOever
PEDIA is the only standard work claspublished in America attempting to
sify alphabetically the countless words
used in the highly specialized science of
RADIO.

The ENCYCLOPEDIA Is written in plain
English so that everybody can understand
the definitions and descriptions.
No expense has been spared. covering
over two years in compilation, to make it
worthy a place in your library.
in one volume --1011
inch
pages-size 9x12 inches. nearly anbeautithick and nicely accomodates the
ful Illustrations and the large, easy to

It

published

is

read type.
Every page is replete with illustrations
-to make the text easily understandable.
REMEMBER THIS IS A REAL ENCYCLOPEDIA-NOT A DICTIONARYand
and very few of the things described
illustrated in this volume can be found
in any dictionary, or any other encyclopedia.

rMR.

angle.

The advance sale was so tremendous
that a very large edition has been printed.
a very considerable saving in
Printing, etc. This saving is being passed
on to present purchasers, and you may
oldsln the encyclopedia far the present at

effecting

eh is $2.00.

ERNSBA;7,
230 F
II
I New York, N. Y.
Dear Sir I enclose $2.00. Kindly
g
nd me "postpaid" one copy of your
S.

if thGAvenue,

I Encyclopedia I

Price $2.00

Feed Back
Field
Filaments
Flux
Frequency

High Frequency

I.

Impedance
I nd uctances

Inductance Coils
Induction
Inductive
Insulating

M.

MagnetsMagnetic

Oscillations
Oscillators

0.
P.

Plates

Radiations

R.

Radio

Radio Frequency
Reactances
Rectifiers
Resistances
Resonance

S.

Switches

T. Theory of Current Flow
Transformers
Transmission
Tuning
U.

Units

V.

Vacuum Tubes

W. Wave

Wires
Etc., etc.

POSTAGE

PAID

If Your Dealer Cannot Suonly You
SEND ALL ORDERS DIRECT TO

230 5th Ave., New York

Address

State

Money Refunded If Not Absolutely Satisfactory

Materials

Keys

K.

profusely illustrated,

110

find useful at sometime or other about the house.
garage and shop. An air propeller sled is described as well as how to build porch furniture,
kitchen cabinets, bookcases, grandfather's clock,
rose arbors, gasoline blow pipe, gasoline cycle car,
a I/16th H. P. A. C. motor, a buried treasure
finder, motorcycle engined monoplane, as well as
ice boats, electric refrigerating machine for the
home, and how to build a powerful 10" reflect-

THE STEAM ENGINEERS HAND-

Heterodyneig

H.

113/4",

Vol. 1. Published by The Experimenter Publishing Co., New York
City. Price 50 cents.
This book has had a phenomenal sale and embraces a number of articles, some of which are
no longer available, but which have appeared in
the columns of SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine
from time to time. There have been thousands
of requests made to the editors of this magazine
for copies of these various articles on such
practical subjects as home-made oil burners for the
furnace; home-made telescopes; building your own
phonograph; building home-made drills and lathes
from pipe and other fittings; a home-made movie
camera; building double-necic harp guitar, etc.,
that they finally decided to compile this valuable
book which has met with instant success everywhere. This book is worth its weight in gold to
all home mechanics who like to construct useful
apparatus, such as those enumerated above. Be-

ing telescope.

Galvanometers
Grids
Grounds

BOOK, by the International Correspon-

dence Schools, 298 pages, 46 illustrations,
size 33/4" x 51/2", published by the International Text -book Company, Scranton,
Pa. Price cloth bound $1.00. Leatheroid
bound. $1.50.
The aim of the publishers has been to select data
of general interest from the vast store of available
material and to combine therewith information relating to the problems and difficulties likely to be
encountered in the daily work of the engineer and
fireman. In order to keep the book of such a size

as to be carried in the pocket, the treatment of
many subjects has necessarily been very brief;
but the subjects of importance have been dealt
The various tables have been selected with great care, and only those have been
included which are likely to be consulted most
frequently. Another important feature is the inclusion of abstracts from the license laws of various cities and states in which laws have been
with more fully.

adopted.

THE FARM AND GARDEN HAND-

BOOK, by the International Correspondence Schools, 429 pages, 39 illustrations,
size 33/4" x 51/2", published by the International Text -book Company, Scranton,

Pa. Price Cloth bound $1.00. Leatheroid
bound. $1.50.
This book is intended as a book of reference for
all persons interested in the principles and modern
practices of agriculture. Students and teachers of
agriculture in colleges and public schools will find
it of great value to them in their work and
suburbanites who have gardens or raise live stock
will receive much help from this handbook. While
not covering the entire subject of agriculture, it
presents facts, data and information clearly and
concisely. Among the subjects treated are: Soil
improvement, farm crops, fruit and vegetable culture, dairying, bee -keeping, farm implements and

SIDNEY GERNSBACK

Name

City

The book contains as a supplement a
cross-index designed to bring
together radio references under one heading having relations in common.
All circuits new and old are described
by word and picture and every part and
apparatus used in Radio is explained and
made understandable by means of photographs and drawings.
The work contains 1,930 definitions, 549
Photographs, drawings and diagrams.
The volume is printed upon fine paper
-bound in full black Raratol, marbled
paper fly leaves and end sheets. with Use
title stamped in gold.
This volume should find a place in every
library, and will Ise a veritable boon to
you who are interested in Radio, from any
classified

Electrostatic

G.

8%" x

pages.

things, there are articles describing
dozens of how -to -make -it kinks, which everyone will

Detectors

F.

Compiled by the
HOW -TO -MAKE -IT.
staff of SCIENCE & INVENTION Magazine,
edited by H. Winfield Secor. Soft covers,

sides these

D.

Electrons

NOT A DICTIONARY-A REAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RADIO

apparatus and their hook-up with diagrams, etc.

[0

machinery as well as a section devoted to livestock. The tables throughout the book will be
found useful to agriculturists, farmers and home
gardeners.
(Continued on page 1174)
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START IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF TODAY
"SPARETIME MONEY"
A BOOK --NOT A MAGAZINE

Is a complete 100 page book that gives you
52 approved plans in detail for establishing your own Sparetime business

SPARETIME

MONEY

/Handbook
/ Approved
Plans
For Securing
'Additional Incomes

Fifty-two plans-completely outlined with a procedure for
establishing yourself in those most successful and most lucrative Spare Time businesses in the United States.
Each plan consists: First-of a definite workable item that
can be retailed by people of limited means and have only a
few spare minutes a day to utilize. Second-the best method
of production is outlined carefully with suggestions as to what
to avoid. Third-Avenues of distribution or selling are given
-such methods of selling by mail as are applicable and all
similar details are discussed, and Fourth-information of importance in carrying on to reap large, generous profits are discussed.
Altogether you have before you 52 complete, accurate Spare

Time businesses that have returned hundreds of dollars to
others.

Sparetime Money, contains 100 pages, of the large magazine
size, 9 x I2 inches-with handsome colored covers.

Price 50c
SOLD ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
If Your Dealer Cannot Supply You, Order Direct

The Consrad Co., Inc.
230 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Now ! The Big Second Edition Is Ready !
The world's latest book on Modern Magic
prepared under the direction of the Master
Magician Dunninger is now printed in its
Second Edition
THOUSANDS OF THE LATEST MAGIC TRICKS
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN THE 1st EDITION
Be the popular man in your circle of friends. You can entertain
them and hold their attention with a thousand surprises and novelties.

POPULAR MAGIC is a book for you, for everybody, young or old.
But especially for those who want popularity, those who want to realize
how much the admiration of friends helps toward making life worth
more.
POPULAR MAGIC contains thousands of simple, entertaining parlor
tricks, as many puzzling magical stunts and a whole book full of mystic
spirit novelties. A new set of tricks for every day of the year. Compiled by the staff of the great magazine "SCIENCE AND INVENTION."
300 ILLUSTRATIONS
SIZE 9 x 12 INCHES

PRICE 50c
SOLD ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
If Your Dealer Can Not Supply You Write Direct

Copies of the First Edition Can Be Procured By Writing Direct

Experimenter Publishing Company, Inc.

230 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Prepared by the staff of
cien ce and
Invention

under the direction
of "Dunninger''
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BUILDERS' BLUE PRINTS, HOW TO
READ THEM, by William S. Lowndes,

RALPH I24C 41+
A K °induce of the year.2660

Ph. D., 174 pages, profusely illustrated,
size 6" x 8/2", published by the International Text -hook Company, Scranton,
Pa. Price $3.00, including ten folding
blue prints.
In this volume the author has endeavored to
meet the wide demand for information regarding
the reading and understanding of blue prints. The
book contains many drawings which greatly simplify the text. The average layman will findCar-it
highly instructive and full of information.
penters and building trade mechanics will find their
progress toward higher positions no longer hampered by their own lack of knowledge regarding

Editor

of

Science

Stories,

&

Invention,

Radio News.

Amazing

Against an amazing background of mechanical
electrical and chemically altered life of manrokind there is set a brilliant and colorful
mance in the life of the greatest living scientist of that age.
Ralph's love for the beautiful

stranger, his

conquest of his rival and the worsting of the
great saturnine Martian, culminating in a running fight in space with tragedy and terror
conquered by almost unbelievable and incredible weapons, make one of the most interesting
and gripping stories ever told.
PRICE -32.15 Prepaid

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., INC.

230 Fifth Ave.

New York, N. Y.

"RADIO
FOR ALL"
HUGO GERNSBACK'S

GREAT BOOK FOR RADIO
BEGINNERS AND
AMATEURS ALIKE

May be earned during your spare
time taking subscriptions to-

RADIO NEWS

Rules for Matchcraft Contest

SCIENCE & INVENTION
AMAZING STORIES

MONEY MAKING

$100.00

By HUGO GERNSBACK

Real Money

blue prints if they study this book conscientiously.

(Contintte(1 from page 1114)

An amazing romance
of the year 2660

sMsOsIsrEsYs

Monthly Prize
`Matchcraft" Contest

DIrRENG the past year SCIENCE AND
INVENTION Magazine awarded $5000.00
for articles made entirely of matches.
While this $5000.00 contest has officially expired, the publishers have decided that because

of the great popularity in Matchcraft constructions, the contest would continue in force on a
new prize rate basis until further notice. The
list of new prizes will be found in the center box
and the same rules for the first contest are to
be observed in this contest.
(1) Models submitted must contain at least
90 per cent. safety matches in their construction.
(2) Models made of toothpicks, paper
matches, or non -safety matches, are not eligible in this contest.
(3) Models can not be built around boxes
Walls, roofs,
or other supporting articles.
etc., must all be self-supporting and made of
matches.
(4) All liquid adhesives, such as glue, shellac, cements, etc., are permissible.

(5) Models may be painted, gilded or sil-

vered.

(6) Models may be of any size.

(7) In order to win a prize, it is necessary

that either models be submitted, or, if this is
not practical, owing to their size, a 5"x7" photograph of the model may be sent in lieu
of the model itself. The best models submit.
ted each month will be awarded the prizes
herewith.
scheduled Allmodelsule.
SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine will be promptly returned to the builder, who will prepay all

Selling these magazines is easy-

just a few minutes a day-after
school - after work - or after
household duties will net you BIG

PROFITS and a STEADY INCOME.
Hundreds of others are receiving
large sums of money weekly

through our plan.

LIBERAL COMMISSIONS
Write today for A pplication
Blank and full particulars
AGENCY DIVISION
Experimenter Publishing Company
New York, N. Y.
230 Fifth Ave.

(8)submitted to

Now Ready !

charges.

eitnee

PRIZE AWARDS
First Prize
Second Prize

$50.00
20.00

Third Prize
Fourth Prize
Fifth Prize

15.00
10.00
5.00

Total

$100.00

inventio

formation necessary for him to understand radio to make or buy a receiving

his means, to know
how to operate his set, and, after he
has an understanding of the radio art,
information that will enable him to
advance and get the most out of his
outfit. All this must ordinarily be
dug Out of textbooks and pamphlets,
but the aim of this book is to have all
the data and information that the beginner will need from the time that
he takes up radio. It is a permanent,
set suitable to

comprehensive reference book for the
diedin--the-wool dabbler in Radio.

PRICE $2.00 POSTPAID
EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., Inc.,
230 Fifth Avenue

New York, N. Y.

U

SCHOOL SERVICE
BULLETIN
INSTRUCTORS and Educators

What the beginner in radio needs is a

book in which he can get all the in-

%it

in

Physics, Biology, Chemistry, or Gen(9) Where SCIENCE AND INVENTION
has any doubts as to the model (where photos
only are submitted) complying with all the
regulations, the judges may, at their discretion, request that the actual model be sent in
for inspection, paying transportation charges
both ways.

(10) This is a monthly contest and will continue until further notice. Each monthly contest
date

closes on the first of the month following
of issue. Thus the contest for the month of
March will close April 1st and prize-winning
announcements will be made in the June, 1927
issue.
(11) Models must be shipped in a strong

wooden box, never in a cardboard box, as
SCIENCE AND INVENTION can not be
held responsible for breakage in transit due to
models having been improperly packed.
(12) When models are sent, be sure to affix
tag, giving your name and address, to the
model itself. In addition, put name and address on outside wrapper of package.
(13) Address all letters, packages. etc., to
Editor, "Matchcraft" Contest, care SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine, 53 Park Place,
New York.
Caution-Soak or cut heads from matches before building your model so that the models
may be expressed or mailed. The strike everywhere square cut Liberty matches can
be used if the heads are cut off.

eral Science now have an opportunity
to

use

a

ready reference on

the

Science of today-tomorrow. References not printed in the most modern
textbooks.

This reference, the Science & Invention

School Service Bulletin is edited by a

noted Educator and Author, Ellis C.
Persing. It is published monthly and

is entirely devoted to class work.

Let us send you interesting information and a FREE sample copy of the
Bulletin.

SCIENCE and INVENTION
SCHOOL SERVICE
230 Fifth Avenue,

New York City

STUDENTS:-Show this advertisement to Mit
teachers-It will heir) YOU immensely in your class
work in an interesting manner.
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a SECOND INCOME

SPARE -TIME

"MONEY MAKING"
Tells You How to Start Your Own "Business"
Tells You How to Operate a Big Profit "Side Line"
Tells You How to Make a Substantial "Spare Time"
Income
The people who really enjoy the little luxuries that have become so important in today's home are those who do not have to sacrifice essentials to do so.
A second income, no matter how small, solves this problem.
Why not start today? There are hundreds of ways to develop a steady additional income that will bring to your home the many little things that make
life more enjoyable.

.7%.,9fagaztfIr

Yea,

Oppnr I.

SPARE -TIME MONEY MAKING tells you how, each issue takes various ways

and means and explains them in such a way that you can immediately apply
them to your own benefit. Some plans require no initial outlay while others,
for a small first cost, return many dollars a year to your pocket.
Begin now-Let today be the starting point for you into a bigger income
and a thorough enjoyment of the luxuries of this life.

Copies 25c -- On All Newsstands

Subscriptions $2.50 the Year-If your newsdealer cannot supply
you use coupon below.

.."'":1VIrrnev-Makinpl-lonnulas%

Extra Money
l'nze lonte,t,
Pmfiiable Busine,PLans. Women's Pin5Ifontyfifalthly Pointers
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The Big New Spring Edition Is Here
SPRING EDITION

Ove.2OO000 copes

Latest List of Broadcast
Stations

7714 Cents

Radio Listeners

Guide and Call yiook.

New Circuits-Data-Information
More Radio data, information and constructional articles than ever beforeRadio's greatest array of valuable data ever published in any quarterly.
Full to the brim with page after page of illustrated articles.
Spring Edition contains latest list of Broadcast Stations, several complete
latest circuits with full constructional data-also many illustrated general
Radio articles.
See your newsdealer to -day or write direct.

Copies 50c -- Sold Everywhere

192 Pages
Size: 9x12 Inches
Illustrated
Nik

Ilk IL 1 lek

Subscriptions $2.00 the Year-If your dealer cannot supply you
use the coupon below.

Ilk

USE THIS COUPON
Consrad Co., Inc.
230 FIFTH AVE.,

NEW YORK CITY

M\
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CONSRAD CO., INC.,

230 Fifth Avenue., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: I enclose $
subscription to
Name
Address
City

for one year's

State

many

stations now on the

A rear view of the WAVE TRAP showing the location of the various parts

Consrad has developed a new series of

constructional patterns for radio listeners. The first of these is the Wave Trap
shown on the left.
This new pattern contains a gigantic
blueprint, size 27A inches by 2072 inches, containing simplified Panel layout,
Front View, Top View, Side View and
Picture Wiring diagram. All measurements are shown actual size. Also a
complete Illustrated Pamphlet is enclosed that shows you exactly how to proceed throughout the entire construction ;
these are enclosed in a heavy folder envelope size 9% x 972 inches.
Note: This wave trap can be installed in a few seconds. It does not have
to be put inside your set.

THE CONSRAD CO., Inc., 230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

If your dealer cannot supply you, write direct to

25c AT ALL RADIO DEALERS

If you want to really enjoy programs
and be able to select them at will, you
need a Wave Trap.

greatly assists in selecting stations on
your set. It separates stations that are
close together, makes tuning sharper and
clearer, and reduces static.

Wave Trap. This simple instrument

too crowded for the average radio set to
operate satisfactorily.
The only solution to this problem is a

air, that the wavelengths have become

are so

Every one who owns a radio set has
noticed how difficult it is to tune -in the
stations desired. This is because there

It Solves Your
Tuning Problem

A SIMPLE WAVE TRAP & CLARIFIER

How to Make

Radio Constructor Series No. 17

Let These Guides

Solve Your Problems
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES

3500 PAGES
4700 PICTURES

IN TEN
VOLUMES

$1 A VOLUME
$1 A MONTH SEND NO MONEY- SEND ONLY THIS COUPON

Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size ;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.
LEARN ALL ABOUT

Magnetism-Induction - Experiments - Dynamos - Electric Machinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring

Diagrams - Sign Flashers - Storage Batteries - Principles of Alternating
Currents and Alternators - Alternating Current Motors - Transformers Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems-Circuit BreakersMeasuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power Stations-Installing
-Telephone-Telegraph-Wireless-Bells-Lighting-Railways. Also many
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference Index
of the ten numbers.
SHIPPED FREE
Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation to buy unless
you are satisfied. Send Coupon now-today-and get this great help
library and see if it is not worth $100 to you-you pay $1.00 a month for
ten months or return it.

P

THEO. AUDEL & CO.

65 West 23rd Street, New York City.
Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.
Name
Occupation

Employed by

Home Address
Reference

S. I. April

VIOLETRAYNgy
To "'with

Beauty
Vigor
Scientific, PainlessTreatmentU sed
by Doctors, Hospitals, Sanitariums
Now Offered to Every Home
Have you ever considered the vitally important part the

billions of cells in your body play in keeping the tissues, bones,
nerves, skin, hair and other parts of the human anatomy in the
pink of condition?

Only healthy, active cells possess the power to repair or
build, absorb or throw off. Healthy cells mean well beinginjured, diseased or inactive cells are the originators of pain,

Read These
Astounding
Testimonials
ssTri

Facials aMcit% ss ViFtee:It's the best
pain chaser and soother I've ever had
the good fortune to find. It's wonderful.
It cured my brother of neuritis. As for
myself, I use it for facial treatments and
general massage. I cannot say too much
for Violetta."

sickness, death. Your blood is merely a source of supply upon
which these marvelous little organisms draw.
Medical science has long known that cell life can be energized
through certain forms of electrical stimulation. Then a remarkable discovery was made when Nikola Tesla gave the world his
invention for producing health -giving violet rays.

Nioletta, 10 Days
For Health-Beauty-Vigor Free

Drugs
Lumbago claimed
to be. with
cannot compete
it

Violetta is an invention for producing
genuine violet rays from ordinary electric
current. Violet Rays go direct to the
source of the trouble-the cells themselves

sired."-A.J. Albert, Minnesota.

activity as positively as an electric current
revives a run-down battery. The mysterious, baffling. supernatural power of Violet

Rheumatt

vTehrey

?n1 egt lit

ss

for Lumbago and Rheumatism; or when
a general toning up of the system is de-

Asthma "Your Violetta has com-

pletely cured asthma that

I had for 25 years. I am a booster for your
VioletRay in every way."-W. E. Hopson,
Texas.

Headaches-II:1.m tickled pink over
it. Beats medicines

every way. Suffered with headaches and
have never used anything that gives as
quick relief. Wouldn't take $100 for my
Violetta if 1 couldn't get another."-Mrs.
Ora Gallon, Michigan.

Acne-I used theVioletta for a severe
case of Acne. It helped me considerably, for the Acne is gone."-H. J.
Robber. Chicago.

which I reNeuritis -The
Violetta
ceived
worked wonders on
the neuritis of eight years standing. I had
taken all kinds of medicine, tried osteo-

pathic and chiropratic treatments with-

out benefit. Now I am able to sleep nights

as I did before the trouble came on. Am
gainingrightalong." J.T.Blackman,Cal.

Headache -I had a very bad headache and pain in my

head. I used the machine and in a very
short time the pain was all gone. After
using Violetta four days I felt like a different man."-John Naunestad. Illinois.

-revive and stimulate them to healthy

Rays is as phenomenal as the marvels of
radio. Why Violet Rays should possess
such miraculous curative power over pain
and disease is as much a mystery as the
ether wave's ability to transmit a whisper
through miles of space.
Let us tell you how thousands of men
and women suffering from rheumatism.
nervousness, skin diseases, headaches.
constipation, sprains, falling hair, obesity,
prostrate trouble and many other ailments.
have found quick relief, new health and
vitality with this marvelous scientific invention. We also have many positively
astounding letters from former sufferers
of paralysis-even asthma and hay fever
yield to the Violet Ray treatment.

With a Violetta Outfit you can give

yourself at home the same treatments for
which doctors and specialists charge $3 to
$5. Saves hours, days, months of suffer-

ing. Always ready for instant use. No

FreeTrial. Why suffer pain,

run-down nerves, or poor
health, when you can try
Violetta in your own home
without risking a penny?

Send for Free Book
Send for the free book now, telling
all about Violet Rays and the long list
of ailments successfully treated. Read
some of the many amazing testimonials from users who have tried this

new way to health, beauty, vigor.
Mail the coupon. Send for all the facts

and our liberal free trial offer today.

VI-REX COMPANY

2304 Warren Ave.
Chicago
Dept.445
VI-REX COMPANY
2304 Warren Ave., Dept.445 , Chicago
Please send me your free book on Violet Rays and details of
your 10 days free trial offer.
Name

medicine. A painless, pleasant treatment
-for men, women or children. Only the
Violet Ray can penetrate to every cell and
nerve affected. Anybody can use the

Address

in satisfying all users that we are willing
to send the complete outfit on 10 days'

Ailment

Violetta.
So great has been the success of Violetta

Trial

City

State
MOM

